—n crudely coarseness grossness thickness, bluntness অসুস্থচিত—a lacking in keen perception or acumen, short-sightedness, অসুশ্রুত—n lack of keen perception or acumen, short-sightedness

অস্তিত্ব—n unindicated not expressed or said unmarked, unspecified

অস্ত্র—n a slanderer, malicious person, a cynic

অস্ত্রীয়—n slander, malice, envy, grudge, jealousy, অস্মিত—অস্ত্রীয়বাদ, অস্মিতপ্রকাশ-অস্মিত—n slanderous, malicious, envious, jealous, cynical

অস্বাভাবিক—a fem not even visited by the sun living in the gynaecum

অস্বাভাবিক—n blood

অস্বাভাবিক—n (med) scum

অস্বাভাবিক—a not created of spontaneous origin

অস্বাভাবিক–অস্বাভাবিক—n (of medicine etc.) not to be taken

অস্বাভাবিক—a incapable of being brooked, unbearable, intolerable

অস্বাভাবিক—n discourtesy, impoliteness, lack of cordiality, rudeness, unbecoming conduct

অস্বাভাবিক—a unlovely, ungentle, not calm or placid, not sedate or sober

অস্বাভাবিক—n lack of grace or beauty, ungainliness, disorderliness, clumsiness, indecorousness, indecency

অস্বাভাবিক—o n lack of amiability or friendliness

অস্বাভাবিক, অস্বাভাবিক—(1) a Australian (2) n an Australian, the language of Australia

অস্বাভাবিক—(1) a Australasian (2) n an Australasian, any of the languages of Australasia

অস্বাভাবিক—n (myth) an imaginary mountain behind which the sun goes down whilst setting (also অস্বাস্থ), the setting of the sun moon etc., act of going below the horizon, decline, fall অস্বাভাবিক—n (of the sun moon etc.) that which has set or gone below the horizon, declined.

অস্বাভাবিক—n act of setting or going below the horizon, decline, অস্বাভাবিক—n going to set setting

অস্বাভাবিক—n a mixture of slaked lime sand

etc used for coating walls, ceilings, plaster, material sewn to the inner surface of a garment, lining

অস্বাভাবিক—n unstratified

অস্বাভাবিক—n existence, presence, esse অস্বাভাবিক—n existence, presence, esse

অস্বাভাবিক—n same as অস্বাভাবিক, অস্বাভাবিক—n nonexistent, absent, false, illusory, vaporous, অস্বাভাবিক—n existence and inexistence, presence and absence, theism and atheism (phil) dialectics, অস্বাভাবিক—a existent present in esse

অস্বাভাবিক—n (imp) let there be, may there be, let it be, may it be

অস্বাভাবিক—n (ad) in haste, in a great hurry, in a flurry

অস্বাভাবিক—n about to go down below the horizon, about to set setting

অস্বাভাবিক—n implication of existence or present, অস্বাভাবিক—n containing implication of existence or present

অস্বাভাবিক—n a missile, a weapon, arms (বাহিনী), a tool or instrument for cutting boring etc (ঘড়ির অঞ্জনী) (fig) one who or that which is made an instrument (সূত্রক এই অস্বাভাবিক—n a wound caused by a weapon

অস্বাভাবিক—n the discharge of a missile, act of striking with a weapon

অস্বাভাবিক—n to discharge or hurl a missile, to strike with a weapon

অস্বাভাবিক—n same as অস্বাভাবিক, অস্বাভাবিক—n use of arms

অস্বাভাবিক—n a surgeon অস্বাভাবিক—n surgery অস্বাভাবিক—n a surgeon to operate (upon) to practise surgery, অস্বাভাবিক—n the discharge of a missile, act of relinquishing or giving up, 4 arms অস্বাভাবিক—n to discharge or hurl a missile, to relinquish or give up one’s arms, to lay down one’s arms, to surrender

অস্বাভাবিক—n act of arming oneself, act of taking up arms, act of encountering in an armed light, অস্বাভাবিক—n to arm oneself, to take up arms, to encounter in a battle, অস্বাভাবিক—(1) a armed (অস্বাভাবিক অস্বাভাবিক—n an armed person

অস্বাভাবিক—n act of warding off or countering a missile thrown অস্বাভাবিক—n to ward off or counteract a missile thrown

অস্বাভাবিক—n act of casting missiles, shower of missiles অস্বাভাবিক—a of n one who

For words in অস্ত্র—n not given separately see অস্ত্র
is skilled in using weapons अभिभाषित — n the art and science of using weapons surgery अभिभाषित — a shower of missiles अभिभाषित — a wound caused by a weapon mark of such a wound, अभिभाषित — n (collec) weapons arms, armoury अभिभाषित — same as अभिभाषित — n act of laying down arms, cease-fire act of refraining from using weapons act of withdrawing a missile thrown अभिभाषित — v to lay down arms, to refrain from using weapons to withdraw a missile thrown अभिभाषित — a unarmed अभिभाषित — v to disarm अभिभाषित — n an armoury अभिभाषित — n the blow of a weapon अभिभाषित — a struck or wounded or hurt with a weapon अभिभाषित — a armed अभिभाषित — n surgical operation अभिभाषित — v to operate (upon) अभिभाषित — the surgical ward अभिभाषित — n a vicious or miserable place, an evil place a wrong or improper or unsuitable place अभिभाषित — a misplace अभिभाषित — n a foul or impure place a bad place, a place to be avoided or not to be visited अभिभाषित — a not native or local a foreign, extraneous alien (bct) adventitious अभिभाषित — a (of property etc) movable अभिभाषित — a impermanent, temporary transient, unstable not durable, floating, passing अभिभाषित — a impermanent, temporary transient, unstable not durable, floating, passing अभिभाषित — n impermanence, transitoriness, transience, instability, want of durability, perishability अभिभाषित — n bone, skeleton अभिभाषित — a lean skinny skin and bone gaunt अभिभाषित — v to deposit in or commit to the Ganges (or other holy waters) the bone or bone-ash of a deceased person (as the final part of the obsequies) अभिभाषित — n bones and ribs, skeleton अभिभाषित — a bone-like bony अभिभाषित — n osteology अभिभाषित — a an osteologist अभिभाषित — a osteological अभिभाषित — a bony, lean, gaunt.

अभिभाषित — a arithmetic of infinites, (arith) the double rule of three or unitary method, a difficult or intricate problem, a puzzle, bewilderment अभिभाषित — a inelastic अभिभाषित — n inelasticity अभिभाषित — a restless, unstable, agitated, agitated, excited, perturbed, impatient, fretting fretful uneasy, fickle frivolous, changeful, uncertain अभिभाषित — a fickle-minded frivolous, barmy impetuous अभिभाषित — n fickle-mindedness restlessness, impatience अभिभाषित — n restlessness unsteadiness, instability excitement agitated or perturbed state, impatience fretting fretfulness uneasiness frivolity changefulness, uncertainty अभिभाषित — a irresolute, undecided (in action or purpose) अभिभाषित — n irresolution indecision अभिभाषित — a not fat or thick thin, delicate, slim not gross or coarse fine subtle transcendental अभिभाषित — n impatience restlessness अभिभाषित — a unbathed अभिभाषित — n a undergraduate (2) n an undergraduate अभिभाषित — n unfriendliness lack of affection neglect अभिभाषित — a not throbbing motionless, still still अभिभाषित — a of suspended throbbing not throbbing अभिभाषित — a indistinct, not clear, obscure hazy vague, dim अभिभाषित — n inarticulate अभिभाषित — n indistinctness, obscurity haziness, vagueness, lack of clarity (of thought, expression etc) dimness, inarticulateness illegibility अभिभाषित — a that should not be touched untouchable, profane, unclean, abominable, dirty अभिभाषित — n untouchability, profanity abominableness, dirtiness, intangibility अभिभाषित — a untouched, untasted अभिभाषित — a having no desire or longing, not desirous, not covetous or avaricious indifferent अभिभाषित — n absence of desire or longing, indifference or unconcern

* For words in अभिभाषित and अभिभाषित, not given separately, see अभिभाषित and अभिभाषित respectively
pride, haughtiness, arrogance, vainglory, 
abhor—v to take pride in, to boast, 
to brag, 
unpretentious modest, 
self-conceited, 
pride, haughty, arrogant, 
vainglorious 
appearance—a self-conceited, 
abhor—v every day day by day always incessantly 
appearance—a free from malice nonmalignant, 
non-violent inoffensive, harmless 
association—(pol) non-violent non-cooperation, 
free from malice or cruelty, inoffensive harmless, 
innocent 
association—same as association (see association) 
aharm—n harm injury, 
harmful, injurious, malignant unwholesome 
association—desirous of doing 
harm, evil-minded, evil-intentioned malevolent maligns, 
association—harmful practice, prejudiced practice, harm 
association—opium, 

opium-eater 
association—see association 
association—n not pleased or glad, not delighted or happy 
association—a causeless, reason-
less, groundless, unjustified unaccountable, without provocation, for nothing (2) adv without cause or provocation, for nothing

অসদ্ভাত—a causeless, unjustified unaccountable, spontaneous fem অসাধ্বকুতি অসাধ্বকুতি ভাষা—disinterested or selfless devotion

অর্থ—int oh O, alas alack ab

অর্থতাত্ত্বিক—adv day and night, always

অর্থনীতিজ Smaller part of a day (usu three hours—পৃথ্বী মন্ত্রাত্মক)

অন্ত—int expressing surprise is it so?

অটল—n an atlas

অটোটুট—n arrowroot

আঁ—n the second vowel of the Bengali alphabet

আনি—int expressing surprise bewildement, delight relief, regret, vexation, aversion, anxiety, suspense fright consternation etc ab ah

আঃ—pfx denoting a slight (শান্ত) thorough (আঃশান্ত) starting from (আঃশান্ত শাব্দিক) up to (আঃশান্ত শাব্দিক), during the whole of, throughout (আঃশান্ত), including (আঃশাব্দিক) contrary to (আমাসন) implying negation un- non- (অনাসন) perverted vile (আসন) bad disagreeable unsuitable, difficult hard (আসন, আসন) etc

আই—n mother, one's mother or aunt

আই—alt spell of আই

আইন—var of আইন

আইন—(1) adv feeling extreme uneasiness (owing to excess of anything) (2) a extremely uneasy আইনের করা—b to feel or become extremely uneasy

আইন—n a law, an act, regulation, an ordinance, a statute a rule a system, the whole code of laws the law আইন কা—v to enact a law to pass a bill to legislate, to make a rule (অভিযোগ আইন—civil law কোয়ালিতা আইন—criminal law সমাজ আইন—martial law আইন-উপদেরীন—n one who advises on legal points, a legal adviser, counsel আইন-কার—n a legislator, a law-giver আইন-কারী—n pl rules and regulations আইনগত—a legal, statutory আইন-সূচনা—n a law-book আইন-ব্যবস্থা—n a legal practi
tioner, a pleader, an advocate, a barrister, an attorney a solicitor, etc a lawyer আইনকর—(1) vised in law (2) n a jurist আইনকর—pop আইনকর—adv according to to in keeping with the law or laws, legally or lawfully আইন-পরিষদ—n a legislative council a legislature আইন-প্রণয়ন—n enactment, legislation আইন-প্রণয়ন—n a legislator a law-giver আইন-কর—n the ministry of law আইন-কার, আইন-সচিব—n a law-member a law-minister আইন্তুমাতিক—a & adv same as আইন্তুমাতিক আইনশাস্ত—n jurisprudence, the whole code of laws the law, a law-book আইন-সূচনা, আইননগর—a lawful, legitimate আইন-প্রচলন—n a legislative assembly, an legislature আইননগর—a law-abiding lawful legitimate আইননগরী—(1) adv according to to in keeping with the law, legally or lawfully (2) a legal, lawful আইননগরী—same as আইননগরী (adv)

আইন-পালন—n the ceremony of taking the last meal by a Hindu bride or bridegroom on the night immediately preceding their wedding-day আইন-পালন—n a woman who remains single after the conventional age for marrying a spinster

আইন—n one’s mother’s mother or aunt

আইন—n a woman whose husband is alive

আইলাম (proun আইনাল্লাম)—corrupt of আইলো

আইলাম (proun আইনালাম)—corrupt of আইলো

আইন—obs form of আইন—obs form of আইন

আইলাম—a first, chief best

আইলাম—adv & a out, incorrigibly depraved or abandoned gone to the dogs

আইলাম, আইলাম—v to stir (milk) whilst boiling

আইলাম, আইলাম—var of আইলাম

আইলাম (proun আইলাম)—n a religious mendicant sect of India following a very easy course of worship, a person possessing supernatural powers আইলাম—a of the আইলাম sect

আইলাম, (proun আইলাম), আইলাম—a dishevelled আইলাম—a dishevelled and untidy আইলাম—(1) v to dishevel (2) a disheveled.

আইলাম—see আইলাম
ing in the rainy season or in autumn, (loos) ripening or growing early

असामं—var of असाम
अटूटम—var of अटूटम
अन्तु—n a whirlpool
अतुत—(1) v (chiefly facet) to pronounce or recite (usu. repeatedly) (2) n (repeated) pronunciation or recitation
अन्तु—n (rare) shade, sunshade care guardianship custody control, reach jurisdiction purview कार्यान्तु—under one's tutelage or guardianship
अन्तु—a sound noise voice अन्तु—n a small window in the upper part of the wall (cp) a bay-window (cp) a skylight
अंतु, अंत्र—n a woman one's wife अंतु—n (of boils etc) to swell and become painful to inflame
अंतु—arch form of अंतु
अंतु, अंत्र—n fruit-trees and other immovable property offspring progeny
अंतु, अंत्र—n a large holding of land held in fee under a landowner, (cp) a huf
अंतु, अंत्र, अंत्स्र, अंत्स्रा—all spellings of अंतु, अंत्र, अंत्स्र, अंत्स्रा respectively
अंतिक—a of a part or parts or a share or shares partial, incomplete some अंतिकान्त—adv in part, partially
अंतिक—emphatic form of अंतु
अंतु—int expressing dismay, pain etc अंतु—corrupt of अंतु
अंतु—n a mark or line (arithmetic & algebra) a problem अंतु—n to do a sum अंतु—n to draw a line, to scratch अंतु—n a hook a tendril, a ring अंतु—n act of holding fast as in an embrace grappling अंतु—n to grapple (doggishly), to embrace (tightly), to grasp to gripe अंतु—n to hold in a tight grasp or embrace अंतु—n any hook-shaped object or sign any of such signs affixed to alphabatical letters
अंतु—n act or manner of painting a painted picture अंतु—n a pole with a hook fixed to one of its ends used for plucking fruits, flowers etc or for other purposes
अंतु—(1) v to draw, to trace, to paint, to mark, to write, to describe to delineate (2) n act of drawing or tracing or painting or marking or writing or describing or delineating (3) a drawn, traced, painted, marked written described, delineated अंतु—v to cause to draw or trace or paint or mark or write or describe or delineate अंतु—a zigzag, winding meandering tortuous serpentine अंतुपोट, अंतुर्वस्था—n ditch अंतुपोट—v to ditch अंतु—var of अंतु
अंत—poet corrupt of अंतु
अंत—n a letter of the alphabet अंत—n an eye अंताक्ष—n tear अंताक्ष—v to ogle, to wink or blink (at) अंताक्ष—n an eyelid
अंत—n the ignited state of an oven, ignition degree of ignition heat, glow surmise guess, conjecture a hint anticipation a presage अंत—v to ignite to take fire अंत—v to surmise, to sense to guess, to conjecture to anticipate अंत—v to ignite, to enkindle to set on fire, to hint to presage अंत—v to take fire to ignite अंत—v to take fire to ignite अंत—v to get a hint of अंत—v to be affected with slight stress or burden of
अंत—n an instance of scraping or digging with the finger-nails or claws a scratch, a thin mark or line (fig) a cursory or slight examination or effort (often अंतुर्वस्था करेम) एक अंत—v upon a cursory or slight examination अंत—n act of scratching and biting, bites and scratches अंत—n act of mutual scratching with finger-nails or claws in a fight अंत—(1) v to scratch or dig with finger-nails or claws, to comb (hair) (2) a scratched or dug with the finger-nails or claws combed kempt अंत—poet corrupt of अंतु
अंत—n an expanse of a part or an end of a loin-cloth (esp one worn by women) अंत—a (said of a man) very obedient to women or to one's wife, henpecked, (of a boy) very much dependent on mother अंत—n an ornamented border of a woman's loin-cloth अंत—v to surmise, to sense, to guess to conjecture, to anticipate अंत—v to wash one's mouth esp by rinsing after a meal आयामः अंत—n a border of a woman's loin-cloth अंत—v to wash one's mouth esp by rinsing after a meal अंत—v to wash one's mouth esp by rinsing after a meal
—there's many a slip betwixt the cup and the lip

अंतराल—n a wort a mole, a blotch
अंतराल—n a sty, a stye, a very small-shaped lizard akin to the iguana
अंतराल—n palms of one's hands cupped together, the amount that a cup thus contains a handful
अंतराल—(1) n tightness, tension, compactness (क़बाद अंत) restraint reserve (सुंदर अंत) 
(2) a tight close-fitting, tense अंतराल करा—
v to make tight, to tighten
अंतराल—n a tight not loose अंतराल गोष्ट—tight-fitting clothes close-fitting garment अंतराल गोष्ट देवेका काल करा—to start (work etc.) with due preparation and precaution or by providing probable contingency
अंतराल—(1) v to fasten tightly, to tighten, to wear to put on (গাঁটি অং) to bolt (দরজায় গলা অং) to fix (কাঠায় বিত্তি অং) to affix (থাকায় স্থিতি অং) to shut to close (দেহা অং) to close (করা অং) to close (করা অং) (কোনো অং), to be able to contain or hold to have capacity or room for (রাখিতে দুঃখ অং) to contend with (সেগুলি অং) to be equal to, to contrive (সহ অং) to be equal to, to cope with (সহ অং) (2) a closed shut अंतराल अंतराल, अंतराल अंतराल—n excessive tightness, excessive strictness or rigour firmness, hugging excessive attention to (সেখানের বসা অং) अंतराल अंतराल—v to cause or force to contain or hold
अंतराल—n a bundle বোঝার উপর অং—the last straw that breaks the camel's back
अंतराल—n a stone of a fruit
अंतरालग—see अंतराल
dश—n tightness, tension, tight fastening or fixation, strictness, rigour, (of speech etc.) compactness
अंतराल—(1) n effort in spite of incapability, tumbling (2) adv tumblingly
dश—n tight, close-fitting
dश—n intestines, entrails, cat-gut, vital or inmost part (वैद्य द बालग) one's secret intention or design or mental disposition (वैद्य द बालग) अंतराल अंतराल अं—n to make a homestretch, to cut to the quick
अंतराल—v to feel sudden alarm, to startle अंतराल अं—same as अंतराल अंतराल
अंतराल—n startle
dश—n entrails, intestines
dश—n gastric juice
dश—n entente
अंतरालग—adj at the head and at the foot of a bed, everywhere
अंतराल—n a lying-in room a labourroom (अंतराल-দর) confinement of a woman at childbirth
अंতराल—n (facet & dero) an Indian Christian ludicrously imitating the Europeans in his daily life
अंतরाल—n pl loopholes, tricks and stratagems (sing) due arrangement order system
अंतराल—(1) n darkness gloom absence of light (2) a dark, gloomy deprived of light अंतराल अं—object of precious hope and consolation amidst utter misery silver-lining मने अंतराल—extreme sorrow or rejection
अंतराल—n stormy wind strong wind a storm a danger, mental suffering agony a cause of disturbing something (দূঃ অবস্থান অং)
अंतराल—n corrup of अर
dश—n a brother's or sister's mother-in-law
अंतराल—n fibre, (any of the) scales as of a fish or (any) thin membranous excrescence on some insects seeds fruits etc. nap of cloth grain of wood, (any of the) thread-like membranes in some fruits
अंतराल—n smelling of scales of fish, smelling of fish (fig) filthy
अंतराल—n a kind of small fruit having similarities to litchi
अंतराल—(1) v to harden by boiling in liquefied sugar, molasses treacle etc (2) a thus boiled
अंतराल—v fibrous
अं—(1) n any article of non-vegetarian food such as fish or meat (2) a used in cutting or dressing or cooking articles of non-vegetarian food (কাজের বিক) अं—a smelling of fish or meat
अं—n a place for depositing household and other rubbish, a dump, a dustbin अं—n any large tree-leaf used for a dinner-plate and then thrown into the dustbin, (fig) an ignoble
or base person াটাতুড়ের পাত কাঠন দরে পার না—an ignoble person cannot never continue in a noble company
আকাশ—dial corrup of আকাশে আকাশায়—a (of a person) wasteful squandering, prodigal, spend-thrift
আকাশী—n mutual envy or jealousy, unhealthy competition
আকাশ, আকাশ—adv frequently, every now and then, often always
আকাশ, আকাশ—n grudge, malice, animosity, spite
আকাশ—adv (filling) up to one’s throat, (fig) almost completely submerged or sunk (আকাশ নিমিট্ত মুখে আকাশকৃত হওয়া—to be over head and ears in debt আকাশ দোষম করা—to eat and drink to excess, to overfeed, to surfeit
আকাশ—coll var of আকাশ আকাশ—var of আকাশ আকাশ—n a kind of tree the sun plant, the swallow wort
আকাশপুক, আকাশপুক—a greyish of light ash-colour
আকাশী, আকাশী—a of Emperor Akbar or his reign
আকাশ, আকাশ—n a slight trembling or thrill or throbbing or vibration
আকাশ, আকাশ—n a trembling or throbbing or vibrating slightly
আকাশ—n a mine, a quarry, a source or origin, a store of repertory আকাশিক—(1) a of mines, mineral (2) n a mineral ore
আকাশ—n mines mineral
আকাশ—adj: (stretched or drawn) up to the ear আকাশিতচ্ছ- (a of a string of a bow) drawn up to the ear of the shooter whilst taking aim আকাশবির—(a of one’s eyes etc.) stretched up to ears
আকাশ—n attraction, pull any object by which something is drawn or pulled magnet a tendril আকাশক, আকাশক, আকাশী—(1) a that which attracts or draws or pulls (2) n lodestone
আকাশ—n attraction pull, affection, love আকাশী—n attracting
আকাশ, আকাশী—see আকাশ
আকাশ—n calculation, (Acts) credit আকাশনিতি—n credit balance
আকাশন—n a letter of credit
আকাশের—var of আকাশের
আকাশিক—n sudden unexpected আকাশিক ঘটনা—unexpected or chance occu-

রেন্ডার আকাশিকতা—n suddenness, unexpectedness abruptness
আকাশী—n (of rice etc.) unhusked, not thoroughly husked unrefined
আকাশিকদার—a desirable, worthy of being desired or wished for
আকাশী—n a desire a wish, a longing (sc) necessity for a word to complete a sentence আকাশতে—(v) to desire, to wish to long for
আকাশিক—n a desired, wished for
আকাশিক—n desirous, wishing for fem আকাশিক ডার
আকাষী—n var of আকাশ
an আকাষী—n downright, out-and-out thorough arrant (আকাষী লুটা) foolish (আকাষী লুটা)
আকাষী—n uncut আকাষী লুটা—rough diamond
আকাষী, আকাষী—n inferior or worthless timber
আকাহান—n unshaved (rare) unearned (আকাহান লুটা)
আকাষী—n shape form figure appearance
আকাষী—n the vowel আ or its sound, addition of the vowel-sound আ or the vowel itself to consonants
আকাশকৃতচ্ছন—n gestures and posture
আকাশবিসংশন—n contour survey
আকাশকৃত্তর—n appearance and bearing
আকাশকৃত্তর—n (of words) ending with the vowel or the vowel-sound আ
আকাশকৃত্তর—n a summons bailiff
আকাশকৃত্ত—n famine, scarcity hard times
আকাশকৃত্ত—n a grown or ripened out of season untimely short-lived transient
আকাশ—n the sky the firmament the heavens আকাশ থাকে পায়—(fig) to drop from the blue to be struck with amazement or to feel to be so struck আকাশ তোলা—(v) to extol in distinguished advertisement, to puff, to deify or elate, to flatter with false praise আকাশনামন—n a visionary project, a day-dream, a hero’s paradise আকাশনামন করা—(v) to build castles in the air আকাশনা—n the milky way the Galax আকাশনা—n a living or moving in the sky or ether, aerial, ethereal, airy celestial আকাশচিত্র—n a picture or photograph of the sky or any part of it আকাশচিত্র বা—sky-scrapping, sky-kissing, very lofty আকাশচিত্র প্রস্তুতকার—a sky-scraper আকাশনা—n born or grown in the sky or
ether, aerial ethereal aery, celestial অকাশ-বাহন—n (radio) an aerial অকাশপথ—same as অকাশপথের, অকাশধর্মী—n an echo অকাশপথ n the canvas or the expanse of the sky অকাশপথ—n an aerial route, an ethereal route অকাশপথ—n(1) adv everywhere from heaven to the underworld, everywhere including everything (2) a in a large degree maximum, extreme (অকাশপথের প্রেরণা) অকাশপথ—n to be worried with numberless puzzling thoughts crowding pell-mell into one’s mind অকাশপথের অভাব না পাওয়া—n to be at a loss to think out অকাশপথের—n a light suspended from the top of a pole set up every evening by the Hindus during the month of Kartik (কার্তিক) in reverence to their deceased forefathers or gods অকাশপথ—n the border of the sky, the skyline, the horizon অকাশধর্মী—n a celestial voice a supernatural or divine voice from the sky, an oracle radio broadcast radio অকাশপথ—n the practice of somehow making both ends meet casual subsistence, the state of having no ostensible means of living fending for oneself in a resourceless condition অকাশপথ—n the (whole) expanse of the heavens, the sky, the firmament, the celestial sphere, the atmosphere অকাশ-বাহন—n an aircraft an aeroplane an airship, a balloon অকাশধর্মী, অকাশধর্মী—a of or in the sky, ethereal aerial heavenly celestial, divine

অকাশধর্মী—n indigence utter poverty humble prayer or desire craving, zeal, earnestness, endeavour effort অকাশধর্মী—a strung bestrewn, scattered bespattered

অকাশধর্মী—n slight contraction or shrivelling or wrinkle or curl or contortion অকাশধর্মী—a slightly contracted or shrivelled or wrinkled or curled or contorted অকাশধর্মী—n ardour, fervidity, a fervent prayer, eager solicitation, entreaty অকাশধর্মী—a extremely distressed or anxious or worried or uneasy, ardent, fervent eager, nonplussed, overflowing অকাশধর্মী—n extremely distressed or anxiety or worry, ardent, fervidity eagerness, nonplus, perplexity, restlessness, overflow

অকাশধর্মী—(pout) to become or make dis-tressed or anxious or worried or eager or nonplussed or overflowing

অকাশধর্মী—imperf form of অকাশ

অকাশধর্মী—a struck with extreme distress or anxiety or worry ardency fervidity eagerness (2) adv very anxiously or worriedly, ardently, fervently eagerly

অকাশধর্মী—a worried or perplexed perturbed, overflowed

অকাশধর্মী—n appearance shape, form

অকাশধর্মী—a pertaining to appearance or shape or form, formal outward অকাশধর্মী—n appearance and nature demeanour bearing অকাশধর্মী—a having a definite or specific form or shape, shaped

অকাশধর্মী—a, attracted, charmed, enticed
drawn pulled, (rare) ploughed tilled

অকাশধর্মী—a that which is being attracted or drawn or pulled

অকাশধর্মী—n understanding, intelligence, wit, commonsense, faculty of judgment considerateness অকাশধর্মী—n nonplus bewilderment, confusion অকাশধর্মী—n to be struck with bewilderment or confusion so to be nonplussed, to be at one’s wits end অকাশধর্মী—n the wisdom-tooth অকাশধর্মী—n ability to appraise or assess the sense of proportion aptitude or talent for selection and rejection good practical sense অকাশধর্মী—a considerate, wise অকাশধর্মী—n the penalty paid or the loss suffered on account of folly

অকাশধর্মী—n a forcible passage, inroad prowess invasion defeat, rise, appearance

অকাশধর্মী—n an attack an invasion, an inroad অকাশধর্মী—a to attack to invade, to fall upon অকাশধর্মী—n one who attacks, an attacker, an assailant, an aggressor, an invader অকাশধর্মী—a that which can be or is to be attacked or invaded

অকাশধর্মী—a high in price, dear, costly অকাশধর্মী—n দিন বা কাল—period of high prices or expensive living, hard times.

অকাশধর্মী—a attacked, invaded, oppressed (শেকে অকাশধর্মী), affected

অকাশধর্মী—n same as অকাশধর্মী

অকাশধর্মী—n a grudge, malice, anger, wrath অকাশধর্মী—adv owing to malice or grudge.

অকাশধর্মী—a extremely tired or fatigued


For words in আগ্ন and আগম, not given separately, see আগ and আগম respectively.
অগাতিকৌ—n a woman of fiery temper
a highly irritable or irascible woman, virago
অগাহ—n exorbitant or extortionate
price
অগাহ—a fiery, quick-tempered

diary bomb
অগাহী—n (obs & poet) fire
অগাহী—n a lowly Hindu caste
অগাহী—adv as far as the ankle
অগাহী—var of অগাহ;
অগাই—adv at first, in the beginning
in the past, in front, before
অগাইন—adv of the
beginning of the past, former of the
front, preceding অগাইন—adv continuously or always in front
অগাইতে—adv in front
and at the back before and after
অগাইতে করা—i to hesitate, to
hesitate—adv first of all at first
in advance
অগাইতে—a of fire impregnated with fire,
emitting or producing fire produced by
fire igneous, fiery অগাইতে—n volcanic,
বিশ্বল অগাইতে—a volcano
অগাইতে—n a volcano active, অগাইতে—
active volcano অগাইতে—n an extinct
 volcano অগাইতে—a dormant volcano
অগাইতে—n a volcanic eruption
অগাইতে—n a crater অগাইতে—
অগাইতে—n igneous rock অগাইতে—n
fire-arm(s)
অগাইতে—n cagerness, zeal, earnestness
intentness an intent desire, an inclination
wistfulness অগাইতে—n excessive
eagerness or zeal or affection or wistful-
ness অগাইতে—a eager, zealous, intent
intently desirous, inclined (to), wistful
অগাইতে, অগাইতে—n an unused or improper
place (usu on a river-bank) for landing,
mooing bathing etc
অগাইতে—n a blow a stroke, a hit
a shock a wound an injury act of beating
অগাইতে—a of n one who or that which
deals a blow or strikes or hits or gives
a shock or wounds or injures or beats
অগাইতে—n act of dealing a blow or striking
or hitting or giving a shock or
wounding or injuring or beating
অগাইতে—a capable of withstanding or resisting
অগাইতে করা—v to deal a blow to strike, to hit, to
give a shock to shock, to wound, to
injure, to beat অগাইতে পাওয়া—v to receive
or sustain a blow, to be struck or hit to
receive or sustain a shock, to be shocked,
to be wounded or injured, to be beaten

For words in অগাই, not given separately, see অগাই
Аршун—n act of being turned or rolled or whirled round आर्चनिल—n turned whirled round rolling
आर्चन—n act of smelling or sniffing
आचार—n smelled
आंत, आंती, आंतन, आंत्र, आंत्रा, आंतिन, आंत्र, आंत्र, आंत्रा, आंतिन, आंत्र and आंत्र respectively
आचर—poet corrupt of अचर
आचार—n cinder charcoal, coals (esp burnt) burnt wood
आचरण—(1) a relating to the body or a limb or limbs produced or done by the body done or executed or acted by gestures and postures (2) n gestures and postures as parts of dramatic acting, dramatic motion form structure, (inc) artistry
आचिन—n a courtyard a compound
आचील—n a woman s bodice
आचूर—n grape आचूर-वैन—n grape vineyard, grapevines आचूर-गांड, आचूरवाल—n grape-juice
आचक—(1) a not measured or counted, (2) adv suddenly, unexpectedly
आचार—n a kind of long coat or gown for men (orig Persian)
आचार—n a slightly stirred up or agitated or excited
आचार—adv suddenly, unexpectedly, unawares causing surprise
आचर—n act of washing one s mouth and hands (esp after meals), formal purification of one s body with water before religious worship as prescribed in the Hindu scriptures आचरक—n water for such washing or purification
आचरक—adv suddenly unexpectedly, unawares surprisingly
आचर—n conduct behaviour, dealing, treatment, practice, observance आचर
ing, a cover a lid clothing, garment, clothes আচ্ছাদন, আচ্ছাদন—a that which is to be covered or roofed or clothed or concealed আচ্ছাদিত—a covered, roofed, clothed concealed

আচ্ছাদিত, আচ্ছাদন—see আচ্ছাদন

আধ্যাত্ম—v (2nd per.) are

আধ্যাত্ম—n a spell of sprinkling এক আধ্যাত্ম—a light shower

আত্ব—a unplayed, unscratched

আত্ব—n act of throwing continuously to the ground with force, mutual knocking to the ground as in wrestling

আত্ব—v to throw or dash to the ground violently

আত্বকৃত—a unstruck, unfiltered

আত্বকৃত—n unhusked (আত্বান) uncut (আত্বান দুল) (দুল)

আত্ব—n a throw or fall to the ground with force আত্ব—v to fall to the ground with force, to tumble আত্ব—v to throw or fling to the ground violently

আত্ব—v (sing) am, (pl.) are

আত্ব—v 1st per. (sing) was (pl.) were

আত্ব—v 3rd per. (sing) was, (pl.) were.

আত্ব—v 2nd per. were

আত্ব—v 3rd per. (sing) is, (pl.) are

আত্বকৃত—n an unskinned, unscrapped

আত্ব—(1) adv to-dāy, at present now (2) n to-dāy, this day the present time আত্বকৃত—(coll) আত্বকৃত—n of to-dāy to to-dāy s of the present time আত্বকৃত—v to-day present to-day, nowadays আত্বকৃত—adv at present, nowadays আত্বকৃত—v to procrastinate to temporize আত্বকৃত—v to-day to to-dāy আত্বকৃত—v to procrastinate আত্বকৃত—v to-day to to-dāy আত্বকৃত—v to procrastinate

আত্বকৃত—n short-term, to-day

আত্বকৃত, আত্বকৃত—n incredible and impossible "queer, fantastic, cock-and-bull আত্বকৃত—var of আত্বকৃত

আত্বকৃত—adv & a since one's birth ever since one's birth আত্বকৃত—adv during the whole of one's life, for life

আত্বকৃত—n a queer stranger, inspiring আত্বকৃত—a strange or queer incident আত্বকৃত—n a wonderland আত্বকৃত—the strange world

আত্বকৃত—n the father of one's mother, maternal grandfather

আত্বকৃত—var of আত্বকৃত

आत्यध—n free, independent आत्यध—n Free Indian Army आत्यध, आत्यध—n freedom, independence

आত्यध—n an official call to Muslims to attend prayer-meeting in a mosque आत्यध—v to announce this call formally

आত্যध—adv down to the knees आত्यध—n reaching down to the knees आত्यध—n possessing arms that are long enough to reach down to the knees

आত্যध—var of आत्यध आत्यध—fem of आत्यध

आত्यध—adv & a throughout the whole of one's life, for life till death

আত্যধ—n obs poet form of আত্যধ

আত্যধ—var of আত্যধ आत्यধ—n a little or no value worthless, useless not worth a straw meaningless, nonsensical आत्यধ—n a talk nonsense

आত্যध—n to sow, to plant (2) n a sown planted

आत्यध—n an order, a decree

आत्य�—n an order a command a decree, an injunction, permission (2) int indicating response, willingness consent etc (whilst talking to superiors) yes sir आत्यध—v to order to command, to permit आত্যধ—v to give an order or command or permission आত্যধ—n one who orders or commands or permits one who carries out or obeys an order or command fem आত्यধ—n a carry out or obey an order or command आत्यধ—v to carry out or obey an order or command आত্যধ—adv in obedience to or in accordance with an order आত্যধ—n subordinated, subordinate, bound to carry out one's orders, subject to one's orders obedient आত्यধ—n subordination subjection, obedience आত্যধ—n the same as आत्यध—n one who orders or commands आত्यध—n a writ of command, a written order, a permit आत्यध—n act of ordering or commanding आत्यध—n also n one who carries out or obeys an order or command, subordinate or subordinate (person) आत्यध—n act of carrying out or complying with an order, obedience आত্যध—n ordered, commanded आত्यধ—same as आত্যধ—same as आত্যध—n act of disobeying
an order = অঘটনিশী = same as আর্কাপ্য = আফদা লেখন = a writ = আফুলেন্দ = a note indicating a polite response, acknowledgment, inquiry etc. (whilst talking to superiors) yes sir, what is your pleasure, sir? জে আর্কো = as you please sir

আজা = n ghee as offered in religious sacrifice

আপলন = a not pungent, not mixed with capsicums or chillies

আপার্সতা = a not clipped or pared down, not sheared or pruned

আলোলিক = a local regional

আলারি = n a sty or stye on the eyelid

আলাপ = n the interim period between the delivery of a child and the next conception

আলাম = n execution performance, supply (টাকা আলম) arrangement, provision (inc) income and expenditure

আলিমীন, আলিমীন = variants of আলিমীন

আলোলী, আলোলী = n an association, a society, a club, a meeting

আপোন = a n eight আটিই, আটিই = (1) n the eighth day of a month (2) a (of the days of a month) eighth = আটিইকের = the ceremony of distributing eight kinds of fried snacks on the eighth day of a child's birth = আটিইমা কর = v to break or tear into pieces = আটিইমা হওয়া = (v) to be beside oneself (with joy) = আটিইমাল = a n forty-eight = আটিইল = a n a thatched room with eight roofs and no wall = আটিইল = a n thirty-eight = আটিইলাল (dial) = আটিইল = n adv. whole day and night = আটিইলা = a worn or used ordinarily, (fig) commonplace hackneyed = আটিইল = a n sixty-eight

আটিক = (1) n a bar obstruction hindrance detention, confinement, restraint (2) a confined, detained, imprisoned, enclosed = আটিক কর = v to obstruct or confine or detain = আটিক করা হওয়া = v to become obstructed or confined or detained = আটিকবন্ধী = n a detainee

আটিকালিকা, (coll) আটিকালিক = a extremely unfortunate fem আটিকালিক

আটিক = (1) n obstruction, hindrance, a bar (2) a confined, enclosed obstructed = আটিক = n restriction, structure = আটিক পড়া = v to be detained or confined or obstructed = আটিকাই বাণ্ডা = v to become blocked or clogged

আটিলম = (1) v to confine to obstruct to impede to restrain to check to prevent to detain to imprison, to fix (পুলিশের আটিলম) (2) a confined, obstructed impeded restrained checked, prevented, detained, affixed

আটিক, আটিকাই = n a fixed quantity of food offered daily to Jagannath at Pur and then distributed amongst his votaries = আটিক বাণ্ডা = v to contribute such an amount of money to the temple of Jagannath at Pur as will be sufficient to provide food for one votary

আটিলটি = n all sides ins and outs = আটিলটি বাণ্ডা = v to arrange for safeguarding all sides

আটিপিশ, আটিপিশ = a efficient in everything very clever

আটিস, আটিস = n coarse flour, meal = আটি মাষ্ঠ = v to knead flour

আটিইস, আটিঃ = a n twenty-eight = আটিইস = (1) n the twenty-eighth day of a month (2) a (of the days of a month) twenty-eighth (of a child) born in the eighth month of conception = very weak = রীকের

আটিইস = a n seventy-eight

আটিইস = a n ninety-eight

আটিইস = a n fifty-eight

আটিইস = n of আটিঃ = আটিঃ = see আটিইস

আটিঃ = var of আটিঃ, s

আটিই = coll corrupt of আটিঃ (see আট)

আটিঃ = n any glutinous or adhesive or viscous substance gum, glue paste

আটিঃ = a n eighteen = আটিঃ = (1) n the eighteenth day of a month (2) a (of the days of a month) eighteenth = আটিঃ মাষ্ঠ = n intolerable procrastination

আটিঃ = a glutinous, viscous, gluey, adhesive, sticky, clayey (আটিঃ মাষ্ঠ)

আটিঃ = var of আটিঃ, s

আটিঃ = a a device or a thing that intercepts the view a screen, a cover, a position or place which is intercepted from the view, a hiding concealment

আটিঃ = n a kind of salt-water fish

আটিঃ = a other opposite (আটিঃ)

আটিঃ = n width breadth (in utterance)

For words in আট, not given separately, see আট
a stutterer, uneasiness, a horizontal pole suspended from the ceiling etc. of a room for hanging clothes a perch for birds आफ़ नक्काव — v to remove stutter from utterance आफ़तः — a cross-beam आफ़तः-दीवार — adv in length and breadth आफ़तः-हरे — adv up-and-doing, with might and main, with full force आफ़ — a, squint, oblique (आफ़ सौक) half (आफ़-पा) आफ़ भांड़ा — v to straighten आफ़ हत्ता — v to lie down obliquely, to recline आफ़दी दीवार — a sidelong look or glance आफ़दी, आफ़दी (आफ़दी आफ़दी) — act of straightening or stretching one's body and removing inertia or lethargy or weariness आफ़दी-न — 1 kind of flute usu. made of bamboo or reed आफ़दी — adv crosswise obliquely आफ़ं — alt spell of आफ़ आफ़-डी — a recruiter, a pilot, a weaver's shuttle आफ़-डीमार्गी — a measure of Indian music आफ़-डी — a central market-place a wholesale market a storehouse, an entrepot, a fair आफ़-डीमार्गी — a place on the river-bank for getting into or alighting from a boat आफ़-डीमार्गी — a (of rice etc.) imperfectly husked आफ़-डीमार्गी — the washing and bleaching of clothes आफ़-डी — a warehouse or godown of a wholesale dealer, an entrepot, a storehouse a depot आफ़-डीमार्गी — the owner or keeper of a warehouse, a wholesale merchant आफ़-डीमार्गी — a wholesale business, the commission of a wholesale merchant आफ़-डीमार्गी — pomp, eclat, grandeur, splendour, pomposity, display, roar of clouds, sound of war-trumpet, pride, vanity आफ़-डीमार्गी — a not pompous or showy simple आफ़गनस्त — a benumbed, inert आफ़गनस्त — n form, shape, mould, size, type आफ़गनस्त — n a measure of grain (approximately 2 maunds) आफ़गनस्त — a river-bank, a crossbeam, a horizontal pole suspended from the ceiling etc. of a room for hanging clothes and other things आफ़गनस्त — (1) adv crosswise across, diagonally (2) n mutual ill-feeling or rivalry आफ़गनस्त — a very wealthy (2) a heap, a bundle आफ़गनस्त — a very wealthy (2) a heap, a bundle
full of eggs, having eggs, ova-parous

terror great fear, dread, panic, stricken, panic-striken, panickey

spread out, extended, stretched out

(1) one who assails, one who is about to kill (2) an assailant, act of assailing

sunshine, sunlight, sunning paddies and not by boiling it. a sunshade, an umbrella, a parasol—a sunburnt

a slightly hot tepid

attar otto, a container for otto, an otto-pot

flint, heat, flinty works, flinty, flint glass, burning glass

cu-rard-apple

distress, misery, danger, to be in distress

slightly dull red

adi everywhere, all about

a slightly bitter

hospitality, hospitable, hospitality, acceptance of one's hospitality as a guest, hospitality, state of being overmuch or too many, excess, too much abundance or intensity

sick, diseased, distressed, agonized

a lying-in room, also a refuge for the sick and the distressed. a refuge for the sick and the distressed necessity, knowledge, no law

display of kindredship or affection

n (esp in bio) assimilation

own, belonging to or related to one's own self

self by or of one's own self, mutual etc

internal discord or dissension, domestic discord, civil strife

done or performed by one's own self

kept to one's own self, aside, absorbed in

one's own self, self-possessed

preoccupied with self-interest, self-interested, same as self-interest

dual corrupt of self-interest, self-torture, self-tormented, self-torturer, one who indulges in or is involved in internal strife.
संघर्ष करा—v to check or restrain oneself
असंगेत—n self-correction असंगेत करा—v to rectify oneself असंगेत्य—n self-defence असंगेत्य करा—v to defend or plead for oneself असंगेत्य—n surrender, capitulation, self-dedication असंगेत्य करा—v to surrender, to yield or give up oneself, to capitulate, to dedicate oneself असंगेत्य—n self- absorbed असंगेत्य करा—v to be connected with one's own self असंगेत्य संपन—n self-respect स्वयंभू—a extremely self-centred or self-loving or selfish अभ्यर्थ—n act of appropriating to one's own use (usu unlawfully) misappropriation act of filching अभ्यर्थ करा—v to appropriate to one's own use, to misappropriate to filch अभ्यर्थ—a self-centred extremely selfish अभ्यर्थिक—n attainment of one's own desires, salvation of one's own soul अभ्यर्थिक—n one's own happiness अभ्यर्थिक—a happy only to attain one's own desires, extremely selfish अभ्यर्थिक पालन—a highly concerned about one's own interest whilst apathetic to that of others अभ्यर्थिक—n self-killing suicide, felo de se अभ्यर्थि करा—v to commit suicide अभ्यर्थि-कार्य—n killing oneself, committing suicide अभ्यर्थि-कार्य—(I) a killing oneself, committing suicide अभ्यर्थि-कार्य—(II) n a self-murderer (fem a self-murderer), a felo de se अभ्यर्थि-कार्य—n same as अभ्यर्थि कार्य अभ्यर्थि—a one who has lost self-possession, beside oneself अभ्यर्थि-हो—v to lose self-possession, to be beside oneself अभ्यर्थि—n one's own good or welfare अभ्यर्थि—n (Hindu theol) the conscious immortal independent and active guide of every being which is present in the body but is not an inseparable part of it, the soul, the atman, the Superme Being God a guardian deity, one's own likeness, self-identity, selfhood the body, the heart, the mind, natural disposition, nature अभ्यर्थि—n self-esteem self-respect अभ्यर्थि—n self-example अभ्यर्थि—a working for oneself independently of external aid, self-reliant, independent अभ्यर्थि—n an endeavour to acquire theological or spiritual knowledge, self-examination अभ्यर्थि—a endeaouiring to acquire theological or spiritual knowledge, self-criticizing अभ्यर्थि—n one's own fault or crime अभ्यर्थि—a guilty of false personification, dissimulating अभ्यर्थि—(inc)—n soul, life अभ्यर्थि—(inc)—v to die, अभ्यर्थि—n cower to show extreme fear to be numb with fear अभ्यर्थि—n self-conceit vanity, egotism, amour-propre अभ्यर्थि—a self-conceited, vain, egotistic fem अभ्यर्थि—n अभ्यर्थि—(I) a delighted in the attainment of spiritual or theological knowledge delighted in self-knowledge (II) n the soul, life, the mind life as imagined as a bird enclosed by the prison of a body a term of endearment with which a pet parrot, parakeet, magpie etc is addressed (पद गाष्ट अभ्यर्थि) अभ्यर्थि—(I) a v to die अभ्यर्थि—n cower अभ्यर्थि—a working by oneself without external aid self-reliant, independent अभ्यर्थि—n self-immolat : n self-sacrifice अभ्यर्थि—n assimilation अभ्यर्थि—(I) a one's own related by blood belonging to one's own family or clan (II) n a blood-relation, a relative a kinsman, a friend a supporter one's own man fem अभ्यर्थि—n same as अभ्यर्थि अभ्यर्थि—n blood-relation, kinship, relationship friendship अभ्यर्थि—n friends and relations one's own people, kith and kin अभ्यर्थि—n elevation of one's own self or soul self-elevation self-advance ment अभ्यर्थि—n self-sacrifice, self-dedication अभ्यर्थि—n to dedicate one's life, to sacrifice oneself अभ्यर्थि—n same as अभ्यर्थि अभ्यर्थि—n like one's own self equal to one's own self-like अभ्यर्थि—a excessive, endless, extreme अभ्यर्थि—a signalling death or danger of pressing necessity emergent अभ्यर्थि—n emergency power अभ्यर्थि—n emergency force अभ्यर्थि—n a cowshed, a cowhouse
أداً-পামাল

أداً-পামাল, اداً-پامال- var of أداً-پامال

اداً-پامাল- adv in a confused hurry, helter-skelter

أداً-پامًا (1) a whole, entire total, full unbroken, real, actual, true genuine unadulterated, pure (2) n conduct, nature, behaviour, practice, custom أداً-پامًا- adv as a matter of fact, in fact, in reality really, in truth

أداً-پامًا- adv in reality, really, in truth, in fact, as a matter of fact, at all in the least

أداً-پامًا- n etiquette courtesy أداً-پامًا- n forms of ceremony or decorum, etiquette, conventional laws of courtesy, good manners أداً-پامًا- n conversant with or observant of forms of ceremony or decorum courteous, smart, correct in demeanour

أداً-پامًا (according to the Bible and the Quran) the name of the first man, Adam

أداً-پامًا، أداً-پامًا، أداً-پامًا، أداً-پامًا- n census

أداً-پامًا- n a man, a person, husband أداً-پامًا- (derog or facet) a dark-skinned man a coloured man, a blackie

أداً-پامًا- n care, cordiality, cordial reception, appreciation, fondness, love, affection, respect honour esteem أداً-پامًا- v to caress, to fondle, to receive cordially, to treat with cordiality, to appreciate, to respect to honour to esteem أداً-پامًا- n hearty reception and kind attention (to guests invitees and others) warm welcome أداً-پامًا- a worthy of being received cordially or appreciated or esteemed

أداً-پامًا- n a rough or preliminary sketch, an outline, a profile

أداً-پامًا- a fem beloved, treated with too much indulgence, petted

أداً-پامًا- n a pattern of excellence, a person or thing to be copied an ideal, an imitation of something usual on a smaller scale, a model, a specimen, a prototype (rare) a mirror أداً-پامًا- n having an exemplary character أداً-پامًا- n an ideal man أداً-پامًا- n a model book أداً-پامًا- n a model school أداً-پامًا- n a copy-book أداً-پامًا- n exemplary ideal أداً-پامًا- n a of an ideal character أداً-پامًا- n of the nature of a model, model, ideal, exemplary أداً-پامًا- n ideal wife أداً-پامًا- n similarity (esp of appearance), a faint appearance or shadow a ghost أداً-پامًا- n ginger أداً-پامًا- n ginger أداً-پامًا- v to engage in something doggedly أداً-پامًا- adv at daggers drawn أداً-پامًا- adv at daggers drawn أداً-پامًا- n ordinary man should not meddle in big affairs أداً-پامًا- n a place for depositing household and other rubbish, a dump, a dirtbin أداً-پامًا- a extremely dirty filthy أداً-پامًا- n act of receiving or accepting or taking أداً-پامًا- n act of giving and taking, exchange, commerce, social communication or relation, matrimonial relation أداً-پامًا- n (Muslim) act of greeting with gesture, obeisance أداً-پامًا- n realization or collection (of bills taxes etc) act of winning or earning أداً-پامًا- n payment or repayment أداً-پامًا- n to realize, to collect أداً-پامًا- n to realize, to collect أداً-پامًا- n a court of justice أداً-پامًا- a pertaining or relating to a court of justice, judicial أداً-پامًا- n beginning, origin, source, birth أداً-پامًا- n first, original, fundamental, primary أداً-پامًا- n comp (used as a sfx) and the like, et cetera أداً-پامًا- n the first poet Valmiki أداً-پامًا- n the fundamental tissue أداً-پامًا- n the fundamental tissue system أداً-پامًا- n the first epic أداً-پامًا- n the first cause, the Supreme Being, the fundamental cause, the primary cause أداً-پامًا- n ancient times أداً-پامًا- n embryonic cell أداً-پامًا- n the Supreme Being, any one of the three principal Hindu gods Brahma (اَک), Vishnu (اَک) and Maheswara (اَک) أداً-پامًا- n the Supreme Being, Shiva (اَک) أداً-پامًا- n the first progenitor or ancestor of a clan or family أداً-پامًا- n the aborigines أداً-پامًا- n equinocial colure, أداً-پامًا- n born or created first, primordial, primary أداً-پامًا- n the emotion of
love, sex-passion, eroticism অধ্যয়ন—n an archetype

অধিষ্ঠাত্রী—n simulation, act of feigning ignorance, petty ostentatious activity, fuss, intolerable excess

অধিষ্ঠাত্রী—n a son of Aditi (অফিত) the mother of gods a god

অমিত—n the name of the sungod (cp Apollo, Sol), the sun

অতিক্রমণ—n the orb of the sun, the solar region

অত্যন্ত—a first, aboriginal, primitive original অত্যন্ত আধিকার—(law) Original Jurisdiction

অত্যন্ত—n ordered, commanded, decreed, directed, ordained

অথুর—a uncovered bare naked, unclothed, undressed untied অথুর—n bare body অথুর—n a fem one whose hair is undressed or untied or dishevelled a woman having no veil over her head

অথুর—n fem of অথুর

অথুর—a treated with or brought up with excessive indulgence, petted অথুর—n a child spoilt with excessive indulgence the pet child of over-indulgent parents

অঘুন্ধ—var of অঘুন্ধ

অঘুন্ধ—a received cordially well-received, treated with cordiality, welcome, well-appreciated esteemed, honoured

অঘুন্ধ—n inordinately coveous about some object as if he or she has not seen anything like it before inordinately greedy

অঘুন্ধ—n a bill

অঘুন্ধ—n an order, a command, a decree, an ordinance, an injunction of directive, direction permission (gr) substitution of a letter or word for another অঘুন্ধ—v to order to command, to decree to enjoin, to direct to permit অঘুন্ধ—n to be ordered or decreed or permitted, to be decreed by an oracle, (gr—of a letter or word) to be substituted for another letter or word অঘুন্ধ—n a fem one who orders or commands or decrees or directs or permits অঘুন্ধ—adv in obedience to or in accordance with an order or decree অঘুন্ধ—n a writ of command or decree, a directive, a permit

For words in অঘীন্দ্র, not given separately, see অঘীন্দ্র
roasted, half-baked. আর্থিক, আক্রমণ, আতবাদ — a middle-aged. fem আক্রমণী, আক্রমণা — a half-dead, almost dead, more dead than alive. আর্থিকী — a parboiled

আহার—n a writ for arresting a person, a warrant

আলাউনী—(1) a half halved (2) n a half-pice, a half piece of brick, brickbat

আলূ—var of আলু

আলঘোষ—see আল আলঘোষী—(1) a half, fifty-fifty, almost half (2) adv half-and-half, fifty-fifty, by halves, আলঘোষেত্রা—same as আলঘোষ (see আল); আলঘোষন, আলঘোষন—n half-price, আলঘোষফুস—same as আলঘোষ (see আল); আলঘোষবাকারী—a demi-official आलङ्क-नरकारी प्रतिक—semi-government institution

আলোচনা—n act of placing or depositing, infusion, installation, charge, act of receiving or taking, act of putting on, আলোচনা—bound, charge মুক্ত—free charge

আলসন, —n a container, a receptacle, a vessel, a case, a store, a haunt, a dwelling-place, a source, a cause

আলাপ—n food (esp. of birds) a nest

আলাপী—n anxiety, worry, আলাপীক—a suffering from worries and anxieties, mentally distressed or afflicted

আলাপীক—n an officer (esp. a high ranking officer)

আলিয়া—n excess, abundance, intemperance, predominance, ritenness

আলিয়ার—var of আলিয়ার

আলিয়ার—var of আলিয়ার

আলিয়ার—a supernatural, fortuitous, pertaining to natural disasters such as flood, famine etc., elemental

আলিয়ার—n mastery, overlordship, predominance, supremacy, rule, government, suzerainty আলিয়ার—v to dominate, to lord (it) over, to rule, to govern

আলিয়ার—a metaphysical

আলিয়ার—see আলিয়ার

আলিয়ার—a originating from the four (or five) elements, elemental, affected or produced by living organism, biological, pertaining to organic life, organic

আলিয়ার—n imperiality, overlordship, suzerainty

আলু—a slightly trembling or vibrant

আলুমিনিয়া—n modernism

আলুমিনিয়ক—n modernization

আলুমিনী—n a coin of the value of half a rupee, a half-rupee আলুমিনী—an insignificant amount hoarded very cautiously and proudly by an extremely poor person, an ewe-lamb

আলুমিনী—alt spell of আলুমিনী

আলুমিনী—a caught hold of, held, taken, received, arrested, seized, captured, accepted

আলুমিনী—(phy) capacitance

আলুমিনী—a & adv halt

আলুমিনী—(1) a & n that which is worthy of being placed or produced or produced (2) adv content

আলুমিনী—a half, partial, indistinct আলুমিনী—same as আলুমিনী, আলুমিনী (see আলু)

আলুমিনী—a unwashed, unbleached

আলুমিনী—a sounded, blown, filled with air or gas, swelled, flatulent (esp. med)

আলুমিনী—n swelling, flatulency (esp. med.), sound

আলুমিনী—a originating in the soul, spiritual, theological, relating to God or the Supreme Being, psychic, metaphysical, intellectual, mental, আলুমিনী—n spiritualism

আলুমিনী—n recollection, meditation, anxiety

আলুমিনী—a & adv (obs & poet) another of another kind

আলুমিনী—(1) n a large drum, a wardrum, thunderous, sounding (2) a thunderous, sounding

আলুমিনী—a queer, strange, new, unfamiliar, unknown

আলুমিনী—a quite new, brand-new, fresh, ununtarnished, unsouled, not yet used, untried

আলুমিনী—var of আলুমিনী

আলুমিনী—a anxious, restless, uneasy

আলুমিনী—a stooped, bent down, inclined, stooping in obeisance, obeisant আলুমিনী—v to stoop, to bend down, to incline, to stoop in obeisance, to bow down

আলুমিনী—n act or state of bending, down or stooping, inclination, act or state of stooping, in obeisance, obeisance আলুমিনী—n inclined plane

For words in আলু- and আলু-, not given separately, see আলু and আলু respectively
আনন্দ—(1) n any instrument of percussion (2) a (of musical instruments etc.) having the mouth covered with hide percussive (আনন্দ রক্ত), dressed up, tied up arranged (আনন্দ ভালো), clothed

আনন্দ—n face, (loos) mouth

আনন্দ—n infiniteness, infinitude, endlessness, interminableness

আনন্দ—n immediacy, adjacency, proximity, contiguity

আনন্দ—n joy, delight, happiness, gladness, cheerfulness, pleasure, merriment

আনন্দ করা—v, to rejoice, to make merry

�নন্দকর—n a delightful pleasant, gladdening

�নন্দকান্ন—n a delightful woodland or grove, a pleasure-grove

�নন্দকর—n causing joy, delightful, pleasant

�নন্দ—n act of producing joy, delight etc

�নন্দকান্ন—n a beside oneself with joy overwhelmed with joy

�নন্দ—n a full of joy, joyful, delightful, happy, cheerful pleasant, merry

�নন্দকান্ন—(1) a fem of আনন্দ (2) n Goddess Durga (ঈশ্বরী)

�নন্দকান্ন—n a wave of delight a musical instrument with one string held in one hand and played with a spectrum by the other

�নন্দকু ও ন—n tears of joy

�নন্দকিত—n delighted, happy, glad pleased, merry

�নন্দকিত করা—v to delight to gladden

�নন্দকিত হও—n to be delighted or pleased, to be happy

�নন্দকান্ন—n an outburst of joy an ecstasy of delight

�নন্দ—n act of bending down act of bending down or curving slightly

�নন্দ—n unmindful, absent-minded listless, abstracted, unconcerned, uninterested

�নন্দ—adv listlessly, unmindfully absent-mindedly lackadaisically

�নন্দ—n bent down, inclined

�নন্দ—n pliant flexible, capable of being bent or bent down, deserving obesiance or respect

�নন্দ—n gentle, courteous, polite, slightly bent or stooping

�নন্দ—n act of bringing or fetching

�নন্দ কর—v to bring, to fetch

�নন্দ, আনন্দ—n futility, ineffectualness

�নন্দ—n an anna, four pice, one-sixteenth part or share

�নন্দ—v to fetch, to bring

আনাগোষ্ঠী—n act of coming and going (esp frequently), act of frequenting, come-and-go act of prying

�নাগোষ্ঠী করা—v to come and go (esp frequently), to frequent, to pry

�নাগোষ্ঠী—n the outlying and usually neglected parts of a house etc, the eaves and like parts of house, nook and corner

�নাগোষ্ঠী—n vegetables (usu green)

আনাগোষ্ঠী—n spinach and vegetables

আনাগোষ্ঠী—n a inexpert unskilled, inefficient inexperienced, untrained, ignorant foolish

�নাত্মিক—n inefficiency lack of experience or skill, awkward behaviour

�নাত্ম—v to cause to be brought or fetched

�নাত্ম—n a snare, a mesh, a trap

�নাত্ম—n the pomegranate

�নাত্ম—n the ananas, the pineapple

�নাত্ম—n var of আনাত্ম

�নাত্ম—n a brought fetched

�নাত্ম—n a slightly blue, bluish

�নাত্ম—n aid, help, assistance, support, patronage, favour, a good turn

�নাত্ম কর—v to aid to help, to assist to support to patronize to do (one) a favour, to do (one) a good turn

�নাত্ম—n allegiance fidelity obedience, fealty, faithful adherence

�নাত্ম কর—v to own allegiance (to) to submit (to) আনাদির গ্যাস—oath of allegiance

�নাত্ম—n a gratuity

�নাত্ম—n coming or going after following

�নাত্মিক—n proportional

�নাত্ম—n sequence serial succession, due succession

�নাত্ম—(1) adv, in due succession, serially, from beginning to end (2) a serial in due succession, from beginning to end, entire, complete, overall

�নাত্মিক—n inferential, probable, (loos) approximate

�নাত্মিক—n attachment, affection, love fondness

আনাত্ম—n similar state or appearance, similarity likeness agreement, congruity, resemblance

�নাত্মিক—n (pol) concerning an order or ordinance or edict, scriptural

�নাত্মিক—n accompanying concomitant, incidental, secondary
Aṣṭādhyāyī—A ritual, ceremonial, formal
Aṣṭādhyāyī—(1) a watery, marshy (2) n any of the terrestrial animals fond of bathing in water such as the buffalo, the rhinoceros, etc.
Aṣṭādhyāyī—n lack or absence of cruelty, mercifulness, kindness, severe cruelty
Aṇeṣṭā—n one who brings or fetches
Aṣṭa-phalikā—a inter-provincial, (in a federal state like India) inter-state
Aṣṭa-vāya—n (anat) viscera Aṣṭa-prakāśa—v visceral
Aṣṭa-prakāśa—n a cherished or lying in the heart, entertained in the mind, mental, candid, sincere, genuine, heart, heart-felt, cordial, inward inner, (rare) hidden Aṣṭa-prakāśa—n candour, sincerity, heartiness, cordiality
Aṣṭa-prakāśa—(1) a of or in the sky, skyey, atmospheric, aerial, ethereal heavenly (2) n the sky, the cloud
Aṣṭa-prakāśa—Aṣṭa-prakāśa—n international Aṣṭa-prakāśa—n a inter-school
Aṣṭa-prakāśa—Aṣṭa-prakāśa—n intestinal duodenal enteric Aṣṭa-prakāśa—n enteric fever, typhoid (f ever)
Aṣṭa-prakāśa—(1) n guess, conjecture (2) a approximate or conjectural (3) adv more or less approximately (Aṣṭa-prakāśa) Aṣṭa-prakāśa—n depending on or deduced by guessing, uncertain Aṣṭa-prakāśa—a by guess by surmise or conjecture
Aṣṭa-prakāśa—-n agitation movement stir, swinging, oscillation, vibration, cogitation discussion Aṣṭa-prakāśa—Aṣṭa-prakāśa—n political agitation or movement Aṣṭa-prakāśa—n to agitate, to stir, to swing to oscillate, to vibrate, to cogitate, to discuss Aṣṭa-prakāśa—n to have a thing cogitated in one's mind
Aṣṭa-prakāśa—n swung, oscillated, stirred, v made to oscillate, cogitated, discussed
Aṣṭa-prakāśa—var of Aṣṭa-prakāśa
Aṣṭa-prakāśa—n the science and art of reasoning, logic
Aṣṭa-prakāśa—n alibi
Aṣṭa-prakāśa—(1) n one's own self (2) a one's own
Aṣṭa-prakāśa—n a good soul all are good, to the pure all things are pure Aṣṭa-prakāśa—n end of this chapter—eat according to your own taste but dress according to the taste of others, eat to please yourself but dress to please others
Aṣṭa-prakāśa—(1) adv for one's own self (2) a self-seeking, selfish
Aṣṭa-prakāśa—n imperfectly ripened, half-ripe, half-cooked, half-baked, half-roasted, half-boiled
Aṣṭa-prakāśa—n in the state when one has to pay for one's own food
Aṣṭa-prakāśa—n a stream flowing into a sea, a river
Aṣṭa-prakāśa—n privation or lack or absence of national or racial or familial good qualities, degeneration, degeneracy
Aṣṭa-prakāśa—n unread, uneducated
Aṣṭa-prakāśa—n a shop, a market Aṣṭa-prakāśa—(1) a of a shop or shops of a market or markets, commercial (2) n a shopkeeper, a trader
Aṣṭa-prakāśa—n time of danger or distress or calamity or emergency
Aṣṭa-prakāśa—n act of falling, a fall, occurrence, a happening, an incident, an accident (chiefly in math) incidence, act of coming, an arrival, act of alighting descent Aṣṭa-prakāśa—n angle of incidence Aṣṭa-prakāśa—n (math) the point of incidence
Aṣṭa-prakāśa—n a accidental, incidental
Aṣṭa-prakāśa—n arrived or come by chance or accident, fallen (down) alighted Aṣṭa-prakāśa—(phys) an incident ray
Aṣṭa-prakāśa—n objection, dissent, protest, expostulation remonstrance Aṣṭa-prakāśa—n object, to dissent, to protest to expostulate, to remonstrate Aṣṭa-prakāśa—n to raise an objection Aṣṭa-prakāśa, Aṣṭa-prakāśa—n objectionable open to exception
Aṣṭa-prakāśa—n danger, distress, misery, calamity, any unpleasant person or thing Aṣṭa-prakāśa—n involved in danger, endangered, imperilled, involved in difficulty or distress, troubled or distressed Aṣṭa-prakāśa—n a course or measure (usu not thoroughly honest) that may be adopted in time of danger or disaster or emergency Aṣṭa-prakāśa—n pl dangers and harms Aṣṭa-prakāśa—n dangers and difficulties
Aṣṭa-prakāśa—n one's own, own Aṣṭa-prakāśa—n one's own man, a friend or relative Aṣṭa-prakāśa—(1) a one's own and not own, (cp mine and thine meum and tuum) (2) n friend and foe Aṣṭa-prakāśa—n careless about one's own interests, absent-minded, absorbed
being only आपेयतममयी — a agreeable or pleasant for the time being, seemingly alluring or fascinating

आप्राचकार—adv from head to foot, cap-a-pic, from top to bottom

आपान—n a place for drinking (wine esp in a party), a public-house, a bar, a wine-shop an alehouse

आपसम—adv including even the meanest or the lowest, high and low one and all everybody

आपस्रोत—n brownish, slightly copper-coloured

आपिल—alt spell of आपिल

आपिलस—n a place where work or business is carried out an office आपिल करा —v to go to one's office (daily or regularly), to attend office

आपैदित—n act of pressing or squeezing or hugging or oppressing thoroughly

आपैनौ—n pressed or squeezed or hugged or oppressed thoroughly

आपैत—n yellowish

आपैत—n that which has been drunk thoroughly, drunk to the dregs drained

आपैतिन—n an udder, a dug, a teat

आपैल—n (in law) a prayer for re-trial, an appeal आपैल करा — v to prefer an appeal to appeal आपैल-आपैल — n an appellate court आपैलवार — n an appellant, आपैल बालास — acquitted or released on appeal

आपैक्षिक— adj comparative (esp in science) relative आपैक्षिकता — n comparativeness relativity आपैक्षिक इर्दगरता — n relative humidity आपैक्षिक तेल — n specific gravity आपैक्षिक तेल — n relative density आपैक्षिक मत — n the theory of relativity आपैक्षिक बिंदु — n relative velocity

आपैल—n the apple

आपौस, आपोत—alt spell of आपौस, आपोत—n obtained, attained, realized, gratified (आपोता) free from errors, authoritative (आपोतका), closely related as friends and relatives (आपोत), आपौसार्थक—n confidential clerk आपौसार्थक—n one whose desires have been gratified आपौसार्थक—adp reliable, trustworthy आपौस—n one's own relative or friend आपौस—same as आपौसार्थक आपौसार्थक—same as आपौस आपौसार्थक — n a revealed truth, revelation, (phil) a source of knowledge, advice of one's own friends and relatives, a presumptive truth, an a priori truth
a (used as a prep.) own, self-


domestic, (familiar) a preoccupied with selfish-interest, extremely self-seeking

hospitality n hospitable reception and treatment, entertainment, act of facilitating, act of entertaining with amusements

to receive and treat hospitably, to entertain, to facilitate

a received and treated hospitably entertained; facilitated hospitality

same as অপার্যাবন

adv & a as long as one lives, till death, to the last breath, even at the risk of one's life, to the extent of one's utmost power and abilities, tooth and nail

to do one's utmost অপার্যাবন চেষ্টা—

to do one's utmost

a flood, a deluge, inundation, act of bathing

flooded inundated, bathed drenched

flooded, inundated, bathed drenched (fig) overwhelmed or begone

a flood, a deluge, inundation, act of bathing

flooded inundated, bathed drenched

flooded, inundated, bathed drenched (fig) overwhelmed or begone

var of অপার্যাবন


d of a an Afghan (2) a of Afghan-istan or Afghans অপার্যাবন—

a worker who works till he succeeds

to bluster, to brag to tret or chafe or express chagrin on account of failure, to tear one's hair

act of blustering or bragging act of fretting or chafing or an expression of chagrin at failure

var of অপার্যাবন

variations of অপার্যাবন

an opium-eater

n opium

not yet bloomed, not clearly visible, indistinct, in the process of being boiled but not yet boiled, parboiled

an African, an African Negro

an excrescence (usu. spherical) on the skin, a tumour

any of the conventional

and usually illegal payments exacted by landowners from tenants

or but obs forms of অপার্যাবন and অপার্যাবন respectively

a large drinking-glass or tall cup, a tumbler

a manufacturer of or dealer in alcoholic spirits and other intoxicating drugs, a distiller

sale or manufacture of alcoholic spirits and other intoxicating drugs, a tax or duty

imposed on this manufacture or sale excise duty (also অপার্যাবন কর, অপার্যাবন শুট), the public department entrusted with the charge of collecting this tax or duty the excise department (also অপার্যাবন বিভাগ)

relating to alcoholic spirits and other intoxicating drugs or to their manufacture and sale, relating to excise tax or the excise department

a shadowy or indistinct figure, a shadowy, indistinct

a corrupt, a dishonest

allotment

a childish or capricious insistence on having or doing something, an unreasonable demand or claim, a fanciful claim preferred to an affectionate person

to insist childishly or capriciously on having or doing something to demand or claim unreasonably, to prefer a fanciful claim to the affection of

a insisting childishly or capriciously on having or doing something

bound, tied, shut, confined besieged, enclosed (অবাধ হন) involved beset, mortgaged, pawned

to bind to tie, to shut, to confine, to besiege, to enclose, to involve, to beset to mortgage, to pawn

(1) a that which covers or screens or veils

a cover, a covering, a screen, a lid, a veil

act of covering or screening or veiling, a cover or covering, a lid, a screen, a veil

a cover or covering, a lid, a screen, a veil

a (arch) covered, screened, veiled

(usu a woman's) dignity, honour, chastity modesty, a screen, a veil, a yashmak
| আবর্ধন - n | act of casting off or giving up thoroughly act of forcing to bend down, act of controlling or regulating |
| আবর্ধনা - n | things thrown away or left as worthless, cast-off refuse sweepings, an undesirable or mean person an outcast |
| আবর্তন - a | cast-off, bent down, controlled or regulated |
| আবর্তন - (1) | a whirling motion or shape a whirl, a vortex, a whirlpool an eddy act of whirling or revolving or rotating (2) a whirling, revolving, rotating আবর্তন - n | rolling friction |
| আবর্তন - n | act of whirling or revolving or rolling, a swirl, revolution, rotation gyration return act of stirring or churning, repetition আবর্তন - ন, আবর্তন - a | a pestle for churning আবর্তন - a | engaged in whirling or revolving or rolling or gyrating or returning আবর্তন - a | revolved or gyrated, returned, repeated আবর্তন - a | to whirl to revolve to rotate, to gyrate, to eddy, to return, to be repeated |
| আবর্তন - a | a row or line (ফাকিল), a group or series (প্রজ্ঞালী, শাখালী) a collection (প্রথাকাল) |
| আবর্তন - n | ebony, ebony আবর্তন - a | আবর্তন - a | black as ebony |
| আবর্তন - n | weakness, fatigued, lethargy, torpidity, drowsiness caused by fatigue |
| আবর্তন - (1) | a necessary essential (2) n | necessity, need আবর্তন - n | necessity, need আবর্তন - adv | having considered it necessary আবর্তন - a | necessary, essential |
| আবর্তন - a | compulsory |
| আবর্তন - (1) | a (chiefly used in comp) carrying, conducting producing, the air that pervades the world, atmosphere আবর্তন - n | a weather chart, আবর্তন - n | meteorology আবর্তন - n | meteorologist, আবর্তন - n | meteorology আবর্তন - n | the atmosphere আবর্তন - n | weather report আবর্তন - n | background music আবর্তন - n | weather forecast |
| আবর্তন - a | existing or continuing since the beginning, traditional and ever-existent আবর্তন - adv | continuing or existing from time immemorial, ever since the beginning |
| আবর্তন - n | climate |
| আবর্তন - n | untied, unfastened, (esp of books etc) unbound, (of hair) not done up, disorderly (আবর্তন, আবর্তন) - a | ill-fated, unfortunate |
| আবর্তন - a | the art of weaving cloth আবর্তন - n | weaving teacher |
| আবর্তন - a | reeler |
| আবর্তন - (1) | adv | again once more moreover and also (গৌরব আবর্তন) (2) int expressing uncertainty or distrust or negation (কাল মেয়ে আবর্তন তিনি গেলেন) |
| আবর্তন - a | a boy or a child or an underage person (esp one who is foolish or helpless), an ignorant or dull-headed person আবর্তন - n | one and all, men women and children |
| আবর্তন - adv | from childhood or infancy, of a child from a child |
| আবর্তন - a | a dwelling-place a habit, a home an abode a residence, a house আবর্তন - n | caretaker (chiefly of a Buddhist monastery) (2) a resident (আবর্তন - n) আবর্তন - n | a student living in a student's hostel আবর্তন - n | residential university |
| আবর্তন - n | invocation, invitation, a call আবর্তন - a | to invoke, to invite to call আবর্তন - (1) | a gesture made with one's palms and fingers for invoking a god or goddess (2) invocatory, relating to invitation or call |
| আবর্তন - n | a kind of perfumed red powder that, the Hindu - sprinkle over one another esp during the holi আবর্তন - n | festival |
| আবর্তন - n | act of coming into view (esp for the first time or from hiding), appearance (esp sudden), advent, arrival, birth act of coming into existence, of a deity act of installing oneself somewhere, (of authors, painters, actors etc) first appearance before the public, (of flowers etc) act of coming out or being revealed, manifestation |
| আবর্তন - a | one who or that which has come into view or appeared or arrived |

For words in আবর্তন - not given separately see আবর্তন
born, one who or that which has come into existence, (of a deity) one who has installed oneself, (of authors, painters, actors, musicians etc) who have appeared before the public for the first time, (of flowers etc) that which has come out, revealed, manifested. অবিশ্রান্ত হওয়া — v to come into view (esp for the first time or from hiding), to appear, to come, to arrive, to take birth, to install oneself, to appear before the public for the first time, to come out, to be revealed or manifested.

অবিল - a detailed, turbid, muddy, filthy, foul, turbid, turbidity, filthiness, foulness.

অবিশ্বাস, অবিশ্বাসী, অবিশ্বাস - see অবিশ্বাস.

অবিশ্বাস, অবিশ্বাস, অবিশ্বাস - n act of discovering, a discovery, invention the thing invented, অবিশ্বাস করা — v to discover, to invent, অবিশ্বাসী - a that which is to be discovered, invented well worth discovering, inventing.

অবিশ্বাস - a discoverer, inventor.

অবিল - a discovered, invented.

অবিল - a thoroughly engrossed or absorbed (in) (প্রাপ্ত হয়), rapt in (চীচান হয়), possessed by (হৃদয়ের হয়), overwhelmed (with) (গ্রাহয়তার হয়), overcome or pervaded (with) (গ্রাহয়তার হয়), non-plussed.

অবিল - alt spell of অবিল.

অবিশ্বাস - a covered, encircled, surrounded (চক্রবর্তী), overcast or pervaded, (প্রাপ্ত হয়) অবিশ্বাস করা — v to cover, to encircle, to surround, to overcast, to pervade, অবিশ্বাসী - n state of being covered or encircled or pervaded, act of covering, a cover, encirclement provision a wall a fence, an enclosure.

অবিল - a read or studied over and over again, repeated, recited that which has returned or recurred, revolved, (esp in arithmetic) recurring অবিল - a one who has turned one's eyes inwards, introspective.

অবিল & জন অবিল - (arith) recurring decimal.

অবিল - n act of reading or studying over and over again, repetition, recital, recitation, return, recurrence, act of revolving or being revolved, revolution অবিল করা — v to read or study over and over again, to repeat, to recite, to return, to recur, to revolve.

অবিল - n tremendous or extraordinary velocity or force (বেগের আগ্রহ), outburst of passion (বেগের বাংলা), passion (হার আবেগ) আত্যন্ত, state of suspense, mental uneasiness, troubled state of the mind, mental suffering (চোক আর্থের আবেগপূর্ত), impassioned passionate অবিলহীন, অবিলপ্লী - a devoid of passion, dispassionate.

অবিলগহ্র - n an outburst of passion, a passionate or impassioned outburst.

অবিল - (1) a one who submits an application (2) n an applicant a petitioner, a plaintiff.

অবিল - n representation, prayer, solicitation an application a petition a plain appeal (ক্ষেষণ আবেগ হিসেবে কাজ) অবিল করা — v to represent to pray to solicit, to put in an application to apply to petition, to lodge a complaint, to appeal Aবিলীকারী আবেগ - n an application a petition Aবিলীকারী a fit to be solicited or untreated.

অবিল - n confounded state of mind, mental confusion, perplexity, tremendous excitement of passion (আবেগ হিসাবে মায়ের হল্লা), attachment, love (আবেগ অব ছাড়া), entrance, infiltration, act of taking possession (ধারাবাহিক রাপ্ত আত্মরক্ষা গর্ভের প্রবেশ), entrance, infiltration, act of taking possession (ধারাবাহিক রাপ্ত আত্মরক্ষা গর্ভের প্রবেশ), entrance, infiltration, act of taking possession (ধারাবাহিক রাপ্ত আত্মরক্ষা গর্ভের প্রবেশ).

অবিল - n (phy) induction coil.

অবিল - n (phy) inductive capacity.

অবিল - (1) a surrounding enclosing.

অবিল - n a fence, a wall that which encloses an enclosure.

অবিল - n act of surrounding or enclosing a fence, a wall, that which encloses, an enclosure, surroundings environment.

অবিল - (fem) a fence, a wall, that which encloses an enclosure, a circumference, environment, surroundings.

অবিল - a surrounded, enclosed, encircled.

অবিল - (1) n incoherent talk, nonsense, delirium, nonsense rhymes.

অবিল - n (Mus) father, dad.

অবিল - adv starting with or from Brahma (ब्रह्म) অবিল - n all creatures, and objects starting with Brahma (ब्रह्म) or the Supreme

অবিল - n anything worn for personal embellishment, an ornament কান্ত চোক অবিল - n scandal she wears as a jewel on her person.


For words in আঘা, not given separately, see আঘ, ১, ২, ৩, ৪
place in the custody of the water in which cooked rice has been soaked overnight
uncooked rice
pro my, mine
dysentery, the part of the belly in which mucus collects
coll) dysentery
(I) pro I (2) self-knowledge, the soul the ego, egoism, pride vanity, self-importance
a land surveyor, a supervising officer
(Mus) a wealthy nobleman or high-born person, a title of some Muslim kings an Amir an Ameeर उपस्थान—
princes and courtiers or noblemen of high and wealthy class
(I) amirate, high style of living or ostentatious show of wealth, pomp and grandeur (2) a of an Amir or amirate, living in a high style or making an ostentatious show of wealth, full of pomp and grandeur
meat non-vegetarian food or diet
carnivorous, non-vegetarian
posset
alt spell of अमल
alt spell of अमल
a given to merriment, sportive merriment, gay cheerful, jolly, vivacious, sprightly, witty, humorous
(1) adv to the root, radically, thoroughly, completely, root-and-branch (2) a extended to the root, radical (अमल संक्रमण), thorough
till death till the end of one's life
subtle presence or slight trace, a touch, a touch of similarity, the ultimate part of anything passing away, after-image, after-taste (शैव हृदय, मेरार आमैक, pleasant drowsiness or rapt attention
Aमेस—
delight, joy, gladness, merriment, amusement, festivity, fun, (rare) far-reaching fragrance, extremely sweet fragrance
An peace
pl rejoicings
v to rejoice 
v to express delight or joy, to make merry, to indulge in or enjoy amusement,
to be festive, to make fun, to poke fun (at), to fill with fragrance आंग्लिक—a delightful merry amusing, funny आंग्लि—n act of amusing, amusement recreation, act of perfuming आंग्लि—n pl amusements, recreations आंग्लि—n a glad to indulge in amusements आंग्लि—n see आंग्लि आंग्लित—a delighted, perfumed, scented आंग्लिन—a delighted, jolly, sportive, sweet-scented fem आंग्लिनी
आंगस—n any of the esoteric Hindu scriptures esp the Vedas
आंगस—n audacity effrontery, impudence (coll.) cheek, bragging boast vaunt, audacious ambition
आंगस—n mother
आंगस—n the mango आंगकल, आंगकल, आंगकल—n a mango grove
आंगस, आंगस—n the hog plum
आंगस—n acid sour आंगस—n fem the tamarind-tree आंगस—n acid sour acid (आंगस अक्सिड) आंगस सक्सिड—acid fermentation आंगस, आंगस—n fem the tamarind-tree
आंगस—v 2nd pers imp of आया आइ, आइ—come let us play
आंगस—n income earnings profit revenue आंगस—n income, (2) a profitable आंगस—n income and expenditure, (acct) debit and credit आंगस—n audit आंगस—n auditor आंगस—n budget आंगस—n budget head आंगस—n budget session आंगस—n budget, to live within one’s means (cp) to cut one’s coat according to one’s cloth आंगस—n expense आंगस—n spend beyond one’s means or income आंगस—n extensiveness, wide, expanded, very large (geom) rectangular but having unequal sides oblong आंगस—n (geom) an oblong a rectangle आंगस, आंगस—n very large-eyed fem आंगस
आंगस—n area or its measure, volume or its measure, extension, breadth, width a temple, a house an abode, an institution (आंगस), an altar आंगस—n bulk-elasticity आंगस—n bulk-modulus
आंगस—n state of a married woman whose husband is alive, any of the symbols (usu borne on the person of the wife) indicating this marital state
आंगस—n length width breadth, extension, the future time for bearing fruit
आंगस—n fem a married woman whose husband is alive
आंगस—n brought under control or taken possession of controlled subjugated subject dominated mastered, tamed, seized आंगस—n to bring under control to control to take possession of, to subjugate, to dominate, to master to tame to seize आंगस—n to break a wild horse आंगस—n out of control beyond control out of hand आंगस—n control, hold possession subjugation subjection domination mastery seizure
आंगस—n trade wind
आंगस—n a mirror a looking-glass, a speculum
आंगस—n a grant of rent-free land made by Muslim princes etc to religious preachers and to learned people आंगस आंगस—n an estate of land held under this grant आंगस—(1) a of or made of or caused by iron, ferrous (2) n iron आंगस—n fem a coat-of-mail made of iron, an iron armour आंगस—n a nursemaid or waiting-maid or an ayah
आंगस—n width breadth, length
आंगस—n season suitable time right time
आंगस—n pain, trouble exhaustion, fatigue, an exertion of strength or power, labour, strain an endeavour an effort आंगस—n involving effort strenuous, laborious arduous toil some uphill
आंगस—n alt spellings of आई
आई—(pop) आई—n the span of one’s life longevity lifetime, life आई—n his days are numbered आई—n his time is up आई—n a that which prolongs life, rejuvenating, that which bestows long life आई—n act of prolonging life, prolongation of life, rejuvenation आई—n prolongation of life, rejuvenation.
आई—same as आई आई—n the
Hindu science of medicine as taught in the Atharvaveda. Aubhavâ—in, pertaining to or according to this science. Aubhavâ—n the span of one's life lifetime. Aubhavâ—a long-lived fem. Aubhavâ—same as Aubhavâ.


Aubhô—n weapon, arms.

Aubhô—n armory, arsenal.

Aubhô—n var. of the Aubhô.

Aubhô—n a coming, ensuing next, future later.

Aubhô, Aubhô—n ease, comfort, luxury, Aubhô—n to take one's ease, to relax to take rest. Aubhô—n easy-going easy-going brought up amidst ease and luxury, easy.

Aubhô—n a committee (esp. a public one) set up for investigation etc. a commission.

Aubhô—n one who makes preparation for or collects the things necessary for a purpose, one who makes ready.

Aubhô—n preparation, collection of things necessary to serve a purpose, things so collected act of making or becoming ready. Aubhô—n to make preparations (for).

Aubhô—n that which is necessary things have been collected or preparation has been made that which has been made ready.

Aubhô—n tincture of iodine.

Aubhô—n 1st and also (राना आर शाम), or (है आर शाम), or not (2) adv else more (आर कि बिन) enough (आर केन) no more (आर क्या न). at the same time, simultaneously, but (चौहेवं तु आर नवें शाम) on the other hand, yet in return (कै सेहेवं उपरश कर आर तु आर दिन) in future, again (आर केन दु शाम) still now, still then (आर केन आशा कर) at present, now (आर कोनन नाशी) moreover besides in addition to that (आर केन) ever (विदेह कि आर शाम नासा हांडः) ever before or after (आर आर देशिना नाशी नासा), since then (आरहें आर आर तिमब नाशी), of course, certainly (विदेह कि आर शाम नासा हांडः) (3) a other another different (आर जन, आर बेक) past, last (आर बेक र से एसेहिल), coming, next (आर नगावें शाम) (4) pro another person or thing, the other person or thing a different person or thing (आर आर र कि बिन) आर आर—all other. Aubhô—1 a more (2) adv still more, further moreover. Aubhô—n on the other occasion another time, once again, once more. Aubhô—n and others.

Aubhô—n extract, essence, juice, spirit, arrack, tincture.

Aubhô, Aubhô—n slightly red, reddish blood-red, deep red, scarlet crimson.

Aubhô—n the police, the police force Aubhô—n Aubhô—n the police force Aubhô—n a policeman, a guardsman Aubhô—n a police picked.

Aubhô, Aubhô—n a prayer, request, a petition, a plaint. Aubhô—n to file or submit a petition or plaint.

Aubhô—n of or relating to a forest or forest, wild, sylvan, born or grown or living in forests Aubhô—n a wild living in forests (2) n concluding section of the Brahmanas (ब्राह्मण) which are parts of the Vedas, a person (esp. a saint of ancient India) living in forests, a forester, a forest-dweller Aubhô—n end, subjugation, deep attachment Aubhô—n act of greeting a deity by waving a lamp tan etc. before his or her face. Aubhô—n an orderly.

Aubhô—n var. of the Aubhô.

Aubhô—n an Arab, an Arabian, the Arabian nation, the Arabs Aubhô—n a. Aubhô—n the language of Arabia, Arabic. Aubhô—n an Arab, an Arab the Arab Arabs Aubhô—n gum Arabic Aubhô—n that which has been undertaken or begun. Aubhô—n a task undertaken or commenced Aubhô—n of Arabia, Arabian Aubhô—n a state of being commenced or undertaken, about to commence or undertake.

For words in आराम, not given separately, see आराम.
NESS, CURE, RESTORATION TO HEALTH, SOUND health, HEALTH আরোগ্য করা—V to cure, TO BRING ROUND আরোগ্য হওয়া—V to be cured, TO RECOVER, TO COME ROUND আরোগ্য, আরোগ্যশালা—A hospital an infirmary আরোগ্যলাভ—N ACT OF COMING ROUND, RECOVERY আরোগ্যলাভ করা হওয়া—V same as আরোগ্য হওয়া

আরোপ—N ASCRIPTION OR ATTENTION OF A QUALITY OF ONE THING TO ANOTHER IMPOSITION, ASSIGNMENT, BESTOWAL আরোপ করা—V TO ATTACH, TO ATTACH TO IMPOSE, TO ASSIGN TO BESTOW আরোপ করা—(1) A ATTRIBUTING ASCRIBING IMPOSING, ASSIGNING BESTOWING PLACING, IMPLANTING (2) A IMPRINTER, A IMPOSER, ONE WHO ASSIGN ON WHO BESTOWS OR PLACES ONE WHO STRINGS A BOW, A PLANTER আরোপ—N ATTRIBUTION, ASCRIPTION IMPOSITION, ASSIGNMENT, BESTOWAL, ACT OF PLACING, EMPLACEMENT, ACT OF MOUNTING A THING OR PERSON UPON SOMETHING ACT OF STRANDING A BOW, ACT OF PLANTING, IMPLANTATION আরোপ করা—V TO ATTACH, TO ATTACH TO IMPOSE, TO ASSIGN, TO BESTOW, TO PLACE, TO MOUNT TO STRING A BOW, TO PLANT, TO PLANT আরোপ করা—V ATTRIBUTED ASCRIBED IMPOSED ASSIGNED BESTOWED PLACED MOUNTED, (OF A BOW) STRUNG, PLANTED, PLANTED, IMPLANTED আরোপ-পত্র—N A CHARGE-SHEET

আরোহ—N HEIGHT, ALTITUDE, ASCENT, ACT OF BOARDING (A SHIP, RAILWAY TRAIN ETC.) ENTRANCE OR EMBARKATION BUTTOCK ESOP OF A WOMAN গাহিলঃ Grad. (Log) INDUCTION আরোহ—N ACT OF MOUNTING OR CLIMBING OR RIDING OR PLACING ONESELF UPON, ASCEND, ASCENSION ACT OF BOARDING A CARRIAGE আরোহ করা—V TO MOUNT, TO CLIMB, TO SCALE, TO ASCEND, TO RIDE TO PLACE ONESELF UPON, TO BOARD (A SHIP, RAILWAY TRAIN ETC.), TO EMBARK TO EMBARK OR আরোহী—N A FIGHT OF STEP, A STAIR, A STAIRCASE, A LADDER, AN ELEVATOR আরোহণ—N AN EMBARKATION PERMIT, আরোহণ—N AN EMBARKATION PERMIT আরোহণশালা—N AN EMBARKATION METHOD আরোহণশালা—N A RIDING SCHOOL আরোহণকৃত—N A RIDING-MASTER আরোহণশালা—N A REMOUNT DEPOT আরোহণ—(1) A MOUNTING, CLIMBING, CLIMBING, RIDING, BOARDING, EMBARKING MOUNTED, EMPLACED, BOARDED, ASCENDED, (LOG) INDUCTION, (MUS—OF NOTES) GRADUALLY INCREASING IN PITCH (2) N A CLIMBER, A RIDER
a passenger, (mus.) a note which increases gradually in pitch *fem* आरोहिती

आर्क—a solar आकर्षक—n (1) this sign on Bengali letters to indicate a preceding r sound, sun-ray, (facet) a tuft of long hair maintained by a conservative brahmin on his crown

आर्थ—n straightness, upright or vertical position, straightforwardness, candour, uprightness, honesty

आर्थि—alt spell of आर्थि

आर्थिक—n art, (loos) an artistic posture or affectation

आर्थिक—n an artist, a painter

आर्थिक—a sick, distressed, stricken with grief or sorrow, aggrieved, afflicted, oppressed, involved in danger आर्थिक—n relief of the distressed or afflicted or oppressed or endangered persons आर्थिक—n groaning, cry of pain or grief or affliction or oppression etc आर्थिक—n act of helping the distressed or afflicted, relief-work आर्थिक—n a piteous cry or wailing an outcry of grief of pain or affliction आर्थिक—adv in a piteous tone or voice piteously

आर्थिक—(1) n menstruation (2) a menstrual, seasonal

आर्थिक—n illness, ailment, pain, distress grief sorrow, affliction, state of being oppressed state of being involved in danger, (poet) intense mental agitation or urge

आर्थिक—same as आर्थिक

आर्थिक—a pertaining to economics, economic pertaining to financial policy

आर्थिक—a financial, pecuniary, monetary आर्थिक—n pecuniary difficulties financial distress or straits आर्थिक—n financial powers आर्थिक—n financial year आर्थिक—n pecuniary help financial aid

आर्थिक—n alt spellings of आर्थिक

आर्थिक—a wet, moist, damp, humid, soft, softened with affection, tears, etc आर्थिक—adv in a doleful or mournful voice आर्थिक—n wetness, moistness, moisture, dampness, humidity, softness, softened state आर्थिक—n hygrophyte आर्थिक—n ginger

आर्थिक—आर्थिक, आर्थिक—see आर्थिक

आर्थिक—n the sixth of the twenty-seven stars according to Hindu astronomy

आर्थिक—alt spell of आर्थिक

आर्थिक—alt spell of आर्थिका

आर्थिक—n an armature

आर्थिक—(1) n the Aryan race, an Aryan, a venerable person (2) a Aryan, venerable, best of noble birth, civilized आर्थिक—n Aryanism, civilized conduct and behaviour आर्थिक—n a son of the father-in-law, (usu) husband आर्थिका—n a Vedic community founded by Dayananda Saraswati आर्थिकासानी—a of or belonging to the Arya Samaj (आर्थिका)

आर्थिकासानी—fem of आर्थिका

आर्थिकासानी—n a kind of metre used in Sanskrit verse any of the rhymed arithmetical formulae

आर्थिकासानी—n upper or northern India where the ancient Aryans settled

आर्थिकासानी—n (facet & dote) Aryanism

आर्थिकासानी—alt spell of आर्थिका

आर्थिकासानी—a relating to (Hindu) sages (esp of ancient India) (hobby of words and their meanings) ungrammatical but current being used by the sages esp of ancient India (cp archaic आर्थिकासानी—n a use which is ungrammatical but current being used by ancient sages

आर्थिकासानी—n the sting of insects etc an antenna, sharp point of anything such as the barb of an arrow, an awl, (fig) prick (कथि पानि)

आर्थिकासानी—n a ridge of earth set up around a piece of agricultural land, a dyke, a dam आर्थिकासानी—n to set up a ridge of earth around a piece of agricultural land, to build a dyke to dam

आर्थिकासानी—a barbed, grooved

आर्थिकासानी—alt spell of आर्थिकासानी

आर्थिकासानी—n tar pitch coal-tar

आर्थिकासानी—n cowhage, cowage, cowitch

आर्थिकासानी—आर्थिकासानी, आर्थिकासानी—n a loose cloak or gown, a gaberline

आर्थिकासानी—n unbound, untied, unfastened open unbolts, loose, lax, detached avoiding company, isolated (आर्थिकासानी) uncovered, bare, naked uncontrollable (आर्थिकासानी) insincere or uncalled-for (आर्थिकासानी) uncareful, unmindful (आर्थिकā पुरुष) आर्थिकासानी—n to relax, to become

* For words in आर्थिक, not given separately, see आर्थिक
lax, to give indulgence

অল্পপ্রতি—n first efforts of a child to stand on its feet (অল্পপ্রতি দেখুন)

অল্পপ্রতি—a detached not touching

অল্পপ্রতি—adv (of hands eating and drinking vessels etc) not bringing into contact with the mouth (whilst eating or drinking) not touching avoiding contact (অল্পপ্রতি দেখুন) aloof (অল্পপ্রতি দেখুন) carefully and softly (অল্পপ্রতি দেখুন) lightly (অল্পপ্রতি দেখুন)

অল্পপ্রতি—(1) a figuative, rhetorical, versed in politics or rhetoric, relating to ornaments, decorative (2) n a rhetorician, an author of a treatise on rhetoric or politics.

অল্পপ্রতি, অল্পপ্রতি, অল্পপ্রতি—n the uvula the epiglottis

অল্পপ্রতি—ady suddenly, unexpectedly suddenly and thoughtfully, suddenly and thoughtlessly

অল্পপ্রতি—n the uvula, the epiglottis

অল্পপ্রতি—n lac-dye esp as used by Hindu women to paint the borders of their feet

অল্পপ্রতি—n stapler, fastener

অল্পপ্রতি—a not forcible or firm, light (অল্পপ্রতি দেখুন) incoherent or insufficient

অল্পপ্রতি—n rack or stand for clothes, hats etc

অল্পপ্রতি—coll corrupt of অল্পপ্রতি

অল্পপ্রতি—n the alpaca cloth made of its wool

অল্পপ্রতি—n a pin

অল্পপ্রতি—var of অল্পপ্রতি

অল্পপ্রতি, অল্পপ্রতি, অল্পপ্রতি, অল্পপ্রতি—adv of course certainly, (coll) definitely

অল্পপ্রতি—n a ridge of earth raised round the root of a tree for the purpose of watering

অল্পপ্রতি—n a bubble-bubble with a long flexible smoking-tube

অল্পপ্রতি—n an almirah, a cupboard

অল্পপ্রতি—n a support a prop, a shelter

অল্পপ্রতি—n a support a prop, a shelter

অল্পপ্রতি—n a support a prop, a shelter

অল্পপ্রতি—n home, an abode, a dwelling-house, a residence, a dwelling place, a house a building, a place a resort, a store a repertory, a repository

অল্লাস—poet corrupt of অল্লাস

অল্লাস—coll corrupt of অল্লাস

অল্লাস—a idle lazy slothful sluggish, indolent অল্লাস—n idleness, sloth, procrastination

অল্লাস—n idleness laziness, sloth, procrastination, dilatoriness, lethargy, indolence অল্লাস—to give up idleness, to be up and doing, to shake off lethargy by moving one’s limbs, to yawn অল্লাস—n to shake off lethargy by moving or stretching one’s limbs, to yawn

অল্লা—var of ওল্লা

অল্লা—a c sfx first highest, best

অল্লা—(1) a illuminated brightened up (2) n light (অল্লা দেখুন) কারণ

অল্লাই-অল্লাই—n all sorts of misfortunes or harms, evils

অল্লাই—var of অল্লাই

অল্লাই—(1) also adv different separate detached

অল্লাই—n a pillar or post to which an elephant is tethered a peg or stake to which domestic animals are tethered

অল্লাই—n to dishevel or spread out (as hair) to ruffle, to spread out (as paddy etc whilst sunning) to unlace or untie to open (স্বল্প পাঁচ গাঁজার

অল্লাই—n conversation talk, conference, discussion greeting acquaintance (mus) faithful singing or playing of a tune (esp a conventional one in Hindu music) in detail অল্লাই—n to converse to talk to confer to discuss, to greet to make one’s acquaintance (with) to cultivate acquaintance (with) (mus) to sing or play a tune faithfully and in detail অল্লাই—n conversation, talk, conference অল্লাই—a controllable conversable অল্লাই—n (coll) acquaintance and speaking terms, familiarity intimacy discussion

অল্লাই—n conversation talk, discussion a friendly chat

অল্লাই—a talked or spoken to greeted, acquainted fem অল্লাই

অল্লাই—a given to cultivating acquaintances, sociable, acquainted

অল্লাই—n a simple, plain, artless, guileless

অল্লাই—n a wealthy man fem অল্লাই
বালুকালের ঘরের দুলাল—a boy or young man of a rich family spoilt by over-indulgence
বালুকালিন—obs var of বালুকাল
বালি—n a ridge of earth set up around a piece of agricultural land a dyke, a dam
বালিক—is n a woman's female friend or confidante or maid
বালিকাধিক—n a man who wears a turban
বালিকাধিক—n a painting, a painted portrait
বালের—n act of smearing or painting (with), any substance to smear with (such as an ointment, grease, etc.)
ুলিকাধিক—n a wash
বালুকালকাঃ—n a learned man
বালুকালী—n var of বালুকাল
বালুকালিন—n a parapet around the roof of a building
বালুকালিন—n light, a beam a ray, effulgence, lustre, splendour, a flash of light
বালুকালিস—n a lamp, a lantern
বালুকালিন—n to light up, to lighten, to illuminate, to glorify
বালুকালিন—n to show light to
বালুকালিন—n to give hope, to promise good
বালুকালিন—n a mixture of light and shade, chiaroscuro, বালুকালিন—n a pittance of light and shade
বালুকালকৃষ—n a lighthouse
বালুকালিক—n photograph, photography
বালুকালিককাঃ—n a photographer
বালুকালিককাঃ—n photography
বালুকালিকৃষ—n a flash of light
বালুকালিকত্ব—n photo-electricity
বালুকালিকত্ব—n a photo-electric 
বালুকালিকত্ব—n optics
বালুকালিকত্ব—n lightness, dark, gloomy
বালুকালিন—n a full of light, flooded with light
বালুকালিন—n a parasitic creeper, 
বালুকালিন—n same as বালুকালিনী
বালুকালিকত্ব—n a decoration of a stage
বালুকালিকত্ব—n a lighthouse
বালুকালিকত্ব—n act of seeing, act of casting a glance, observation, act of showing demonstration
বালুকালিনী—n a bright, brightened, 
বালুকালিকত্ব—n to illuminate, to brighten up
বালুকালিকত্ব—n to become illuminated, to brighten up

For words in বালুকাল—not given separately, see বালুকাল
গল্পকর্ম, গল্পকর্ম—n discussion, deliberation, consideration গল্পকর্ম করা—v to discuss, to deliberate, to consider গল্পকর্ম হওয়া—v to be discussed or deliberated or considered
গল্পকর্মী—n a subject or subjects for discussion, a place or an institution where discussions are held
গল্পকর্মী—a submitted or placed for discussion, worthy of discussion, discussible
গল্পকর্ম—a rice obtained by sunning paddy and not by boiling it, sunned rice
gল্পকর্ম—a discussed, deliberated considered
গল্পকর্ম—a same as গল্পকর্মী
গল্পকর্মী—a what is being discussed, (not a subject) under discussion
গল্পকর্মী—n a mixture of light and shade charosuco গল্পকর্মী—light-and-shade play
গল্পকর্ম—n one who or that which stirs or churns, an exciter, an agitator one who recollects a deliberator, a pestle for churning with
গল্পকর্ম—n act of stirring or churning excitation, agitation, recollection, deliberation গল্পকর্ম করা—v to stir, to churn to excite to agitate to revolve in mind to ponder, to deliberate.
গল্পকর্মী—a stirred churned, excited, agitated pondered deliberated
gল্পকর্ম—a salt-free, (of cooked food) deficient in salt.
গল্পকর্ম—a full of light, lightsome, illuminated brightened up
গল্পকর্ম—ad whilst there is light or daylight, by light or day-light
গল্পকর্ম—n a woollen wrapper for the body a shawl
গল্পকর্ম—a slightly excited or agitated moving or rolling or lolling with greed
গল্পকর্মী—n (Mus) a gold coin
গল্পকর্মী—n (mostly used as a sfr) a receptacle, a container (ঢালো) a heart or character an intention, a purpose an aim
গল্পকর্মী—n (Mus) a gold coin
গল্পকর্মী—n hope expectation, assurance, confidence, reliance, trust (ঘনিব উপর আশা)
গল্পকর্মী—n a part of the horizon (প্রদেশ) আশা করা, আশা রাখা—v to hope to expect to place confidence (upon) to rely (upon), to trust অন্যায়িত, অন্যায়ীকর—v beyond expectation, unhelped, unexpected অন্যায় করা—a up to expectation, unhelped
গল্পকর্মী—n a hopeful cherishing hope, expectant আশাগুণ চাহিয়া ধাকি—v to wait in expectation to look forward to আশা গেয়ে করা—v to cherish hopes 
গল্পকর্মী—n that which excites or inspires hope, hopeful আশাগুণ—n optimism, আশাগুণ—(1) a optimistic (2) n an optimist আশাগুণ—n disappointment, frustration আশাগুণ—n hopes and confidence 
গল্পকর্মী—n a hopeless, disappointed, frustrated আশাগুণ—n disappointed, frustrated

For words in আশাগুণ, not given separately, see আশাগুণ.
of the Bengal calendar (from the middle of September to the middle of October) आश्रम—n a place of residence, usu. a cottage, an asylum or refuge, or a religious or residential institution.

आश्रय—n an act of sheltering, an assured heartening with hope or confidence etc. आश्रय—n a place of residence, usu. a cottage, an asylum or refuge, or a religious or residential institution.

आश्रय—n an act of sheltering, an assured heartening with hope or confidence etc. आश्रय—n act of sheltering, an assured heartening with hope or confidence etc.


Aṣṭakā—(1) a seeking shelter (2) n one who seeks shelter, a refugee fem Aṣṭakā

Aṣṭakā—a one who adopts or takes shelter, sheltered

Aṣṭakā—a adopted, resort to, sheltered, supported, protected dependent (esp for maintenance) fem Aṣṭakā Aṣṭakā

Aṣṭakā—a a person who has been given help and protection, a protege Aṣṭakā Aṣṭakā

Aṣṭakā—n of a one who maintains or protects those who ask for maintenance or shelter or aid of support or protection

Aṣṭakā—n affectionate and kind to those who seek shelter and protection

Aṣṭakā—n kindness and affection to a dependant or a person under one’s protection

Aṣṭakā—a a protectorate

Aṣṭakā—a promised, heard

Aṣṭakā—a embraced pervaded, permeated, attached amalgamated, united sarcastic, sardonic

Aṣṭakā—n an embrace, pervasion diffusion, attachment amalgamation union a sarcasm, a pun

Aṣṭakā—n the third month of the Bengali calendar (from the middle of June to the middle of July), (poet & fig) the monsoon Aṣṭakā—a of or in or during the month of Ashata (অশরত), produced or growing or occurring in Ashara (অশরত), false fantastic Aṣṭakā—n a queer or fantastic tale a cock-and-bull story

Aṣṭakā—adv all over the body, all over, thoroughly

Aṣṭakā—dial form of Aṣṭakā

Aṣṭakā—n (obs) love attachment, devotion (প্রিয়তা অনুভূতি)

Aṣṭakā—n a variety of pancake made of a thin paste of liquefied rice-powder

Aṣṭakā—n a greatly enamoured (of), addicted to, having a deep love (for), devoted (to), attached (to) deeply or profoundly attached to (worldly) pleasures and interests Aṣṭakā—n deep love, attachment, love devotion, attachment to (worldly) pleasures and interests, (worldly) pleasures and interests, cohabitation

Aṣṭakā—n sexual intercourse, company, fellowship, social intercourse, union, desire to enjoy, love, attachment, profound attention Aṣṭakā—n desire for sexual intercourse, desire for company or union Aṣṭakā—n a desire for sexual intercourse or of company or union.

Aṣṭakā—a coming, next, ensuing

Aṣṭakā—n adhesion Aṣṭakā—n adhesive power

Aṣṭakā—a adhered or adhering to

Aṣṭakā—n union, amalgamation, proximity, adjacency, acquisition, acquirement, profit, (gr) proximity of related words within a sentence (cp collocation)

Aṣṭakā—n anything used for or intended for sitting upon a seat, an office or post (সদর অষ্টকানী, Aṣṭakā) a place for sitting or placing (সচিন অষ্টকানী) a posture of sitting (বৃত্তাকানী), reception with honour (বৃত্তাকানী অষ্টকানী সমষ্টি) Aṣṭakā—n act of sitting Aṣṭakā—n to take one’s seat Aṣṭakā—n the posture of squatting Aṣṭakā—n to squat

Aṣṭakā—n alt spell of Aṣṭakā

Aṣṭakā—a imminent, approaching impending coming, proximate, last final, (esp in math) approximate, Aṣṭakā—n the time of at, the time of danger critical time, the eleventh hour, the last moment Aṣ�্টকাত্ত্বধ—n a term partum, in an advanced stage of pregnancy nearing delivery Aṣṭকাপপ—n impending or imminent danger Aṣṭকাত্ত্বধ—n approximate value or standard Aষ্টকাত্ত্বধ—n about to die dying

Aṣṭকাত্ত্বধ—n distilled spirit alcoholic beverage wine Aষ্টকানী—n alcohol

Aষ্টকানী—n furniture Aষ্টকানী—n furniture and fittings and all other movable goods and chattels Aষ্টকানী—n to furnish

Aষ্টকাত্ত্বধ—n the sky, the firmament heavens Aষ্টকানী—n at, polars apart, poles asunder, great difference Aষ্টকাত্ত্বধ—n of the sky, of sky-blue colour azure azure Aষ্টকাত্ত্বধ—n at, adv extending up to the ocean Aষ্টকাত্ত্বধ—n at, adv extending from the ocean to the Himalayas

Aষ্টকাত্ত্বধ—n a gathering a meeting a sitting, a party (গান্ধী অষ্টকাত্ত্বধ) a function (পাল অষ্টকাত্ত্বধ) a match, a tournament, a competition (কাপড়ের অষ্টকাত্ত্বধ) a held, a society, a club Aষ্টকাত্ত্বধ—n to brighten up a party Aষ্টকাত্ত্বধ—n the party warms up or becomes interesting, the party becomes crowded Aষ্টকাত্ত্বধ, Aষ্টকাত্ত্বধ—n same as Aষ্টকাত্ত্বধ
করা: আস্রা মাত্র—v to brighten up a party, to make a party ripple with interest আস্রায় অবতীর্ণ হওন: আস্রায় নাই—v to make one's appearance before the public or in society, to take the field, to make one's s debut

আসল—(1) a genuine, pure authentic, unadulterated, true real, actual, original (আসল দলিল, নেট (আসল লিপি), principal or capital (আসল মন), primary (আসল উৎপত্তি) (2) n principal or capital money or amount আসল, আসলী—a genuine, pure, unadulterated (আসলি রূপ) আসলে—adv in actuality in truth in fact

আসলেওঁই—n a kind of wild tree glycosmis pentaphylla

আসলা—n a stick (usu a thick one) a staff a mace, a sceptre

আসলার—(1) v to come, to appear, to come up, to arrive (জুড় আসা), to reach, to come up to (মূখ পর্যন্ত আসা), to commence to begin (আসা আসা), to set in (শহদ আসা), to be excited with (আঘাত আসা), to rise, to crop up (ছেন আসা) to enter (গিয়ে আসা), to attack (আসা আসা), to come upon (দুর্লভ আসা), to be struck with (ডাকা আসা), to be supplied with (কথা আসা), to be filled with (চোখে কল আসা) to take place, to occur, to come about (বিবি, আসা), to be earned to accrue (টাকা আসা), to be on the point of (গুরুহীত আসা)

(2) a that which has come (কথা-আসা) (3) n act of coming, arrival (আসার আসা)

—v to come up, to advance আসলারা—n come-and-go উচ্চারণ আসা—v to come up, to get up, to remove to get loose to be detached to come off (জাল উঠা) কথা আসা—v to be able to speak কথা আসা—v to come near, to come by, to approach কথা আসা, স্বয়ংগত আসা—v to be of use, to be useful, to be serviceable কথা আসা—v to feel like crying or weeping নামিয়া আসা—v to come down to get down, to alight, to descend, to dismount নির্জিত আসা—v to get dimmer and dimmer ফিনিক আসা—v to come back, to return নুড়াইয়া আসা—v to be about to be exhausted to be about to end কেবল আসা—v to leave behind বাইরে আসা—v to flow down, to stream down, to come along বাইরে আসা—v to come steering along বাইরে আসা—v to come out to emerge ভিতরে আসা—v to come in, to enter নামিয়া আসা—same as কেবল আসা নামিয়া আসা—v to bring with oneself, to fetch

আসাহন—n act of obtaining, attainment, acquirement, receipt, income, arrival, performance or execution (of a work)

আসামীন—a obtained, attained, acquired, received, arrived within reach, arrived performed, executed

আসন—n termination, end, subsidence, relief, mitigation (জড়ত্ব আসন, ক্ষেপে আসন) inflow, easy supply (গাড়ি আসন)

আসানফি—n a thick stick, a staff

আসাবদার, আসাবাদী—n a mace-wearer, a beadle

আসাবাদী—corrupt but pop form of আসবাদী আবাদী

আসাবাদী—n a defendant in a criminal case, an accused, (deco or contemp) a tenant or a debtor

আসার—n torrential down, a heavy shower water-drop(ে) (নসাহাবে)

আসারাটাই—n a sceptre, (loos) staffs and maces

আসিফ—a slightly wet, thoroughly wet drenched

আসিফ—n half-boiled, not thoroughly or properly boiled parboiled unboiled

আসীন—n seated sitting, placed, present, sitted

আসুর, আসুরিক—a ot or like the mythological demons, (cp) Titan, of or like a demon, demonic, giant-like gigantic, titanic, terrible, vile, unholy fem আসুরী, আসুরি, আসুরিক, আসুর বিবাহ, আসুরিক বিবাহ—a form of marriage in which the bridgroom purchase the bride from her parents in exchange of money

আসোঁক—n act of watering or wetting thoroughly

আসেল—n (personal) restraint, restriction, an injunction, limitation (ফাইলেট) আসেলক—n a bulliff আসেলক—n an injunction

আসেলী, আসেলীর—(1) a mounted on an elephant, horse etc (2) n one who is thus mounted, a rider

আসলিত—n the gallop of a horse

আসলী—alt spell of আসকের

আসকে—alt spell of আসকে

আসকে—n a whole, entire, unbroken, uncut, downright (আসকে) thorough, stark (সাল পারলি, পারলি) আসকে বা রাখা—(fig) to beat severely, to beat up

আসকের—var of আসকের

আসকের—n bed, a bedcover a coverlet, a bedsheet, a carpet or any
similar article (esp to sit upon), an ornamental cloth placed on the back of an elephant for the rider to sit upon আপনে—stratus

আড়ান—n a haunt, an abode, a dwelling-place, a hermitage আপনি—v to set up an abode (esp a temporary one), to take shelter (temporarily) আড়ান পাল্টান—v to depart from for good to strike the tent

আড়ান—n a stable (for horses, elephants etc)

আত্মিক—(1) a having faith in God and in life beyond death and in the scriptures thistic (2) n a person having such faith, a theist আত্মস্মি, আত্মিক—n theism

আতিনি—n a sleeve আতিনি পাল্টান—i to prepare oneself for a duel to be ready for a fight, to throw down the gauntlet to challenge

আতরিক্ত, আতরিত—a spread out, stretched out, extending, pervaded with covered with, formed with (রূপান্তর)

আঁক্ষে—adv slowly, cautiously, lightly, mildly, gently (ঠাকুর মাতা), stepping lightly or noiselessly (আমি আসি) in an untertone (কাঁপিয়ে বলা), noiselessly

আঁক্ষেতে—adv in a great hurry, helter-skelter, fussily (see also অক্ষেতে)

আঁক্ষেতে—adv leisurely with no haste or flutter

আয়ন—n confidence, reliance, faith, trust, regard, reverence, respect devotion আয়ন করা—i to have confidence (信赖), to rely (信任), to have faith (信仰), to trust, to have regard (尊重) to be devoted (被奉献)

আয়ন—n confidence, faith, trust, stay, presence, a shelter, a meeting আয়ন—n a confident, faithful, devoted আয়নি—n the first line of a song or its music

আলাপ—n one or that which contains or holds or deserves, one who is an object (অস্তিত্ব)

আলোচ্য—n effrontery, impudence, impertinence, audacity, arrogance, haughtiness, boasting

আলাপন—n act of brandishing, act of moving violently (হাঁস-আলাপন), act of bragging or boasting or vaunting আলাপন করা—v to brandish, to move violently, to brag, to boast, to vaunt.

আলাপনি—a brandished, moved violently

আনেঙ্গো, আনেঙ্গন—n collision, a clash, sound of clashing or thrashing, (in wrestling) act of slapping on one's own arms etc as an indication of preparing to attack

আত্মার—n taste, savour, relish act of tasting আত্মার—n act of tasting, act of enjoying enjoyment, act of experiencing আত্মার—n a fit to be tasted, enjoyable আত্মার—n a tasted, enjoyed relished, experienced

আত্মার—n the face, the mouth আত্মার—n alt spell of অসঙ্গোকা

আত্মার—n decantation, আত্মার—n decanted

আত্মা—n a hurt, struck, beaten, smitten, wounded, injured, thumbed, tressed (শিকার-করা) of stringed musical instruments, sounded আত্মা—n a blow, a stroke, a beating, a hurt, a wound, injury, thrashing act of sounding

আত্মার—n a war, a battle, a fight

আত্মার—n a place for oblation, an oblation আত্মার—n a fit to be sacrificed as burnt-offering (2) n sacrificial fire

আত্মার—n procurement collection, amassing accumulation, compilation, act of earning preparation, wedding gift or presents আত্মার—n an anthology, আত্মার—n an anthology, আত্মার—n a fit to be procured or collected or amassed or accumulated or earned or prepared আত্মার—n a fit to be procured or collected or amassed or accumulated or earned or prepared আত্মার—n a procurer, a collector, an accumulator, a compiler, one who earns, one who procures, one who collects, one who accumulates, one who earns, one who prepares আত্মার—a slightly green, greenish

আত্মরিত—n form of আত্মরিত—n form of আত্মরিত

আত্মপ্রার্থনা, আত্মশীঘ্র—see আত্মরিত

আত্মরিত—n expressing sorrow, bereavement, sympathy etc, alas, ha, oh, আত্মরিত—n expressing praise or ridicule (1) n expressing praise or ridicule (2) n (chiefly dero or facet) astonishing, wonderful, wonderful

আত্মপ্রার্থনা, (dual) আত্মপ্রার্থনা—n a lacking in common sense, extremely foolish (2) n one who lacks common sense, a fool, a dunce আত্মার—n act of eating, a meal, a food, a meal আত্মার—n a meal, and lodging, bed and board আত্মার—i to eat, to eat a meal, to dine আত্মার—n to give food, to feed, a feeder, আত্মার—n one who gives food, a feeder, (ng) a maintainer fem আত্মার।
to give up eating and sleeping (when one is troubled with anxiety or misgiving) आहार-विलास—n dinner or food and enjoyment आहारक—n termination of dinner or eating आहाररुप—n want of food starvation shortage or scarcity of food आहारक—n for dining or eating आहारी—n one who eats food आहारी—n one who eats voracious

आहारअथवा डेंगेत्र—n a fit to be procured or collected, requiring labour eatable edible (2) n food, victuals आहार-रुप, आहार-सामग्री—n an article of food आहारक—n a snake-charmer आहारस्थ—n deposited, placed round, established, given handed over आहारस्थ—n a Brahman who keeps the holy sacrificial fire burning always आहारस्थूल—n same as आहारक आहारी, आहारी—n a member of the cowherd class, a cowherd आहारी—n a cowherd आहारी—n a cowherd आहारी—n a cowherd

आहार—n a sacrificial burnt-offering आहार—n a burnt-offering, an oblation आहारूि—n invited, called, asked to come summoned, invoked आहार—n a summons invocation आहार—n procured, collected accumulated amassed compiled, earned obtained prepared आहारबृह, आहारप्रसृ—n (amongst the Raptus) the ceremony of hunting in the forest on the first day of spring, hunting आहारी, आहारी—n a pure genuine unadulterated of high and pure origin new raw inexplicable

आहारक—n (1) a daily diurnal (2) n prescribed daily prayer to God आहारक कुरा—n to say the prescribed daily prayer to God आहारक गंगा दिव्यांकन कर—n to sit or sitting saying the prescribed daily prayer to God आहार—n invitation, a call, a summons, act of addressing invitation आहार कर—n to invite, to call, to summon, to ask to come or to address to invite आहारक—n (1) n who invites or calls or summons or addresses or invites (2) n an inviter, a caller, a summoner, an addresser, an invocator आहारक—n delight gladdness, joy, act of coddling, indulgence आहारक कर—n to express delight to rejoice, to coddle to

tongue आहारक कर—n to give indulgence आहारक—n a delighted, gladdened आहारक—n (1) n one who is spoilt by coddling and over-indulgence, one who likes to be coddled and indulged and signifies innocence (2) n such a girl or woman आहारक आहारक करते हरे आहारक आहारक कर—n beside oneself with joy आहारक अंधे चप्पा—n to become impudent as a result of over-indulgence

ई—n the third vowel of the Bengali alphabet ई—n a Greek pertaining to conventional Mu-lim therapy ई--n a union ई--n a Union Board ई--n an Englishman, an Englishman—n a Union Board ई--n a European (2) n a European ई--n the English language English (2) n a European ई--n a European

ई--n the English language English (2) n a European ई--n the English language English (2) n a European ई--n the English language English (2) n a European ई--n the English language English (2) n a European ई--n the English language English (2) n a European
or इ- sound इंग्रां— a (of words) ending in इ or इ- sound

इंग्रां— the sugar-cane इंग्रांचिन— cane-
sugar इंग्रांच— the sugar-cane plant इंग्रांच— juice of sugar-cane इंग्रांचाण— molasses (got out of sugar-cane juice)

इंग्रांच— ait, spell of इंग्रांच

इंग्रांच— a (of the Bengali language as used by Bengali anglo-maniacs) having a ridiculous mixture of English and Bengali words, phrases, sentences etc., (of the Bengali society or the people of Bengal) having a ridiculous mixture of what is English and what is Bengali in style manner language etc., (of the people of Bengal) like one who has visited England and has become an anglo-maniac

इंग्रांच-बाबु— (1) a Anglo-Indian (2) n an Anglo-Indian

इंग्रांच— a sign, a hint, a gesture, a beckoning, gestulation a wink a signal (केन्द्र इंग्रांच) इंग्रांचित करा— v int to gesticate, to beckon, to make a sign, to wink (at), to signal इंग्रांचित लेणा— v int to give a hint, to signal इंग्रांचित चाला, इंग्रांचित करा— v int to hint at इंग्रांचन— a suggestive, significant meaningful allusive

इंग्रांच, इंग्रांच— a species of thorny plant इंग्रांच-जेल, इंग्रांच-न oil produced from the seed of this plant

इंग्रांच— n will, volition intention wish, pleasure, desire, liking, choice, option, inclination इंग्रांच करा— v to intend, to wish to desire to like to choose or please इंग्रांचतान— a intentional wilful इंग्रांचम— adv according to one's desire or pleasure, willingly voluntarily इंग्रांचनी— a subject to one's will or desire, optional dependent on one's pleasure इंग्रांचनी— adv according to one's will or pleasure, at pleasure इंग्रांचनु, इंग्रांचम— adv of adv to one's liking, as one pleases, इंग्रांचपूर्व— adv wilfully voluntarily, willingly इंग्रांच, इंग्रांच— n small-pox इंग्रांच— n whose will is a law an appellation of God इंग्रांच, इंग्रांचम— n power to prevent one's death till one desires to die इंग्रांचम— same as इंग्रांचम, इंग्रांचम— n will-force, will-power इंग्रांचम आरा अनिवार्य इंग्रांच— n— willy-nilly, noless volens बाहा इंग्रांच— whatever one pleases

इंग्रांच, इंग्रांच— a willing, ready, consenting, agreeing, destitute, intending, having a liking for, inclining (to)

इंग्रांच— a (acts) brought forward or carried over

इंग्रांच— n short trousers

इंग्रांचकर— var of इंग्रांचकर (see इंग्रांचकर)

इंग्रांच— n lease, leasehold इंग्रांचकर— n a leaseholder, a lessee इंग्रांच— n— v to lease इंग्रांचकराटा— n a lease-deed

इंग्रांच— coll var of इंग्रांच

इंग्रांच, इंग्रांच— n prestige, dignity, honour chastity इंग्रांच नस्ता करा— v to spoil or lose one's prestige, to dishonour or to lose honour, to violate one's chastity or to have one's chastity violated इंग्रांच-नान, इंग्रांच-हन— n loss of prestige, dishonour, violation of chastity

इंग्रांच— n an oblation, a sacrifice

इंग्रांच— n an inch

इंग्रांच— n an engine

इंग्रांचकर— n an engineer इंग्रांचकरित, इंग्रांचकरित— (1) n engineering, (2) a pertaining to engineering

इंग्रांच— n brick (loos.) brickbat इंग्रांच सत्र— v to throw bricks and brickbats इंग्रांच, इंग्रांच— v to pelt with bricks and brickbats, to throw stones इंग्रांच, इंग्रांच— n a brickfield इंग्रांच-पात्रा— n bricks and brickbats, इंग्रांच-पात्रा— n brick-killing इंग्रांच, इंग्रांच— v a brick-kiln इंग्रांच टला, पात्रा— a brick-kiln इंग्रांच-पात्रा ठकेला— v broken

इंग्रांच— n a small scaleless river fish

इंग्रांच— see इंग्रांच

इंग्रांच— n an artery on the left side of the spine

इंग्रांच-पूर्व— adv herebefore, heretofore, before this ere now

इंग्रांच— i (orr) other than (वैमेल)

इंग्रांच— (pop) base or mean, caddish इंग्रांच लीज, इंग्रांच, इंग्रांच, मेलना— lower in status (मेलना), ordinary or common (मेलना) ungenerous or narrow (मेलना) vulgar (मेलना) इंग्रांच— v to become base or mean or narrow-minded इंग्रांच, इंग्रांच— n baseness, meanness, caddishness, lack of generosity narrowness pittance, pettiness, vulgarity ignoble conduct इंग्रांच करा— v to behave basely or meanly or narrow-mindedly to behave or speak vulgarly इंग्रांच-सिद्ध— n (little) difference इंग्रांच, इंग्रांच— same as इंग्रांच, इंग्रांच— a mutual, reciprocal

इंग्रांच— (pop) इंग्रांच— (1) adv here and there, hither and thither, thinly, irregularly, in diverse directions or places, on all sides, in all places, everywhere all over (2)
n hesitation, stammering, to hesitate (to do something), to stamper, to procrastinate to dilly-dally

ইতিভাবনা—n end, termination, conclusion, completion settlement all this, such and such-like (2) adj (chiefly used at the end of a correspondence) this is all (that the writer has got to say or write) here end-

ইতিভুক্ত—v to put an end to, to complete, to finish to conclude, to settle up (ad) on this side and that in this direction and that on all sides in all directions

ইতিকথা—n a tale, legend, a chronicle history, ইতিকথা, ইতিকথার আলোচনা—n the decision that this is the right thing to do, decision about what is to be done.

ইতিকথার আলোচনা—n nonplus, bewilderment, confusion, quandary, ইতিকথার—same as ইতিকথা, ইতিকথুকিতে—but pop form of ইতিকথুকিতে, ইতি,—n a historian, a chronicler, ইতিহাস—but pop form of ইতিহাস, ইতি-—n history, ইতিহাসের,—n one who is versed in history

ইতিহাসের নেতাকৃতি—n a historian

ইতি—n the sun-god (esp as worshiped by Hindu women in the month of Agrahayana (ইন্দুরাজান)

ইতি নিতাঙ্তে এক্স—deprived of both the chances by warfare between this and that

ইতি নিতাঙ্তে—advern meantime

ইতি—n (gr) a letter used to indicate some inflections but not actually pronounced when any of the said inflections is added to a word ইতি হওয়া—(gr) to be used merely to indicate an inflection but is not pronounced when added to a word (f. a. et.) to die to cease to exist

ইতিলে, ইতি—n news, information notice ইতিলে নি হয়—without notice

ইতিনুর্ধেক—advern according to this accordingly, in this way or manner

ইতিনুর্ধেক—adv seizing the interim opportunity, during the interval, in the meantime, meanwhile

ইতিনুর্ধেক—a such

ইতিনুর্ধেক—adv and so on, and so forth, and such others, et cetera

ইতি—n ether

ইতি—(1) adv in this, (obs) for this, (2) pro (obs) this (3) a (obs) of this

ইতিনী—adv at present, now-a-days, of late ইতিনী—n recent, present-day, of modern times

ইতি—n denial (esp of a charge) ইতি মুক্ত—v to deny

ইতিভাবনা, ইতিভুক্ত—n an inspector

ইতি—n justice, equity, correct or right decision

ইতি—n a reward, a tip

ইতিভাবনা—n enamel, ইতিভাবনা—v to enamel, ইতিভাবনা—n a enamelled

ইনি—pro (applied to persons deserving respect) he or she this person

ইনিভে—কি তে—adv (dero) exaggerating to a great extent, an elaborate detail, with numberless humble entertainments

ইনিভে—কি তে—n death

ইনিভে—কি তে—n act of waiting for eagerly, eager expectation

ইনিভে—কি তে—n good arrangement, ইনিভে—কি তে—v to arrange

ইনিভে—কি তে—n a draw-well

ইনিভে—কি তে—n the blue lotus

ইনিভে—কি তে—n a name of Goddess Lakhsmi (লক্ষ্মী)

ইনিভে—কি তে—alt spell of ইনিভে—কি তে—n the moon

ইনিভে—কি তে—n a one whose face resembles the moon (in beauty), possessing a moonlike face fem ইনিভে—কি তে—n who has the moon for his ornament, an appellation of Shiva (শিব) ইনিভে—কি তে—n fem the full moon (personified) ইনিভে—কি তে—n fem a woman whose face resembles the moon (in beauty) ইনিভে—কি তে—n one who has the moon for his ornament for his forehead, an appellation of Shiva (শিব)

ইনিভে—কি তে—n—a creeper from the extract of which the legendary celestial wine was made wormwood

ইনিভে—কি তে—n the rat, the mouse

ইনিভে—কি তে—n Indo—Indo-China ইনিভে—কি তে—n Indo-Chinese

ইনিভে—কি তে—(1) a Indonesian (2) n an Indonesian

ইনিভে—কি তে—n the king of gods and goddesses (cp Jupiter, Zeus, Jove) ইনিভে—কি তে—a like Indra, in might or status or wealth ইনিভে—কি তে—n a species of insect of red velvety colour ইনিভে—কি তে—n magic conjuring jugglery, a spell ইনিভে—কি তে—(1) a magical (2) n a magician, a conjurer a juggler ইনিভে—কি তে—a c & n one
who has defeated Indra (ইন্দ্র) ইন্দ্রমঃ—n the office or status of Indra (ইন্দ্র), an office or status as mighty or wealthy as that of Indra (ইন্দ্র) ইন্দ্রমঃ—n the rainbow, (lit) the bow of Indra (ইন্দ্র), ইন্দ্রকূপা, ইন্দ্রলিঙ্কা, ইন্দ্রকৃষ্ণ—n the sapphire, the emerald, the beryl ইন্দ্রমঃ—n (lit) fall of Indra, the king of gods, (fig) death of a great man ইন্দ্রীয়, ইন্দ্রেশক, ইন্দ্রাগমন—n the abode or city of Indra (ইন্দ্র) পারদাম, ইন্দ্রজাল—n the name of a metre in Sanskrit prosody ইন্দ্রপত্র—n baldness 

ইন্দ্রীয়—n the court of Indra (ইন্দ্র) ইন্দ্রুপত্র—n a son of Indra (ইন্দ্র) ইন্দ্রিন—n one whose army is as large and powerful as that of Indra (ইন্দ্র)

ইন্দ্রিণী—n a draw-well

ইন্দ্রীয়—n the wife and consort of Indra (ইন্দ্র)

ইন্দ্রমঃ—n the rainbow, the bow of Indra (ইন্দ্র)

ইন্দ্রিয়—n a sense-organ, ইচ্ছাভঙ্গ, ইচ্ছাতন্ত্র—n perceptible by the senses, ইচ্ছাভঙ্গ, ইচ্ছাতন্ত্র, ইচ্ছাগোচর—n state of being within sense perception ইচ্ছাবাধ্য—n pl sense-organs collectively ইচ্ছাবাধ্য, ইচ্ছাবিন্ধ—n self-control or self-restraint of sensual appetites or continence ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী—n continent ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী—n gratification of the sense of hunger, ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী—n lustiness, ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী—n same as ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী

ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী—n ascetic self-restraint, repression of sensual appetites ইচ্ছাবাধ্য, ইচ্ছাধরণ, ইচ্ছাসংপ্রসারণ—n a given indulgence of sensual appetites, voluptuous lewd concupiscence ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী—n the function or power of sense-organs ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী—n sensual desire, concupiscence ইচ্ছাসংপ্রসারণ—n same as ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী

ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী—n sensual pleasure, ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী—n same as ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী

ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী—n fuel ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী, ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী—n to feed with fuel to fuel, to stoke (fig) to intensify the severity of, to encourage to enkindle or inflame with passion etc ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী—n a stoker tundal

ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী—n a room or house of worship (esp a private one)

ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী—n a mode of Indian music

ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী—n religious faith, piety, fidelity, honesty, conscience, conscientiousness ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী—n a faithless, treacherous, pernicious ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী—n a faithful (in religion), devout, pious, having fidelity honest, conscientious 

ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী—n the religious head or chief priest of Muslims, an Imam ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী—n a house built for observing the Muharam ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী—n a building, an edifice ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী—n (reckoning of) number or quantity, reckoning, limit}

ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী, ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী—n (1) a Yankee, an American (2) a Yankee

ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী—n remembrance, recollection, heed, attention ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী—n to remember, to recollect to pay heed to ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী—n to bear in mind to remember, to be heedful of 

ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী—n (usu dero) a friend a companion, a witty or part person ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী—n waggery ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী করা, ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী করা—n to practise waggery (upon) to wag, to crack or make a joke 

ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী—n a friend, a companion and associates

ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী—n an ear-ring

ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী—n alt spell of ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী

ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী—n int indicating failure to remember something, what-do you-call-it

ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী—n the flash of lightning, a natural fire rising out of the sea, the elephant

ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী—n the goddess of speech, power of speech personified, the earth, wine, water, food

ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী—n determination, resolution will desire

ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী, ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী—n (1) a Iranian Persan (2) n an Iranian, a Persian, the language of Iran or Persia Iranian Persian ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী—n a river in the Punjab, the Irawaddy

ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী—n the sea

ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী, ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী—n exclamatory word indicating distrust or disbelief

ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী, ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী—coll variants of ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী (see ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী)

ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী, ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী—coll variants of ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী

. ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী—n the earth, the cow, speech (esp when personified), wine, water

ইচ্ছাভঙ্গী—n the name of a mythological country, one of four provinces of ancient India lying at the foot of the Himalayas
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রাধি—a (of words) beginning with উ or এ-sound
উকারণ—a (of words) ending in উ or ঐ-sound
ফিকি—var of ফিকি
ফিকি—n a huccup, retching ফিকি জোলা
f to huccup, to retch
ফিকিল—n a pleader an advocate, a lawful or legal representative, (facet or dero1) a supporter ফিকিল দেওয়া, ফিকিল লাগান—v to engage a pleader ফিকিল হওয়া—v to take up the profession of a pleader to be a pleader, to act as a pleader for to plead for to advocate, to support ফিকিল—a of or like a pleader (ফিকিল গুছি)
ঔুছন, ঔুরণ—n the louse (pl lice)
ঔকা—coll var of ঔথ
ঔথ—a said mentioned aforesaid aforementioned ঔথ ধাকা, ঔথ হওয়া—v to be said or mentioned
ঔর্কি—n speech a saying an apophthegm, a statement a pronouncement ঔর্কি-প্রভুক্তি n statement and counter-statement bandying of words mutual recrimination
ঔথা(ডন্ড)—(1) v to uproot to extirpate (2) n extirpation (3) a uprooted
ঔথা—n a dixie or cooking-pail usually with a concave bottom an oven
ঔথা—n a file, a rasp ঔথা দিলা ঘণ্টা—v to file, to rasp
ঔথি—n dandrun, scurf
ঔর্গণ—(1) v to disgorge to belch out to crout, to vomit to spew (fig) to be compelled to confess or give back (2) n disengagement, act of belching out eructation, act of vomiting or spewing (3) a disgorged belched out eructed vomited spewed ঔর্গণ মাল ঔর্গণ—to be compelled to give back stolen goods ঔর্গণ—v to write down mechanically in an answer-paper what has been crammed পেটের কথা ঔর্গণ—to be compelled to give out or confess secrets
ঔর্ণ্য—a violent, cruel, rough, harsh (ঔর্ণ্য কধন), haughty angry, wrathful hot (ঔর্ণ্য ঘাসন), severe, fierce (ঔর্ণ্য তলান), sharp, pungent, strong (ঔর্ণ্য পল্লা, ঔর্ণ্য গলা, ঔর্ণ্য ফিড) ঔর্ন্য, ঔর্ন্য—a harsh-and-angry-voiced raucous ঔর্ন্য, ঔর্ন্য—adv in a harsh and angry voice in a rude or rough voice, raucously ঔর্ন্য—a one who performs terrible or cruel deeds ঔর্ন্য—n a
particular Hindu caste উচ্চদল, উচ্চক্ষী—n fem an appellation of Goddess Durga (দূর্গা) when conceived as the goddess of wrath, a termagent woman, a termagent a shrew উচ্চারণ—a strong-scented উচ্চারণ—a practising severe penance or asceticism উচ্চারণ—n violence, cruelty roughness harshness, haughtiness, anger, wrath heat, severity, fierceness, sharpness উচ্চারণ—a angry-looking of fierce looks, of a stern and forbidding appearance fem উচ্চারণ—a hot-tempered, quick-tempered, irascible choleric উচ্চারণ—a high-spirited উচ্চারণ—a angry-looking, fierce-looking উচ্চারণ—same as উচ্চারণ—

উচ্চারণ—(1) a in the state of growing up or attaining maturity adolescent (অধ্যাপক অবস্থা) sudden (উচ্চারণ অবস্থা) (2) adv suddenly উচ্চারণ—obs var of উচ্চারণ—

উচ্চারণ—(1) n anxiety restlessness over-eagerness (2) a anxious restless over-eager

উচ্চারণ—a just equitable reasonable proper right worthy, becoming, suitable উচ্চারণ—a outspoken উচ্চারণ—a just and equitable treatment a square deal উচ্চারণ—dual var of উচ্চারণ—

উচ্চারণ—a high tall elevated (উচ্চারণ উচ্চ) socially high (উচ্চারণ উচ্চ) noble exalted (উচ্চারণ উচ্চ), dignified or pompous (উচ্চারণ উচ্চ) upper (উচ্চারণ উচ্চ) high-pitched loud (উচ্চারণ উচ্চ) 

উচ্চারণ—a born of a high family, hitherto nobly born উচ্চারণ—a super highest, loftiest উচ্চারণ—a compar higher, loftier উচ্চারণ—n height altitude, tallness, elevation state of being socially high nobleness exaltedness, loudness উচ্চারণ (1) a high-sounding, making a loud noise loud (2) n a loud noise or sound উচ্চারণ—a & n high and low উচ্চারণ—n (astr) the ascending node উচ্চারণ—n response, act of saying anything in favour or opposition, act of commenting উচ্চারণ না বল—v not to respond, not to say anything in favour or opposition, not to pass any comments, to keep quiet, to remain silent উচ্চারণ—a high school উচ্চারণ—n high salary উচ্চারণ—a harsh-tongued, bragging উচ্চারণ—
उभैर—n a loud voice, a shout उभैर—adv in a loud voice, with a shout उभैरात्रि—n a talk, a gossiper उभैर-ν to call or say loudly, to shout

उ边境—coll corrupt of उ边境

उ边境—coll corrupt of उ边境

उ边境, उ边境—a all-pervading thrown up discharged, swollen bulged out, swelled उ边境-ν to be all- pervading to be thrown up or discharged to swell up, to bulge out to swell उ边境

—n state of being all-pervading state of being thrown up or discharged act of swelling up or bulging out.

उ边境—n eradication, extirpation, exection, extermination, destruction, abolition उ边境ना—a in the state of being eradicated or extirpated or ejected or evicted or exterminated or destroyed or abolished उ边境—a eradicated, extirpated ejected evicted exterminated destroyed, abolished उ边境—ν to eradicate to extirpate to eject to exterminate to destroy to abolish

उ边境—(1) a (of food) left or remaining in the plate after eating not washed after eating उ边境—n leavings of food in the plate after eating also उ边境—scrap of food उ边境—n feeding of left-overs in another person's plate उ边境—(1) a one who eats the scraps of food left in another person's plate (2) a a clinging dependant

उ边境—n disorderly not disciplined, self-willed, wayward uncontrolled, unregulated, lawless, dissolute, wild, Bohemian उ边境—n disorderliness, indiscipline, waywardness, want of control or regularity, lawlessness, dissoluteness, Bohemianism

उ边境—n a variety of kitchen vegetable having bitter taste

उ边境—n eradication, extirpation, exection, destruction, abolition उ边境—ν to eradicate, to extirpate, to eject to evict, to destroy, to abolish उ边境—ν to eject or evict from hereditary homestead उ边境—ν to uproot, to extirpate (fig) to destroy root and branch उ边境—(1) a one who or that which eradicates or extirpates or ejects or evicts or destroys (2) a an eradicator, an extirpator an ejector, an evictor a destroyer an abolisher an abolitionist (as of slavery) उ边境—n act of eradinating or extirpating or ejecting or evicting or destroying or abolishing, eradication, extirpation, exection, eviction, destruction, abolition उ边境—n same as उ边境

उ边境—(1) n act of sucking up, act of affecting (2) a that which sucks up or affects

उ边境—a sucked up, affected उ边境—n act of bursting out, act of swelling or welling up, act of overflowing or filling or filling; respiration motional imbalance उ边境—n a swollen, swelled, welled up swelling, overflowed overflowing filled to the brim overfull full of food impassioned seized with over-mastering emotion

उ边境—n strong emotion or passion, an emotional or passionate outburst, great delight a bursting forth manifestation, a swelling breathing breath a chapter of a book उ边境—n a swollen swelled welled up swelling overflowed, overflowing filled to the brim overfull, seized with emotion, impassioned, bursting forth opened, manifested

उ边境, उ边境, उ边境—n height, altitude, elevation gradual rise or ascent, elevation development उ边境—n a ascending rising gradually in the process of being elated or developed उ边境—a heightened swelled, developed उ边境—(poet) to rise upwards to swell उ边境—n a swelling, a swelled up swelling उ边境—n act of swelling up, over flowing, over flow (2) n act of swelling up, overflow, (3) a swollen overflowing swelled up

उ边境, उ边境, उ边境, उ边境—n a stupid, ignorant, uneducated, uncouth उ边境, उ边境, उ边境, उ边境—n an Uzbek

उ边境, उ边境—poet corruptions of उ边境 उ边境—n asleep, asleep उ边境—a empty, exhausted, depopulated, desolate उ边境—(1) n (pronom. उर्मि) a course against the current, an upstream course (2) ν (pronom उर्मि) to go upstream (3) a
(pronoun ভাগন) going or moving upstream
upstream উমান-তারি—n flow-tide and ebb-tide flow and ebb উঠান-বেলা—n, forenoon উজ্জ্বল—adv upstream against the current

উর্বি, উর্বিন—a minister of state esp the prime minister উর্বি, উর্বি, উর্বি-রালি, উর্বি-রালি—n office of the prime minister, premiership উজ্জ্বলরাখা মন্ত্র—v to try to establish one’s importance by fabricating stories about one’s familiarity with big persons

উম্র—n (amongst Muslims) formal washing of one’s person before praying and other religious services, act of washing one’s person

উজ্জ্বল—poet corrupt of উজ্জ্বল

উজ্জ্বলন—n infusion of a new life regeneration, act of bringing back or coming back to life or consciousness, resurrection, act of being predominant again from a state of extinction, revival

উজ্জ্বলিত—a infused with a new life regenerated, brought back or returned to life or consciousness resurrected returned to predominance from a state of extinction, revived উজ্জ্বলিত কর—v to infuse a new life into to regenerate, to bring back to life or consciousness, to breathe fresh life into, to resuscitate to revive

উন্নয়ন—n manifestation development evolution, change

উস্ম—n illuminated bright, lustrous radiant splendid splendid, shining dazzling, beautiful glorious, vivid উস্ম কর—v to illuminate, to illumine, to brighten to glorify (দৃষ্টি অন্তর, ধর্ম উন্নয়ন), to make vivid to vivify উজ্জ্বল হওয়া—v to become illuminated to brighten (up) to become glorified, to become vivid উবুল বন—( rhet ) reflect (on the reader’s mind) produced by the (final) union of lovers উজ্জ্বলতা—n brightness, lustrousness, lustre radiance splendour, shine dazzle beauty, glory vividness উজ্জ্বলন-শুমার্য—n a of a complexion more fair than dark, of a glossy light dark complexion উজ্জ্বলিত—a illuminated, lighted enkindled, shining, brightened, radiated, beautified glorified, vivified উজ্জ্বলীকরণ—n illumination, act of brightening (up) glorification উজ্জ্বলীভাব—n act of becoming illuminated or brightened (up) or glorified or vivid

উ, উন্নতিনক্ষত্র—abandoned lett taka

উর্ধ্বনিবাস—n act of gleaning as a means of one’s livelihood a mean livelihood উন্নতি—(1) n the practice of subsisting on gleanings, practice or act of somehow making both ends meet earning a living by shifts (2) a subsistent on gleanings উন্নায়ন—same as উজ্জ্বলন

উট—n the camel

উটক—alt spell of উটক

উটকপাল—var of উটকপালে

উটকা, উটকো—a unknown (উটকালেক), unbelievable, preposterous queer (উটক গা) unexpected (উটকা রাপণ) incidental (উটকা পর), unnecessary (উটকা), insincere (উটকা সেইগুলো) frivolous flippant (উটকা নেক), given to shopping away frequently from one’s husband’s house (উটকা বড়)

উটক—n a hut thatched with straw, tree-leaves etc., a thatched hut উটকপালন—n cottage-industry

উটকি—coll var of উটকো

উটকালী—n the ostrich

উটকি—(1) n rise, growth, development, flourish, increase (2) a rising, growing, developing, flourishing, thriving, increasing উটকি অঞ্জন—flourishing stage উটকি-পরিচিতী—n rise and fall (comm) boom and slump fluctuation উটকি বর্জন—adolescence উটকি পৃথিবী—the first stage or beginning of rise or flourish or prosperity

উটিন—coll corrupt of উটিন

উটিন—n act of swelling, act of getting up or climbing or ascending or rising

উটিন নামক—a rising, growing, উটিন মূলে—পাকল চেনেন বাষ—(fig) morning shows the day

উটিনন্দনী—n a temporary or periodical lease of agricultural land উটিনন্দনচাষ—n shifting cultivation.

উঠুি—v to ascend, to climb, to rise (দুঃ উঠি ) to get up from a place, to ride to mount, to get in to board (পথভিত্তি উঠে) , to get up from bed, to wake to awake to arise, to grow (গাছ উঠে), to cut (সাম উঠে), to come out (ফুট উঠে), to have a rise (আর উঠে), to be promoted (ক্রান্ত উঠে), to be raised (আরে উঠে), to be developed (শিক্ষা উঠে) to be built or constructed (সাম উঠে), to fall (দুঃ উঠে), to come off (বন উঠে), to be collected
उठान—(१) to enter (क्या उठान), दुर्लभ उठान) to be available (मात्र उठान), to be current (सबूत उठान), to be abolished to go out of practice (पुरातन उठान) to be closed down (क्या उठान) to come to an end (पानी उठान), to be included (अधिकारिक उठान), to be mentioned (राजकीय उठान) to be drawn (नानावि उठान) अनु उठान—१ to be deprived of subsistence (from) उठान, उठान, उठान—n act of getting up frequently (amongst school-boys in a classroom) change of rooms or class-promotion उठान नामी—n act of ascending and descending (usu at regular intervals) rise and fall elevation and depression undulation, promotion and demotion, (comm—of markets) boom and slump, fluctuation उठान-पड़ी करिया होटा—२ to run at a breakneck speed उठान यात्रा—२ to get up (from a place), to remove (from a place) to fade or go off (राज, उठान यात्रा) to be closed down to be abolished, to go out of practice उठान पत्तिया लागा—१ to be up and doing to engage doggedly in

उठान (pronun उठान)---n a courtyard उठान (pronun उठान)---to cause to ascend or climb, to lift, to heave to haul up, to pick up, to raise, to cause to mount or ride to extract or cause to be extracted (लिख उठान), to pluck or cause to be plucked, to promote (राजा उठान), to build or construct, to remove (राजा उठान) to collect (उठान उठान), to cause to enter (कान उठान), to abolish (पुरातन उठान), to close down (पानी उठान), to bring to an end (पानी, उठान) to include (अधिकारिक उठान), to mention (राज, उठान), to evict, to eject (प्रति बाहुलक उठान)

उठान—(१) a (of land) developed for agriculture or habitation उठान करिया—(२) to cultivate an aeroplane an airship उठान—२ to fly (वृत्त उठान) to escape from bondage and fly away to disappear to vanish (वृत्त उठान) गिरेगी (२) to be spent rapidly (पानी उठान गिरेगी) to be blown away (राजस्थान में जंगल गिरेगी) उठान अलम किया वसा—to come un-assailed-for and take possession without right, to drop from the moon and settle down permanently, to usurp उठान-उठान---(१) adytum (ठट-उठान) काल, in the air (ठट-उठान शासन) (२) an airy उठान जायाः—n an aircraft an aeroplane an airship उठान—२ to fly (वृत्त उठान) to cause to vanish (ठट उठान), to squander (ठट उठान), to attach no importance to (ठट स्थान), to pay no heed to (ठट स्थान)

उठान—२ a scarf a modesty scarf उठान, उठान—n paddy grown in uncultivated land from seeds driven by wind उठान—pop variant of उठान उठान—pop variant of उठान उठान, उठान—alt spellings of उठान and उठान respectively

उठान—२ an extremely eager to fly in the air extremely eager to go away very restless or impatient (अन उठान) उठान—२ a flying, capable of or given to flying very restless or impatient उठान मास---n flying fish उठान—२ coll corrupt of उठान उठान—२ an extravagant, spendthrift उठान—२ a raft, a float, the moon उठान—२ var of उठान उठान—alt spell of उठान उठान—pop corrupt of उठान (१) उठान उठान---n unconfirmed news or report, rumour, hearsay उठान—२ a n anonymous letter
उत्केश्न—n act of going up or moving in the air, act of soaring or flying, flight
उच्छल, उच्छयोग, उच्छरण—a flying or moving in the air, soaring, going upwards
उदर—alt spell of उदर
उदराढ़—n a descent of a mountain or hill, a slope, a mountain-side, a hill-side
उदराम—v to come down, to descend, to reach to arrive at, to become successful, to shape, to pass a test (परीक्षायें उदराम, पास उदराम), to pass through or spend or pass away (उदराम उदराम) to traverse (न वा नी उदराम)
उद्रेक—(1) n tumult, uproar, hullabaloo. (2) a restless anxious (ठिक उद्रेक)
उद्रा—a anxious, worried, excited impatient, restless (उद्रा बाध्य)
उद्रा—n (dual) an answer, a reply, उद्राव देखरेख—v to answer to reply
उद्र—rfs denoting above excessive contrary, going beyond etc a super-super-, ultra-extra-, anti-in-, non-out-, pro-ter-, trans-, etc
उंग a anxious, concerned, eager, keen, fervent
उंगट—a severe terrible, hideous, monstrous queer odd (उंगट आलाएँ) उंगट
उंगांधि—n unusual and severe disease which is difficult to cure
उंगक—a having one's neck craned in inquisitiveness, eagerness, anxiety etc anxious worried in grim suspense or in extremity, eagerness
उंगक—n state of having one's neck craned in inquisitiveness, eagerness anxiety etc anxiety worry (ग्रीम) suspense extreme eagerness
उंगक्षित same as उंगक्ष फेम उंगक्षिता
उंगक all ears very eager to hear
उंगक्ष हृया—v to be all ears
उंगक्ष—n excellence superiority improvement, development, amelioration increase उंगक्षाधन—n act of improving or developing or ameliorating or increasing उंगक्षाधन कर—v to improve, to develop to ameliorate, to increase
उंगका—n Orissa, a state in the Indian Union
उंगलिका—n a wave a bud, anxiety, worry, suspense, extreme eagerness
उंगलित—a anxious worried, in suspense, wavy, billowy, undulating, quoted or extracted from, taken from
उंगक्षर—n engraving, carving
उंगक्षर—n engraved, carved, painted drawn, pierced, perforated, raised, thrown up उंगक्षर लिपि—inscription
उंगक्षर—n proclamation, publicity, announcement laudations उंगक्षर कल—
उंगक्षर to proclaim, to make public, to announce, to laud
उंगक्षर—n pronounced, made public
उंगक्षर—n lauded
उंगक्षर—n the louse (pl lice)
उंगक्षर—n a brought up or hauled up ashore, thrown up ashore
उंगक्षर—n excellent, best elevated उंगक्षरा—n excellence, elevatedness उंगक्षरा—ad excellently in an excellent manner
उंगक्षरा—n (chiefly in math) eccentricity
उंगक्षरा—n eccentricity
उंगक्षर—n a bribe उंगक्षर देगा—v to bribe उंगक्षरा—a of n one who accepts a bribe उंगक्षरा—n a bribes उंगक्षरा, उंगक्षरा—n bribery
उंगक—n an inverse or reverse order, a move against or departure from the order, an inverse course, inversion, reversion, infringement, violation, an exception a going upwards, a going out death उंगक—n an inverse or reverse movement, inversion, reversion, reversion of order disorder, a leaping over, death, (gr) transposition (esp disorderly transposition) of words within a sentence
उंगक—n that which has been crossed by leaping over, kapt over shot up or come up (from), dead उंगक—n act of crossing by leaping over, act of leaping over act of shooting up or coming up (from) gradual development or heightening a going out death
उंगक्षर—n a species of bird akin to the eagle or osprey
उंगक्षर—n thrown up, lifted, uprooted
उंगक्षर, उंगक्षर—n act of throwing up, act of casting or tossing up
उंगक्षर—(1) a (of a thing) throwing up or launching something, of means used to launch or toss up an aircraft or spacecraft or to give it a higher speed or range (2) n the thing which throws up or launches a rocket, a means of throwing or tossing up missiles etc into the air, a projecting or hurling device
उंगक्षर—(1) a dug up uprooted, eradicated, extripated, destroyed cleft, (fig)
evicted, ejected (2) n act of digging up, eradication, extirpation, destruction, cleaving, eviction, ejaculation
उत्तर करा—ν to dig up, to root out, to eradicate, to extirpate, to destroy to cleave to evict, to eject, to oust
उत्तर—n extremely hot or heated, excited, extremely angry or enraged
उत्तर—a (also adj & int) very good, excellent, best fine, delicious, perfect
उत्तरमूर्ति—n (gr) the first person उत्तरमः देवो, उत्तरम् देवो (ग्र) the first person
उत्तरमः मध्यम—n facet, a sound drubbing, उत्तरमः देवो, उत्तरम् देवो—ν to beat or drub soundly, to give a severe drubbing to larrup or whack
उत्तरदाता—n a creditor, a money-lender
उत्तराय—n of the north
उत्तरमा—n the principal part of the body, the head, the part of the body from the head to the waist, the upper part of the body
उत्तरायणां—n the Cape of Good Hope
उत्तर—1 n an answer, a reply, a retort, a counter, a response, a reaction, a rejoinder, a refutation, an objection, a solution, a conclusion, the north, a future later posterior, a northern, a northward, a northern, an upper
उत्तरमधु—n to retort, to answer, to respond, to react to come to a solution, उत्तरमः—ν to answer, to reply, to respond, to react to come to a solution, उत्तरमः मधु—n summer solstice, उत्तरमः देवो, उत्तरमः देवो—n the future, the coming age or ages, उत्तरीय—n annual solstices, act of answering or responding or retorting, उत्तरायणां—n a covering, a bedsheet, a bedcover, a scarf, a garment for the upper part of the body, उत्तरायणा—n act of answering or responding or retorting, उत्तरायणा—n a covering, a bedsheet, a bedcover, a scarf, a garment for the upper part of the body
उत्तरायणां—n a solution of a problem, an answer to a question, उत्तरायणां—n book containing an examinee's written answers, scripts, उत्तरायणां—n a north-west, a north-western, a north-west direction, a postprandial, a successor, a northward, a north-east, उत्तरायणां—n bandying of words, argument and counter-argument, उत्तरायणां—n the twelfth of the twenty-seven stars according to Hindu astronomy, the Cassiopeia (?), उत्तरायणां—n (law) an appeal, उत्तरायणां—n a pension, a retirement, a very high (उत्तरायणां), billowy

For words in उत्तर- not given separately, see उत्तर
a rebellion → to get up, to rise, to emerge, to rise in rebellion, to revolt → a rise and fall flourishing and downfall, undulation increase and decrease (comm.—of markets) boom and slump fluctuation

→ having no strength to get up or rise unable to rise bed-ridden

→ one who raises, one who brings forward or moves or proposes, one who mentions

→ an act of raising, act of bringing forward or moving or proposing mention → to raise to bring forward to move, to propose to mention → to be raised to be brought forward or moved or proposed to be mentioned → a that which is to be or can be raised or moved or brought forward or proposed or mentioned

→ a raised, moved, brought forward proposed mentioned

→ a one who has got up risen raised rising rising out (of) grown, produced, born, elevated, flourished risen in rebellion, opposing → to get up, to rise, to rise out of, to grow to be produced to be born to be elevated, to flourish, to rise in rebellion to revolt to stand in opposition to oppose → an act of getting up, an act of rising, act of rising out (of) or growing or being produced or being born, state of being elevated, elevation, flourish, rise in rebellion, act of standing in opposition

→ an origination act of rising or coming into view appearance, act of going (rising upwards, ascension, act of going up in the air, flight

→ a originated, risen, one who or that which has got up, ascended, gone up in the air, flown

→ an origination, creation, birth, production, act of coming into view appearance, flourish → the source, place of origin

→ a contrary way, a wrong path, an evil way → following a contrary way, diverging, taking to or taken to a wrong path, erratic, off the track, deviated, gone astray, erratic, taken to an evil way, depraved
উৎপন্ন মান–a in the state of being born or growing or being produced

উৎপাদন–a born, created grown made, produced, originating, sprung (from)

উৎপাদন করা–to give birth (to) to create to grow to make, to produce, to cause

উৎপাদন হওয়া–to be born, to be created, to grow, to be made, to be produced, to originate to result (from) উৎপাদন প্রক্রি–produce product মোট উৎপাদন প্রক্রি–total produce output উৎপাদনমূলক–a having presence of mind ready-witted উৎপাদনত্ব–n readiness

উৎপাদন–n the water-lily the lotus the blue lotus উৎপাদনকা–a lotus-eyed, blue-eyed fem উৎপাদনকী

উৎপাদক–a n one who or that which uproots or exterminates or eradicates, one who extracts, (fig) one who evicts or displaces or removes or destroys

উৎপাদন–n act of uprooting extermination, eradication extraction (fig) eviction, displacement removal, destruction উৎপাদন করা–to uproot, to exterminate, to eradicate, to extract, (fig) to evict to displace to remove to destroy উৎপাদনীয়–a that which is to be or can be exterminated or extracted, eradicable, extractable

উৎপাদিত–a uprooted exterminated eradicated, extracted, (fig) evicted displaced removed destroyed

উৎপাদক–n a disturbance, a nuisance, an annoyance, irritation, a mischief, a natural calamity, a pest উৎপাদক করা–n to disturb, to trouble to annoy to tease to pester to make mischief

উৎপাদন–a having heels over head উৎপাদন–n output

উৎপাদক–(1) a one who or that which creates or begets or generates or produces or manufactures (2) n a creator, a begetter, a generator, a producer, a manufacturer, that which helps to produce (math) a factor

উৎপাদন–n creation act of begetting, generation, production manufacture produce, manufactured goods উৎপাদন করা–n to create, to beget, to generate to produce to manufacture উৎপাদনশূন্য–n the ministry of production উৎপাদনী–a fem creative, generative productive (উৎপাদী পত্নী, উৎপাদনীর–same as উৎপাদন)

উৎপাদনিত–same as উৎপাদক fem উৎপাদনিত}

উৎপাদিত–a created, begotten, generated, produced, manufactured

উৎপাদিক–fem of উৎপাদক

উৎপাদন–a that which is created or begotten or generated or produced or manufactured, creative generative productive

উৎপাদন–a that which is to be or can be created or begotten or generated or produced or manufactured উৎপাদন হওয়া–a in the process of being created or begotten or generated or produced or manufactured

উৎপাদন–a freed from a cage, freed from bondage

উৎপাদায়–a extremely thirsty anxious, i.e. keen with suspense

উৎপাদক–(1) a persecuting oppressive harassing annoying vexatious pestering (2) n a persecutor, an oppressor, one who or that which distresses or harasses or annoys or vexes or pests

উৎপাদক–n persecution, oppression, distress harassment or annoyance vexation pesterment উৎপাদক করা–n to persecute to oppress, to distress, to harass to annoy to vex to pester

উৎপাদিত–a (also used as n) persecuted, oppressed distressed, harassed annoyed vexed pestured fem উৎপাদিত–उत्साहित

উৎপাদক–n same as উৎপাদক

উৎপাদন–a troublesome, annoying bothersome, mischievous

উৎপাদন–n (rhet.) a figure of speech akin to simile and sustained metaphor in which it seems as if 'as though' etc., guess, surmise, supposition doubt

উৎপাদন–a blooming, highly delighted or exultant

উৎপাদন–n (rhet) alt spell of উৎপাদন

উৎপাদন–n a fountain, a spring, a cascade, a fall, a source উৎপাদন–n an artesian well উৎপাদন–n a fountain head, a source

উৎপাদন–n the fold of the body of a person sitting lap a tableland, a plateau

উৎপাদন–n a festival, a fête, a feast. festivity, ceremony উৎপাদন করা, উৎপাদন
करा—ν to hold a festival उৎ�वमुखरा—a festive and gay
उंदल—n ritual or religious offering, sacrifice dedication, gift or foundation for public welfare (कृपा लेते) जीवन उंदल करा—ν to sacrifice or dedicate one's life पुजारी उंदल करा—ν to dig a tank for public welfare पुजारी उंदल करा—ν to dedicate a book उंदलकृता—a offered, sacrificed, dedicated, given or founded for public welfare
उंदलक—n a person who relinquishes sacrifices or dedications or gives in charity
उंदलन—n relinquishment, sacrifice dedication act of giving in charity, charitable gift उंदलन करा—ν to relinquish, to sacrifice to dedicate to give in charity उंदलनमुखे—a dedicatory उंदलन—n extirpation, eradication destruction eviction ejection removal उंदलन करा—ν to uproot to extirpate to eradicate, to destroy to extirpate to remove उंदलनी—a that which or one who is to be or can be eradicated or destroyed or evicted or ejected or removed उंदलनी—a uprooted, eradicated destroyed evicted ejected removed
उंदल, उंदलन—n removal act of throwing up or driving upwards उंदलनी—a that which or one who is to be or can be removed, that which is to be or can be thrown up or driven upwards उंदलर—ν removed thrown up driven upwards fem उंदलरी
उंदल—n zeal ardour enthusiasm impetuosity, encouragement perseverance interest उंदल दे—ν to encourage to enthuse उंदलक, उंदलर—ν encouraging enthusiastic fem उंदलकारी उंदलर—n an encourager fem उंदलर—n encouragement, act of enthusing उंदलनी—a worthy of being encouraged, deserving encouragement उंदलनी—n increase of enthusiasm or energy उंदलनी—n loss of enthusiasm callousness उंदलनीकर—adv zealously उंदलनी—ν to encourage, enthuse. fem उंदलनी—a zealous, enthusiastic persevering energetic उंदल—ν besprinkled with water, proud, arrogant, haughty
उंदल—ν eager उंदल—ν forsaken abandoned sacrificed, dedicated given, given as a present, presented, applied.
उंदल, उंदलन—n act of besprinkling with water, incitation increment, excitement उंदलन करा—ν to besprinkle with water, to excite उंदलनकार—n fermentation उंदलन—n enzyme उंदल—n altitude, height उंदल, उंदलन—a surging up swelling up overflowing very high (উপর চাআই) billowy (উপর সমুচা) উঠোন, উঠোন—a surging up swelling up overflowing Ωυρ—ν the otter उंदल—n water उंदलन—ν a pitcher full of water उंदल—n water-ice उंदलन—n the northern part of country (1) a northern northward उंदल—a acting upwards upturned very tall or high or elevated, arrogant, haughty severe, very strong (দুর গুরু) monstrous extreme (উদ্ভ রাষ্ট্র) उंदल—na water-burn, aquatic उंदल—n hydrogen उंदल—n an ocean a sea a bay उंदल—n dawn rise (রাস্তা) उंदल—n the time of sunrise उंदल—n muss a mountain from the top of which the sun rises every morning a hill in Orissa उंदल—n the time from sunrise to sunset the whole day, sunrise and sunset (fig) rise and fall (2) adv from sunrise to sunset all day long उंदल—ν to on the point of rising on the point of flourishing
उंदल—n the belly, (loos) the stomach the abdomen, womb, the inside (পার্শ্বের) उंदल—n a given to too much eating or interested in eating only, voracious, gluttonous उंদল—n gluttony, voracity उंদल—n act of filling stomach with foodstuff. उंदल—n a belly-god उंदল—n diarrhoea उंदल—n strong
diarrhoea — a digestive disorder

-c 45x0 to 567x792

"(1) a indifferent to worldly interests, callous, stonish, pocrucurate (2) n one belonging to an order of ascetics who are indifferent to worldly interests or practice stoicism, a pocrucurate — a disinterested, attached, unaffected, unperturbed, callous, stonish, indifferent to worldly interests, pocrucurate, practicing stoical asceticism — n disinterestedness, aloofness, freedom from affection or perturbation, callousness, stoicism, indifference to worldly interests, pocrucurantism, practice of stoical asceticism

an example, an instance — a precedent, an illustration — to cite an example, to exemplify, to give an instance, to quote a precedent to illustrate — (1) adv (as) for example, (as) for instance (2) a exemplary, precedent, illustrative

cited as an example mentioned (esp as a precedent)

risen, risen up, ascended, grown, born, flourished, appeared (esp suddenly and for the first time)

to rise, to rise up, to come up, to ascend to grow, to be born, to be revealed to flourish, to appear

the north, the northern

— a rising, ascending, flourishing

pronouncing, speaking — a pronounced, spoken, uttered

the wild fig, its tree

a mortar for grinding or husking corn

dull-witted, stupid (2) n dullard, booby, idiot — one doth the scath and another hath the scoundrel, penalization or condemnation of a wrong man, act of making a scapegoat of

— a stupid, careless

— var of উদ

— a born, produced, grown, emanated, issued, risen, risen up, sprouted

to be born or produced, to grow, to emanate, to issue, to rise, to rise up, to come out or up, sprout

birth, production, growth, ema-
nation, issue, rise, a rising up, sprouting

উদ্ভাবন—(1) n. a singer at the Samaveda
(2g) an exponent in a loud voice, announcing or preaching in a loud voice, exponent (of) (মূর্তিস্থতি উদ্ভাবন)
fem. উদ্ভাবনি

উদ্ভাবন—n. a belch, eructation
eructation vomiting, ejection (গূঢ়ের) উদ্ভাবন তোলা
n. v. to belch, to eruct to eructate to hiccough, to vomit
to eject

উলিমন—n. eructation belching vomiting
vomiting disgorgement ejection (usu facult.)
utterance utterance উলিমন্‌তি to eruct to eructate
to belch, to vomit to disgorge, to eject (usu facult.) to utter

উদাহন—n. a sung in a loud voice, (fig.)
anounced or preached in a loud voice
উদাহনিত্তি—n. singing in a loud voice (fig.)
anouncement or preaching in a loud voice

উদাহরণ—n. a part of the Samaveda containing
hymns and songs chanting of the Samaveda

উদাহরণ—a. eructed, eructated, belched
out vomited disgorged ejected (facet.)
uttered

উদাহরণ—a. extremely eager, full of curiosity
in suspense anxious

উদাহরণ—a. one who or that which uncovers
or opens or unbolts or unlocks or reveals or discovers

উদ্যোগ—n. act of uncovering or opening
or unbolting or unlocking, revelation discovery
উদ্যোগ করা to uncover to open, to unbolt, to unlock, to reveal
to discover to bring to light

উদ্যোগ—n. uncovered laid bare, opened
unbolted, unlocked revealed discovered brought to light

উদ্যোগ—n. undulation ruggedness blow a stroke, a mallet a device for drawing
water from a well, a pulley a chapter or section of a book allusion, reference

উদ্যোগ—n. (arith.) involution

উদ্যোগকীর্তন—n. proclamation

উদ্যোগ—n. a louse, a gadfly a kind of
mosquitoes

উদ্যোগ—(1) n. a raised staff a raised sceptre,
a punishment about to be inflicted, (cp) the sword of Damocles
(2) a holding a raised staff or sceptre, holding a hideous
staff or sceptre ready to punish, powerful.

উদাহরণ—a. indomitable, uncontrollable,
intractable, violent, lacking in discipline,

impetuous, unrestrained unbounded, uncontrolled self-willed, wayward, reckless

উদাহরণাত্মক—n. indomitableness, violence,
indiscipline impetuousness lack of restraint
or control intractable, waywardness.

উদ্যোগী—a. alluded (to) directed (to)
wards, aimed (at), intended, desired
addressed (to), traced, found out

উদ্যোগীকরণ—a. enkindling, inciting, inspiring
incentive encouraging animating,
manifesting, augmenting, developing
provoking (হার্মোনিক) উদ্যোগী বদ্ধ—an incentive

উদ্যোগীকরণ—n. act of enkindling, incitation
act of inspiring or encouragement animation
manifestation augmentation, development

উদ্যোগীকরণ—n. incitement an inspiration
an incentive, encouragement animus
impetus, enthusiasm exuberance উদ্যোগীকরণ—a. that which should be or can be
enkindled or incited or inspired or given an
incentive or encouraged or animated or manifested: or augmented or developed

উদ্যোগীকরণ—a. enkindled, incited excited,
animated, manifested augmented, developed
উদ্যোগীকরণ করা—v. to enkindle to
incite or excite to animate to manifest
to augment or develop

উদ্যোগীকরণ—a. inflamed blazing, flared up
enkindled, illuminated, incited, excited
animated made or become violent, impassioned
manifested augmented উদ্যোগীকরণ
cরা—v. to inflame to flare up, to enkindle
to illumine or illuminate to incite or
excite to animate to make violent or
impassioned to manifest to augment

উদ্দেশ—n. aim, direction (উদ্দেশ করা),
search for (উদ্দেশ করা) trace (উদ্দেশ পাওয়া),
intention, purpose (কি উদ্দেশে) information
news (উদ্দেশ পাওয়া), whereabouts or address
(ঠিকাদার নাই) উদ্দেশক—a. aiming,
directing searching, intending, inquiring

উদ্দেশ—(1) a. aimed (at), searched, intended,
adressed spoken to (2) n. an intention or purpose, (chiefly dero) a
design, an object or end, a motive (নিয়ন
উদ্দেশে), (gr. of a sentence) a subject
দেশক—a. (chiefly dero) motivated.

উদ্দেশ—a. motiveless, purposeless, aimless

উদ্বেগ—n. a rude, insolent, impudent,
saucy, haughty, arrogant, bumptious, high
and mighty formidable, proud vainglorious stuck-up, obstinate headstrong

उद्धार—n act of rescuing or litigating, act of reclaiming, quotation from a writing etc. उद्धार चिह्न—n quotation marks (""")

उद्घाटन—n rescue deliverance (उद्धारलाभ) uplift, emancipation (पतिमार्ग) reclamation, development (रुद्धर) recovery (शारीरिक) removal esp by extracting or lifting (कपड़े नाला पानी), a quotation from a writing etc. उद्घात—t to rescue, to deliver, to uplift, to emancipate, to reclaim, to develop to recover, to remove (esp by extracting or lifting) to quote (from a writing etc.) उद्वेष चाला—n to be rid of an awkward or difficult situation उद्धार, उद्घाटन—n a rescuer, a deliverer an uplift, an emancipator a reclaimer a recoverer a remover one who quotes उद्धार चिह्न—n (gr) quotation marks inverted commas ("" or ") उद्घाटन—n a rescue-home

उद्धरण—n a litter recovered removed (esp by extraction or lifting) quoted (from a writing etc.) उद्धरण—n a passage quoted from a writing etc., an excerpt an extract उद्धरण—n what is lifted or recovered or removed act of lifting, recovery removal a quotation (from a writing etc.)

उद्धरण—n hanging by the halter (for killing or self-killing) उद्धरण—n a halter for hanging a hangman's rope उद्धरण—n to die by hanging

उद्धरण—n act of vomiting or retching disgorgement ejection

उद्धरण—n a surplus excess

उद्धरण—n upliftment uplift, development, progress, survival उद्धरण—n survival of the fittest

उद्धरण—n act of anointing with perfumes, perfume for anointing massage

उद्धरण—n anointed, developed survived anointed with perfumes (muscles joints etc.) rubbed or kneaded उद्धरण—n volatile

उद्धरण—n abandonment, evacuation banishment

उद्धरण—n a piece of adjoining land in front of a homestead, a deserted or evacuated homestead, an evacuee उद्धरण—n a one who has evacuated उद्धरण—n refugee rehabilitation उद्धरण—n refugee problem

उद्धार—n marriage wedding, bridal उद्धार—n act of giving in marriage, act of rescuing उद्धारित—n married, wedded उद्धार—n a one who has raised one's arms upwards

उद्धार—n worried concerned anxious उद्धार—n the otter उद्धार—n ascending node उद्धार—n made wise, enlightened awakened reanimated उद्धार—n surplus excess उद्धार—n worry, concern anxiety suspense

उद्धार—n causing anxiety or concern worrying

उद्धार—n act of causing anxiety or concern act of worrying, worry, concern anxiety suspense

उद्धार—n a worried, harried stricken with anxiety

उद्धार, उद्धारण—n a washing or inundating the bank or shore overflowing swollen overwhelmed, seized with (inventor) brimming with (emotion)

उद्धार—n awakening of knowledge in one's mind, enlightenment recollection उद्धार—n (of) one who or that which enlightens or awakens knowledge (n) (of) one who or that which excites or excites or inspires (of) one who or that which excites or excites or inspires (of) one who or that which enlightens (of) one who or that which brings back to mind उद्धार—n act of awakening knowledge (n) enlightenment awakening, (inc) commencement or inauguration or opening उद्धार—n a opening song

उद्धार—n expressed with an emphasis, emphatic उद्धार—n emphasis

उद्धार—n a best excellent good and popular or traditional but of unknown authorship उद्धार—n not included in any book, unwritten (उद्धार उद्धरण), (pop) queer odd quaint उद्धार—n bizarre, fantastic उद्धार—n उद्धार—n (1) a queer, odd, quaint grotesque, fantastic, unheard-of strange outlandish (2) n such a thing

उद्धार—n origination origin birth act of coming into existence or being (2) a originating (from), born (of or in) उद्धार—n

उद्धार—n (1) a inventing, inventive, creating, creative, devising or designing (2) n an inventor, a creator, a deviser, a contriver
উদ্ভাবন—n invention, creation, act of devising or designing, excogitation. উদ্ভাবন করা—v to invent, to create, to devise or design. (often humorously) to excogitate.

উদ্ভাবিত—a invented, created, devised or designed, excogitated.

উদ্ভাবন—a (of) that which can be or is to be invented or created or devised or designed or excogitated.

উদ্ভাবন—n manifestation, exposition, glow, shine, beautiful appearance or show.

উদ্ভাবন—n illumination, illuminative, illuminating, brightening, manifesting, expressing.

উদ্ভাবন—n illumination, act of brightening (up) manifestation, exposition, expounding or interpretation.

উদ্ভাবিত—a illuminated, illuminated, brightened (up), manifested, exposed, expounded, illuminated করা—v to illuminate, to brighten (up), to manifest, to expose, to expound.

উদ্ভাবন—(1) n that which grows up from under the surface of the ground, a plant or vegetable (2) i produced or derived from a plant, vegetable.

উদ্ভাবন—n a plant or tree or vegetable or herb etc. that grows up from under the surface of the ground.

উদ্ভাবন—n the flora উদ্ভাবন, উদ্ভাবনশাস্ত্র, উদ্ভাবনবিদ্যা, উদ্ভাবনবিশ্ববিদ্যালয়, উদ্ভাবনবিজ্ঞান, উদ্ভাবনবিশ্ববিদ্যালয়কেন্দ্র, উদ্ভাবনবিজ্ঞান বিশ্ববিদ্যালয়, উদ্ভাবনবিদ্যা এবং উদ্ভাবনবিজ্ঞানের বৈজ্ঞানিক উদ্ভাবন এবং উদ্ভাবনবিদ্যা।

উদ্ভাবন—(1) n a plant or tree or vegetable or herb etc. that grows up from under the surface of the ground.

উদ্ভাবন—n the flora.

উদ্ভাবন—n the vegetable of plant kingdom.

উদ্ভাবন—(1) n the vegetable of plant kingdom.

উদ্ভাবন—(2) n the vegetable of plant kingdom.

উদ্ভাবন—n germinated or germinating, sprouted or sprouting, manifested or becoming manifest, grown up or growing up from under the surface of the ground.

উদ্ভাবন—n the bloom of youth, the first flush or glow of youth.

উদ্ভাবন—n produced, born, manifested, revealed, appearing to the view, risen, evolved. fem উদ্ভাবন হওয়া—v to be produced, born, to come into existence, to be manifested or revealed, to come into view, to rise, to evolve.

উদ্ভাবন—n manifestation, revelation, exposition (অঞ্চলের অঞ্চলে), act of coming into view, act of blooming (গুলাবীকে গুলাবী), act of sprouting (গাছে গাছে), union confluence (ঘাসে ঘাসে)।

উদ্ভাবন—a growing up from under the surface (of ground etc)

উদ্ভাবন—n agitation, confused, embarrased, perplexed, distracted, demented, maddened, mad, stupefied, lottering aimlessly, in a disorderly manner.

উদ্ভাবন—a one whose mind or heart is agitated or embarrassed or distracted.

উদ্ভাবন—a about to on the point of ready prepared, enterprise (করা জানতে কৃত), raised (করা হাওয়া) fem উদ্ভাবন উদ্ভাবন করা—v to raise, to make enterprise or energetic or active, to energize or activate.

উদ্ভাবন—n readiness, preparedness, preparations.

উদ্ভাবন—n enthusiasm, earnestness, perseverance, enterprise, enterprise.

উদ্ভাবন—n failure of enterprise or effort, waste of energy.

উদ্ভাবন—n enthusiasm, earnestness, persevering enterprise, preparing oneself, in the state of getting ready.

উদ্ভাবন—n enthusiasm, earnestness, perseverance, drive and initiative, push and thrust.

উদ্ভাবন—same as উদ্ভাবন.

উদ্ভাবন—n same as উদ্ভাবন.

উদ্ভাবন—n a garden, a grove, a park.

উদ্ভাবন—n a keeper or caretaker of a garden, a gardener, a horticulturist.

উদ্ভাবন—n gardening, horticulture, উদ্ভাবন বাড়ি, উদ্ভাবনশাস্ত্র, উদ্ভাবন সমাজ, a garden house, a villa.

উদ্ভাবন—n a garden path, a garden path.

উদ্ভাবন—n one who looks after a garden, a gardener.

উদ্ভাবন—n observance, ceremony, etc., execution or accomplishment, etc.

উদ্ভাবন—v to observe, to execute, to accomplish.

উদ্ভাবন—n observed, executed, accomplished.

উদ্ভাবন—n enterprise, endeavour, effort.
ouring persevering, assiduous, making preparations

উদ্বোধ্য—n one who makes preparations or gets ready for; one who undertakes an enterprise. One who is on the point of undertaking or is about to undertake সম উদ্বোধ্য

উদ্বোধ্য—n act or state of being on the point of preparation, endue, enterprise, assiduity, industry. উদ্বোধ্য করা—v to be on the point of to make preparations, to get ready, to endeavour to (be about to) undertake an enterprise. উদ্বোধ্য—n assiduous, on the point of ready (for) উদ্বোধ্য হওয়া—v to be on the point of, to get ready for to undertake an enterprise, to endeavour to be assiduous to come forward to take the initiative

উত্তর—n the north

উত্তর—n the pin of the axle of a chariot or carriage, a cock

উতীর্থ—v loud noise or report

উত্ত্তর—n a sudden, excited, roused, excitement excitement rousing, উত্তর করা—v to incite, to excite, to rouse, উত্তর হওয়া—v to be incited or excited or roused.

উত্তরাত্র, উত্তরাষ্ট্র—(1) n act of flying through the air, flight. (2) a vanished, missing passed out of sight (উত্তরায় বিষয়ভূক্ত, উত্তরাজ্য প্রাথমিক) উত্তরাহ হওয়া—v to disappear, to vanish to pass out of sight. উত্তর—v of উত্তর

উনঃ—n a spell of উন

উন—n dial, porcelain of উন

উন্ধ্য—n an unfortunate, wretched, extremely weak rickety

উন্ধ্য—n a small, narrow, narrow, slender, the less rain the more cold the year in which rainfall is insufficient is doubly cold. উন্ধ্য ভারা হওয়া—v to let less and gain

more strength

উন্ধ্য—n an oven, a furnace, a stove

উন্ধ্যে জিট প্রায়, উন্ধ্য ধরণ—v to light the oven to make a fire

উন্ধ্য—n n (coll) seventy-nine

উন্ধ্য—v (in respect) that person he or she

উন্ধ্য—n a nineteen উন্ধ্য—n slight or negligible or insignificant difference, hair-splitting difference, partiality, 

উন্ধ্য করা—v to treat with partiality

to make slight difference. উন্ধ্য—n to differ slightly. উন্ধ্য—n the nineteenth day of a month. (2) n of days of a month; nineteenth.

উন্ধ্য—n a prosperous, wealthy well-do (উন্ধ্য অধিক) fortunate, flourishing ameliorated, improved advanced progressed, uplifted, high, tall, lofty, elevated raised. Great noble উন্ধ্য করা—v to raise to elevate to uplift উন্ধ্য করা—n a possessing a noble character. উন্ধ্য করা—n to possess a tall body; উন্ধ্য না; (pop) উন্ধ্য করা—n a high-minded, high-souled. উন্ধ্য করা—n holding one's head high, unyielding dignified উন্ধ্য না—high education, higher education, advanced form of education. উন্ধ্য করা—n same as উন্ধ্য করা—n high society, the upper class, cultured society, progressive society, the well-to-do class, উন্ধ্য না—n in advanced community, উন্ধ্য না—n

উন্ধ্য—n prosperity, good fortune, flourishing amelioration, improvement, advancement, progress, uplift, promotion, development, tallness, loftiness, elevatedness, rise, height, altitude, elevation, greatness, nobleness, উন্ধ্য করা, উন্ধ্য না—n to prosper or cause to prosper to flourish or cause to flourish to improve, to advance or cause to advance to progress or cause to progress to get promotion to be uplifted or to uplift to be developed or to develop, to rise or cause to rise. উন্ধ্য করা—n to prosper to flourish, to improve to advance or progress to be uplifted or developed to rise উন্ধ্য না—a prosperous, flourishing, improving, progressing, progressive

উন্ধ্য—n to hang up, put up (উন্ধ্য না) swollen

উন্ধ্য—n act of raising or lifting up act of bringing forward or moving (a proposal etc.); uplift, upliftment, advancement, progress, development, improvement

উন্ধ্য—n raised, lifted, elevated, brought up, moved, uplifted, advanced, progressed, developed, improved.

উন্ধ্য—n act of raising or lifting, elevation, prosperity, flourish, amelioration
উন্নতি—a mad insane, lunatic maddened frenzied fem উন্নতি
উন্নিত, (pop) উন্নত, (poet) উন্নত—a mentally agitated (or restless) worried anxious absent-minded, preoccupied listless
উন্নতি, উন্নত—n thorough stir or churning, act of killing slaughter, rout উন্নতি করা—v to stir or churn thoroughly to kill to slay to rout to mop up
উন্নত—(1) n insanity, madness lunacy dementia (2) a mad, insane lunatic demented frantic, violent (উন্নত উন্নতি) উন্নতি করা—v to madden, to enrage, to excite to divest of self-possession to intoxicate উন্নতি হওয়া—v to become insane to go mad to become enraged to become excited or frantic to lose self-possession to beside oneself, to be intoxicated উন্নতি করা—(1) n act of making insane or insane act of enraging or exciting act of depriving of self-possession, intoxication (2) a making insane maddening enraged or exciting or depriving of self-possession, intoxicating উন্নতি করা—(1) n act of making insane or insane act of enraging or exciting act of depriving of self-possession, intoxication (2) a making insane maddening enraged or exciting or depriving of self-possession, intoxicating উন্নতি করা—(1) n act of making insane or insane act of enraging or exciting act of depriving of self-possession, intoxication (2) a making insane maddening enraged or exciting or depriving of self-possession, intoxicating উন্নতি করা—(1) n act of making insane or insane act of enraging or exciting act of depriving of self-possession, intoxication (2) a making insane maddening enraged or exciting or depriving of self-possession, intoxicating উন্নতি করা—(1) n act of making insane or insane act of enraging or exciting act of depriving of self-possession, intoxication (2) a making insane maddening enraged or exciting or depriving of self-possession, intoxicating উন্নতি করা—(1) n act of making insane or insane act of enraging or exciting act of depriving of self-possession, intoxication (2) a making insane maddening enraged or exciting or depriving of self-possession, intoxicating উন্নতি করা—(1) n act of making insane or insane act of enraging or exciting act of depriving of self-possession, intoxication (2) a making insane maddening enraged or exciting or depriving of self-possession, intoxicating উন্নতি করা—(1) n act of making insane or insane act of enraging or exciting act of depriving of self-possession, intoxication (2) a making insane maddening enraged or exciting or depriving of self-possession, intoxicating উন্নতি করা—(1) n act of making insane or insane act of enraging or exciting act of depriving of self-possession, intoxication (2) a making insane maddening enraged or exciting or depriving of self-possession, intoxicating উন্নতি করা—(1) n act of making insane or insane act of enraging or exciting act of depriving of self-possession, intoxication (2) a making insane maddening enraged or exciting or depriving of self-possession, intoxicating উন্নতি করা—(1) n act of making insane or insane act of enraging or exciting act of depriving of self-possession, intoxication (2) a making insane maddening enraged or exciting or depriving of self-possession, intoxicating উন্নতি করা—(1) n act of making insane or insane act of enraging or exciting act of depriving of self-possession, intoxication (2) a making insane maddening enraged or exciting or depriving of self-possession, intoxicating উন্নতি করা—(1) n act of making insane or insane act of enraging or exciting act of depriving of self-possession, intoxication (2) a making insane maddening enraged or exciting or depriving of self-possession, intoxicating উন্নতি করা—(1) n act of making insane or insane act of enraging or exciting act of depriving of self-possession, intoxication (2) a making insane maddening enraged or exciting or depriving of self-possession, intoxicating উন্নতি করা—(1) n act of making insane or insane act of enraging or exciting act of depriving of self-possession, intoxication (2) a making insane maddening enraged or exciting or depriving of self-possession, intoxicating উন্নতি করা—(1) n act of making insane or insane act of enraging or exciting act of depriving of self-possession, intoxication (2) a making insane maddening enraged or exciting or depriving of self-possession, intoxicating উন্নতি করা—(1) n act of making insane or insane act of enraging or exciting act of depriving of self-possession, intoxication (2) a making insane maddening enraged or exciting or depriving of self-possession, intoxicating উন্নতি করা—(1) n act of making insane or insane act of enraging or exciting act of depriving of self-possession, intoxication (2) a making insane maddening enraged or exciting or depriving of self-possession, intoxicating উন্নতি করা—(1) n act of making insane or insane act of enraging or exciting act of depriving of self-possession, intoxication (2) a making insane maddening enraged or exciting or depriving of self-possession, intoxicating উন্নতি করা—(1) n act of making insane or insane act of enraging or exciting act of depriving of self-possession, intoxication (2) a making insane maddening enraged or exciting or depriving of self-possession, intoxicating উন্নতি করা—(1) n act of making insane or insane act of enraging or exciting act of depriving of self-possession, intoxication (2) a making insane maddening enraged or exciting or depriving of self-possession, intoxicating উন্নতি করা—(1) n act of making insane or insane act of enraging or exciting act of depriving of self-possession, intoxication (2) a making insane maddening enraged or exciting or depriving of self-possession, intoxicating
উন্নতিকরণ—n opening of eyes eye-opening opening, unfolding, blooming, exposition manifestation উন্নতিকরণ করা—v to open eyes to open, to unfold to expose, to manifest
উন্নতিকরণ—a open-eyed, opened unfolded, blooming, exposed manifested উন্নতিকরণ করা—same as উন্নতি করা
উন্নত—a unbolstered or uncovered open, unsheathed, released liberated, set free
at liberty unrestrained unbounded frank candid उपकरण करा—v to open to un
shackle, to release, to set free उपकरण करा—v to open one's heart

उपकरण—n craned in eagerness eagerly expectant, looking forward anxious, on the point of about to (समायोजन), ready, prepared उपकरण—n craning (one's neck) in eagerness, eager expectancy, anxiety, state of being on the point of readiness

उपकरण—n extirpation uprooting eradication eviction, ejection removal destruction, extermination उपकरण करा—v to extirpate, to uproot to eradicate to evict, to eject to remove to destroy to exterminate उपकरण—n irrevocable destroyable

उपकरणितः—n a extirpator an eradicator an evictor an ejector a remover a destroyer in extinguisher for उपकरणितः

उपकरणितः—n extirpated uprooted eradicated ejected removed destroyed exterminated उपकरणितः करा—v to extinguish

उष्मा, उष्मिण्ण n act of opening or unfolding bloom indulgence, incitement slight exposition or manifestation act of rousing or state of being roused awakened birth (esp in embryo) उष्मिण्ण—n a opened unfolded blooming slight exposure or manifested roused awakened born (esp in embryo form) उष्मिण्ण करा—v to open to unfold to cause to bloom to urge to expose or manifest slightly to rouse to awaken to cause to be born (esp in embryo form)

उष्मन—n act of untying or uncovering or unrolling act of setting free release उष्मन करा—v to untie to uncover or unveil, to set free, to relax

उष्मितिः—n untied freed from binding uncovered or unveiled set free released liberated

उप—n prefix expressing nearness adjacency excellence, excellence, similarity, shortcoming, shortage, subordination, subjection, incompleteness, sub-, under.

उपकरण—n outskirts neighbourhood vicinity

उपकरण—n a tale a legend a folk tale a fairy tale a tale

उपकरण—n pseudo-bulb उपकरण—n a cess

उपकरण—n an ingredient an elemental or constituting material (esp a raw one), an equipment, an implement, an apparatus, an accessory, an article (esp of food and clothing) offered in religious worship

उपकरण—(1) a doing good to, benevolent, benevolent, helpful, useful (2) a benefactor, a helper उपकरण—n good turn, benefaction, benevolence good service help favour उपकरण करा—v to do good to to do a good turn to to benefit to help उपकरण—n doing good to, benevolent, benevolent not used of persons efficacious benevolent, helpful useful उपकरण—n active goodness, good, use, helpfulness usefulness benevolence उपकरण असा—to be useful some time other to come in handy उपकरण—a deserving help or favour.

उक्त—n coast, shore beach bank उक्त—n littoral orarian coastal उक्त—n coasting-trade उक्त—(1) a orarian (2) a orarian उपकरण—n a benefitted, helped उक्त—n same as उपकरण उक्तकेश—n false hair wig

उक्तम—n state of being on the point of or about to endeavour, effort beginning commencement start outset उक्तम करा—v to be about to or on the point of to undertake to be about to commence उक्तम होवा—v to be about to or on the point of being, to be about to commence उक्तम आयोध्या—a that which should be begun or undertaken

उक्तमार—v to begin, commenced started undertaken

उक्तमार—n same as उपकरण

उक्तम—n damage or waste (esp due to long use), wear and tear, depreciation उक्तम—n an alkaloid उपकरण—n present, arrived near adjacent, having attachment or attraction for having enjoyed sexual intercourse (with), mated obtained attained learnt उपकरण, उपकरणम—n presence, arrival, approach, act of going near a happening, an occurrence, an incident, attachment, sexual intercourse, mating, act of obtaining or attaining what is obtained or attain-
knowledge — a) approachable worthy of being sexually united or mated obtainable, attainable knowable

उपनिषि — न a small hill, a hillock an artificial hill

उपोत्ति — 1) sung, extolled, celebrated

उपाधि — न a venerable person (who is not a preceptor or teacher) one who deputizes or assists a preceptor or teacher

उपाधि — न a satellite, minor planet (dia) an undesirable dependant or companion (dia) a source of trouble

उपयोग — न a blow, harm, injury, destruction, extermination, extinction

उपचार — न spectacles, glasses

उपचार — न a collection, an assemblage, a multitude prosperity, flourishing improvement, nourishment, increase of value (of property) appreciation (astrol) the third, sixth, tenth and eleventh houses of the astrological zodiac

उचारण — a) (esp. of duties) untrained with offerings or presents, worshipped or served (rhet) metaphorically signified

उचारण — न act of sitting on, attendance, nursing, medical treatment

उचारण — (1) to overflow, (2) a overflowing, overflowed

उचारण — न any of the articles given in religious offering, religious service or ceremony, medical treatment, surgical operation, figurative expression, or its explanation

उचारणलाला — न (Sur) an operation, theatre

उचारणलाला — न disposition to do good, benevolence

उचारणलाला — न a benevolent

उचित — न a amassed, accumulated, collected, nourished, developed, prospered, flourished (of property etc.) increased in value, appreciated. उचिति — न an amassment, accumulation, collection, nourishment, development, flourish, increase in value, appreciation, (bio) analysis

उचितलाला — a in the process of being amassed, accumulated or collected, in the process of being nourished or developed, prospering, flourishing (of property etc.) increasing in value

उचित्राय — न a ghost, a phantom (astr) a penumbra

उच्चारण — न origin, birth, a coming into existence, production

उच्छारण — (poet) to be born or produced or to generate

उच्छारण — (1) a originated, born, produced (2) a by-product

उच्छारण — a metre used in Sanskrit, versification, a sub-case, a subclass, a tribe, a backward tribe an aboriginal tribe उपवत्तिः — न a tribal

उच्छिल — य (in poet) was or were produced or generated

उच्छिल — न the uvula, the epiglottis

उच्छिलीकरण — न livelihood, a profession, a trade

उच्छिली — लiving up, taken to a particular profession or trade

उच्छिली — (1) acceptable is a livelihood or profession or trade acceptable as a means to satiate demand to be depended on (2) livelihood a profession a trade a means to satisfy one's demand a shelter a prop, a lift, a motif, a basic idea (কবিতার কথার)

उच्छिल — न art, instruct

उच्छिल — (1) to uproot, to exterminate to eradicate or pull up to exterminate (2) a uprooted, exterminated, eradicated exterminated

उच्छिल — न a gift or present, given to express respect or gratitude

उच्छिल — न a valley, गंगा-उच्छिल — a rift valley

उच्छिल — न vphilik

उच्छिल — न a giver, a donor, a benefactor, a benefactress

उच्छिल — a one who is being advised or instructed, one who is the object of advice or instruction

उच्छिल — a of one who has been advised or instructed of that which has been said by way of advice or instruction advised or instructed, taught, counselled, directed

उच्छिल, उच्छिल — य demi-god

उच्छिल — न counsel, advice, instruction, teaching, precept, admonition, उच्छिल — न to counsel, to advise, to instruct, to teach, to admonish, उच्छिल — a giving or containing advice or teaching, didactic, instructive, instructional उच्छिल — same as उच्छिल, उच्छिल

उच्छिल — (1) imparting advice or instruction (2) a counsellor, an adviser, an instructor, a teacher, a preceptor
उपलब्ध—n a peninsula
उपेक्षा—n a disturbance a trouble
annoyance, irritation pesterment oppression, a raid a danger a mishap calamity
उपवास करा—to disturb trouble to peeter to oppress, to raid उपवासकारी
a a one who disturbs or gives trouble to or pests or annoys or oppresses or raids
उपवर्ष—a disturbed (उपवर्ष केल) troubled pestered oppressed, raised laid waste
उपवर्षका—n same as उपवर्षक
उपवर्ष—n an irrational or false faith
or religion, a superstition believed to be a part of religious worship a fetishistic
an unscriptural but traditional religious
practice
उपश्र—n (gr) the penultimate letter of a
word a trick, a means, a test or testing
of courtiers' honesty
उपश्रृंखला—n a metallocid a sulphate of
metal an excursion or secretion of the
body (e.g. hair tooth sweat lymph milk
menses etc)
उपोधान—n a pillow act of holding act
of placing or depositing
उपोधाना—n sub-section
उपोधान—n fumigation
उपोधान—n outskirts of a town a suburb
a small town, a township
उपोधाना, उपोधानी—n a stream that runs into another a tributary an affluent
उपोधान—n the ritual ceremony of investing a brahmin or a kshatriya or a vaishya
with the holy thread
उपोधान—n a nickname an alias a surname an appellation
उपोधानक—n (in novels plays etc) a character second in importance only to the
hero the subordinate or secondar hero or leader
उपविद्वानी—same as उपविद्वान (see उपविद्वान)
उपविद्वान—n a colony उपविद्वान करा—
v to settle in or set up as a colony to colonize उपविद्वान राजा करा—v to colonize
to set up a colony उपविद्वानित—a set up as or set up in a colony, colonized
उपविद्वान—n a by-election
उपविद्वान, उपविद्वान—n the philosophical
portion of the Vedas, the Vedantic philoso-
phy, Sanskrit philosophical treatises

उपविद्वानित निर्द—contingency fund
उपविद्वानित—n a deposited on trust en-
trusted
उपविद्वान—n a brought ushered arrived, attained of brahmin, kshatriya or vaishya invested with the holy thread उपविद्वान
होमा—n to be brought or ushered, to arrive, to attain to be invested with the holy thread
उपविद्वान—n a bringer, an usher
उपविद्वान—n a deputy leader an assistant leader, a false or self-declared leader
उपविद्वान—n placed deposited, pledged arranged
उपविद्वान—n pl spectacles eyeglasses
उपविद्वान—n a novel a book of fiction a
long story a romantic tale a romance a
preface or introduction a proposal उप-
विद्वानक, उपविद्वानचरित्र, उपविद्वानलेख—n a novel
उपविद्वान—n (masc) i paramour a gallant
उपविद्वान—n argument reasoning inference, proof demonstration, justification, knowledge solution accomplishment execution, origination, origin attainment provision
उपविद्वान—n fem a concubine
उपविद्वान—n (bot) a stipule उपविद्वान—(1)
a stipulate (2) n a stipulate leaf उपविद्वान—n a stipel
उपविद्वान—n a by-way
उपविद्वान—n the first of two words
compounded into one (gr) a system of forming compound words by adding a suffix denoting an agent (usu उपविद्वान तंत्रपुरुष)
उपविद्वान—n a venial sin a minor sin
उपविद्वान—n a one who or that which
decides or solves or accomplishes or executes or proves or justifies or demonstrates
उपविद्वान—n decision, solution, accomplishment execution proving, justification, demonstration उपविद्वान करा—v, to
decide to solve, to accomplish, to execute to prove, to justify, to demonstrate उप-
विद्वानी—same as उपविद्वान (a)
उपविद्वान—(1) a that which is to be or can
be decided or solved or accomplished or executed or proved or justified or demonstrated (2) n (geom) a proposition to be proved, a theorem इसाइ उपविद्वान विषय—
quod erat demonstrandum (Q D E)
उपविद्वान—n outskirts of a town, a suburb, a township उपविद्वान—a suburban
Purana—*n* a minor or secondary

*Upākram—n* a sub-clause

*Upās—n* a natural calamity or disaster, a danger, a pest, an insurrection or insurrection, a coup d’etat

*Upāsaka—*a stricken with natural calamity or disaster, encompassed with danger, endangered, pestered, torn with insurrection, trouble-infested

*Upās—n* a garden, a park, a grove, an artificial forest

*Upās—n* abstinence from food, fast, starvation, a fast enjoined by religion, Upāsana करा—v to abstain from food, to fast, to go hungry to starve, to observe a religious fast, Upāsana—*n* a fasting, starving, observing a religious fast

*Upāsaka—*n* a by-law

*Upāsaka—*n* a subsidiary poison, a poison, an artificial poison

*Upās—*a seated, sitting, Upāsaka तथा—1 to remain seated, to be in office, to occupy a seat, to be sitting, Upāsaka होगा—1 to seat, to take one’s seat

*Upāsaka—*n* the holy thread of a brāhmaṇa or kṣatriya or vaśīṣṭha Upāsaka—*n* wearing the holy thread

*Upās—n* an ellipse, Upāsaka—*a* elliptical in shape

*Upās—n* any of the four minor or subsidiary Vedas they deal with (1) the art of healing, (2) archery, (3) music and aesthetics and (4) architecture or masonry

*Upās—n* act of sitting, act of taking one’s seat, Upāsana करा—v to sit, to take one’s seat

*Upāsakā—*n* one who sits or causes to sit

*Upāsakā—*a seated

*Upāsaka—*n* a dialect

*Upāsakā—*n* enjoyed, eaten or drunk, used

*Upāsakā—*n* one who enjoys or eats and drinks or uses

*Upāsakā—n* act of enjoying enjoyment, act of eating or drinking act of using, Upāsakā—*n* an enjoyable, edible or drinkable, usable, that which is to be enjoyed or eaten and drunk or used

*Upās—*n. *n comp* like, similar, identical etc. (एकादश)

*Upāsakā—*n* a flea

*Upāsakā—*n* a deputy minister.
उपरोधी—a suitable, fitting, fit, competent, deserving, worthy, becoming serviceable, useful, proper, adequate, sufficient, expedient, applicable, favourable, helpful, उपरोधी—n suitability, suitability, fitness, competency, competence, deservingness, becomingness, serviceability, usefulness, propriety, adequacy, sufficiency, expedience, applicability, use, favourableness, helpfulness.

उपरोधी—n act of making suitable act of accommodating, accommodation, adjustment, adaptation, उपरोधी करा—v to render suitable, to render accommodating, to accommodate, to adjust, to adapt उपरोधी—(1) a superior (2) n a superior officer, a boss (fig) God उपर-उपर—(1) a superficially cursory shallow, not conscientious (उपर-उपर ज्ञानी तिन) (2) adv superficially or superficially, superficially—a of or on the top or on or surface upper उपर-उपर—a disposed to kick up a row quarrelsome, aggressive, intrusion-assailing on person उपर-उपर—adv coming forward to quarrel or assault (esp without provocation) aggressively or obtrusively, उपर-उपर—n (in chess) a move suggested by a non-playing spectator, a counter-move, (fig) an action to foil another उपर-उपर—a superficially (and usu officiously) cunning all too clever, disposed to parade oneself, cunning (esp precociously) उपर-उपर—n superficial (and usu officiously) cunning, act of parading oneself cunning (esp precociously) उपर-उपर—n a higher or upper storey of a building, (fig) the higher or wealthier or nobler stratum of the society, the upper class. उपर-उपर—n upstairs, (fig) of the upper class, उपर-उपर—adv upstairs, to the upper class, उपर-उपर—n officious, obtrusive, intruding, aggressive, उपर-उपर—n the opposite face of a thing, antipodes. उपर—n abstained or abstaining (from), refrained, ceased, given up, (of wordly interest) renounced, dead, deceased, gone by, passed. उपर—n renunciation, renunciation, abstention, cessation, act of giving up, death.

उपर—n a thing as bright as a gem a cheap gem, in imitation gem. उपर—adv in addition, moreover, over and above, besides. उपर—(1) a consecutive (2) adv one after another, consecutively, one upon another.

उपर—n a viceroy. उपर—n v.president. उपर—adv & prep & a on, upon above, over, overhead, upwards, upper, surfecling above, then thereafter. उपर—(1) a consecutive (2) adv superficially,cursorily one upon another, one after another consecutively उपर—n a superior, उपर—n superior, superior service. उपर—n above-mentioned, referred to above. उपर—n situated, referred on or above. उपर—n surface, the upper face of a thing (loos) the upper storey or deck. उपर—n (astrl) malignant influence. उपर—n a superimposed उपर—n a superposed उपर—n superposition उपर—n the top, the surface, the upper part, the space above. उपर—n the top of on the surface of, in or on the upper part, over on उपर—n a written above, उपर—n a placed or situated above, lying or standing above.

उपर—(1) a (used as a prefix) extra, irregular, additional, super-, sur-by way of. उपर—n the illegal gratification. उपर—n a perquisite, tip a bribe, an illegal or irregular gratification. उपर—n an extra income, a perquisite, an illegal extra income, a bribe a tip. उपर—n a surtax, उपर—n a surtax, an extra expense, an overhead charge. उपर—n same as उपर—एक उपर—एक—n an extra profit, an excess profit, an extra income, a bribe a tip.

उपर—n a requested, solicited, asked for. उपर—adv & prep, on, upon, over, up, above, upwards, overhead, on high, in the sky, upstairs.

For words in उपर— and उपर—, not given separately, see उपर and उपर.
Uporerśk—inc but pop var of Uporerś
Uporerś—n an earnest request, importunity, solicitation, recommendation sake (কাজের উপরেরে) Uporerśe চেপি গেল—v to swallow the (bitter) pill reluctantly in order to comply with a request
Uporerś—a above-mentioned
Uporerś' par—(1) adv one after another, one upon another (2) a coming or occurring one after another, placed one upon another consecutive (Uporerś' par তিন দিন)
Upol—n a pebble, stone, a gem, a jewel, a jewel
Upolś—n in end, in view, a purpose, an aim, an occasion—an opportunity, a pretext an excuse
Upolś—n a presage, an omen, an ominous sign, a prelude, state, condition at the point of commencement, an incidental (as opposed to an essential) characteristic or feature
Upolś—n (rhet.) a figure of speech akin to metonymy or synecdoche
Upolśk—n a purpose, aimed at presaging, taken as an occasion or opportunity advanced as a pretext or excuse inferred or deduced (from)
Upolś—n alt. spell of Upolś
Upolś—n a felt, perceived, understood, realized, learnt, attained, obtained, acquired (loosely, appreciated)
Upolśk—n feeling, perception, understanding, realization, cognition, attainment, acquisition (loosely) appreciation, (psy.) sense-perception Upolśk করা—v to feel, to perceive, to understand, to realize, to cognize, to learn, to attain, to obtain, to acquire, (loosely) to appreciate
Upolś—n a knowable, cognizable, attainable, capable of being accomplished, that which is to be learnt, or attained, or accomplished
Upolś—n besmeared, bedaubed, anointed, plastered (bot. & bio.) caked
Upolś—n act of smearing, or anointing or plastering an ointment, a plaster, (bot. & bio.) acration
Upolś—n act of smearing, or anointing, or plastering
Upolś—n relief, alleviation, abatement, subsidence, cessation, intermission, repress, of one’s own senses, উপলক্ষ করা—v to relieve, to alleviate, to allay, to mitigate, to abate, to cause to subside or cease or intermit, to repress one’s own senses.
Upolś—n v to be relieved, to be alleviated or mitigated to abate, to subside, to cease, to intermit, of one’s own senses, to be repressed, Upolś—n a relieving, alleviating, allaying, mitigating, causing abatement, of one’s own senses, Upolś—n a that which is to be or can be relieved, or alleviated, or allayed or mitigated, or abated, or made to cease, or made to intermit, or repressed, Upolś—n relieved, alleviated, mitigated, alleviated, abated, subsided, ceased, intermitted, of one’s senses, Upolś—n a sub-branch, a section
Upolś—n same as Upolśk (See Upolśk)
Upolś—n same as Upolśk
Upolś—n an antechamber, a lobby
Upolś—n a thin, or delicate, vein, a subsidiary, a vein
Upolś—n a minor disciple, a disciple of a disciple
Upolś—n a roll, Upolś সমারক—n a roll collector, Upolś—n a adorned, beautiful, decked
Upolś—n a sub-class
Upolś—n conclusion, termination, close, end, concluding part or remarks, closing part, Upolś—n হওয়া—v to conclude, to terminate, close, end
Upolś—n concluded, terminated, closed, ended, Upolś—n conclusion, termination
Upolś—n a sub-committee
Upolś—n any of the accompanying complaints of a disease, morbidity, a symptom (especial a disease), a trouble, a disturbance, an impediment, an obstacle, a calamity
Upolś—n prefix
Upolś—n a bay, a gulf, Upolś—n a gulf stream
Upolś—n a stream
Upolś—n act of alleviating, or abating, by sprinkling with water
Upolś—n act of sprinkling water upon, act of wetting
Upolś—(1) n in the practice of enjoying, or worshipping, having attachment (to), addicted (to), given to adultery, adulterous (2) n an enjoiner, a worshipper, one who has attachment (to), an addict, an adulterer
act

act of enjoying, enjoyment, worship, attachment, addiction

act of enjoying, enjoyment, attachment act of worshipping worship, addiction, occupation of a servant or employee, service

a enjoyed worshipped, treated with attachment fawned upon, taken or tasted as an addiction, (of a wife) enjoyed by a man other than one's husband, served

a in the practice of enjoying or worshipping having attachment (to) addicted (to), given to adultery adulterous, serving in the service of, attending upon

materials positing of some new quality, care cleansing, (gr) introduction of words in order to complete the sense of an incomplete sentence

a supplemented collected beautified embellished decorated dressed, toileted

a a concubine, a mistress

(1) a proximate, in the vicinity of neared situated or lying on the top of (2) n the male or female genitals, the penis or the vagina control of sex appetite or sexual desire, continence

(1) a bringing in ushering proposing moving introducing submitting (a petition etc) (2) n a bringer, an usher, a proposer, a mover an introducer one who submits (a petition etc)

act of bringing in or ushering, act of proposing or moving or introducing, act of submitting submission bring in to usher to propose, to move to raise to introduce, to submit a brought in, proposed or moved, introduced placed submitted

same as  on f from

fem of

a arrived or assembled in the place in question present, now existing current, impending  to bring in, to usher, to propose or introduce  to be present, to exist, to be current  to put in an appearance, to come to arrive, to assemble, to be present, to be current one who can deliver an extemporaneous speech, an extemporizer

(1) n presence of mind, ready wit (2) a ready-

arrival, assemblage, presence, attendance, existence at present, currency a registry

n a sub-tangent

income or profit from landed property business firm etc, revenue

hurt, wounded, attacked, overwhelmed

ridiculed, taunted, laughed at mocked

a complimentary gift, a present a present

ridicule taunt, a joke, contempt a taunt, to laugh at to mock to jeer to crack a joke, to treat with contempt a person, a contemptible person a ridiculous person, a laughable person a contemptible person

given or offered as a present presented, given or offered, collected

a lagoon

var of

(geog) a minor axis, spectacles

a story, a tale, a fable, a fairy tale, a narrative, an episode, an anecdote

a arrived within the approaches of nearing, present current, existing one who has or that which has been obtained or attained

act of approaching or nearing, approach presence, act of obtaining attainment

an accessory limb, a part of a limb an excrescence, a text regarded as a part of or accessory of the Vedas, an epilogue or appendix a appendices

n an assistant or junior teacher, (of a university) a vice-chancellor

(poet) to uproot

(1) a accepted, admitted, supposed (for the sake of argument) earned, obtained (2) n (log etc) a datum

a raw material, an ingredient, a constituent the material cause

- a. pleasant, delightful, enjoyable, tasteful delicious, dainty, pleasant
to eat উপাসক—n pleasantness, delightfulness, enjoyableness, tastefulness, deliciousness, daintiness

উপাধি—n a degree, a designation, a surn name, a nickname, a quality or property that distinguishes an individual from the class, a denotation উপাধিবিহীন—a titled, a degree-holder, an academic certificate

উপাধান—n a vice-principal.

উপাধান—n a professor or reader or teacher, an instructor or a professional teacher or reader of the Vedas উপাধানী—n fem a female professor or reader, a lady-teacher, an instructor, a professional teacher of the Vedas

উপাধি—n shoe, boot slipper, a shoe-maker

উপাধি—n an approach, vicinity, border, extremity, any penultimate or post-ultimate object উপাধি-চিন্তা—a marginal note, a lying in the outskirts, penultimate, word (শ্রেষ্ঠ) of a word

উপাদান—n act of returning or retreating, a turning round rotation, act of whirling

উপাদান—n a returned, retreated, turned round, whirled, a subnormal

উপাদান—n (geom) a subnormal

উপাদান—n a means, a way an expedient method (শেষ বা পর্যন্ত উপাদান), a contrivance, a device, income, earnings (উপাদান কৃষি), a remedy (রোগের উপাদান), a measure, a means to relieve or help support (বিধায় উপাদান), উপাদান করা—n to devise means or method, to earn, to remedy, to devise means to relieve or help to find a support for

উপাদান উপাদান—n pl ways and means.

উপাদান—n capable of earning পরিবার—n a family

উপাদান—n an alternative means, an alternative, a having no alternative.

উপাদান—n a one who earns (esp money), an earner

উপাদান—n beginning, outset, start

উপাদান—n act of earning (esp money), an earner

উপাদান—n act of winning, act of gaining or obtaining, acquisition, earnings income (উপাদান করা), উপাদান করা—n to earn, to win, to gain, to obtain উপাদানী—n capable of earning উপাদানী—n engaged in earning, zu উপাদানী—n a one who earns (esp money), an earner

উপাদানী—n act of canvassing votes, canvassing

উপাদানী—n reproof, reproach, censure, reprimand

উপাদানী—n a reproved, reproached, censured

উপাদান—n a shelter, a refugee, a taking shelter, a of resorting to

উপাদান—n engaged in worshipping or adoring or praying, engaged in religious meditation, engaged in serving or flattering a person in hope of getting some benefit in return, admiring, soliciting, deeply attached or addicted to

উপাদান—n a worshipping, an adorer, one who prays a devotee, a meditates, a servant, a flatterer, an admiring, one who solicits, one who is deeply attached to, an addict

উপাদান—n a thing or an object always ready to hand, a quiver

উপাদান, উপাদান—n worship, adoration, prayer, devotion, religious meditation, act of serving or flattering a person in hope of getting some benefit in return, admiration, solicitation, deep attachment or addiction উপাদান—n to worship, to adore, to pray, to be devoted to, to be engaged in religious meditation, to meditate, to serve or flatter a person in hope of getting some benefit in return, to admire, to solicit, to be deeply attached or addicted to

উপাদানী—n of উপাদান

উপাদান—n a worshipping, adored, meditated, served or flattered in hope of getting some benefit in return, admired, solicited, treated with deep attachment or addiction
উপাব্দি—n a cartilage.
উপাবসা—a worthy of being worshipped, adorable, warranting devotion, worthy of being meditated upon, worthy of being served or flattered, warranting admiration or deep attachment or addiction
উপাহার—n a light repast, tiffin, snack
উপরিক্ত—a collected, brought, imagined fancied
উপরূপ—a lying with face on the ground, prostrate. উপৰূপ হওয়া—v to prostrate, to turn turtle
উপত্রন্তর—a open-handed munificent, generous, ready to pay off (debts etc), unwilling, disinterested, unpaid, v to forgo payment, to not pay off a debt
উপেক্ষা—a & n one who disregards or rejects or neglects someone who attaches no importance to one who treats with contempt or indifference or inattention or overrule
উপেক্ষণ, উপেক্ষণ—n disregard, rejection, neglect, contempt or disesteem, heedlessness, inattentiveness. উপেক্ষণ করা—v to disregard, to reject, to neglect, to attach no importance to, to treat with contempt or indifference or inattention to pay no attention or heed to, to take no care of, to ignore, to overlook. উপেক্ষণ—a negligible, contemptible, not deserving any notice, ignorable
উপেক্ষিত—a disregarded, rejected, neglected, treated with contempt or indifference or inattention, unheeded, uncared for, ignored, overlooked. উপেক্ষিত—a endowed with invested with possessed of (e.g. অন্তর্ভুক্ত—having or possessing qualities qualified)
উপেক্ষণ—n beginning, a preface, a prologue, an introduction.
উপেক্ষণ, (rej.উপেক্ষণ—n abstinence from food, fasting, fast. উপেক্ষণ করা—v to fast, to go without food. উপেক্ষণ—a going without food, fasting
উষ্ণ—w, (of seeds) sown, sowed. উষ্ণ—n act of sowing
উষ্ণ—v to be surplus
উষ্ণ—v, to evaporate, to vanish, to disappear
উষ্ণ—dial var of উষ্ণ
উদ—a both, both. উদ—a amphibious, amphibian, terraqueous, উদ—n amphibian, amphibia, an amphibian, amphibiousness, the amphibian.
উদ্বন্ধ—(1) n ambivalence, (2) a ambivalent, উদ্বন্ধ—n (a bio & zoo) androgynous, উদ্বন্ধ—(1) a & n of common gender, (2) n an androgynous creature, (3) common gender or a word in this gender
উদ্ভাব—a high, loud, upturned (উদ্ভাবন)
উদ্ভাবন—adv at a high speed, with breakneck speed. উদ্ভাবন—adv at the top of one's voice.
উদ্ভূত—n rumbling noise.
উদ্ভূত—a having one's tail turned up.
উদ্ধরণ—(1) a two persons or things two, both (2) a both, (pop.উদ্ধরণ—adv on or from both or for both or on either sides or parties. উদ্ধরণ—a facing or looking both ways, double-faced.
উদ্ধরণ—n both sides, both sides.
উদ্ধসূত্র—(1) n a (zoo & bio) hermaphroditic (al) (2) n a hermaphroditic.
উদ্ধসূত্র—n a dilemma.
উদ্ধস্ত—a ambiguous, equivocal, having both or dual meanings.
উদ্দিন—a wealthy, rich, excellent, brilliant
উদ্ধন—n age
উদ্ধার, উদ্ধার—n a very rich man, a nabob
উন্নম—n the name of the wife of Shiva (উন্নম)
উন্নম—n the name of the wife of Shiva (উন্নম)
উন্নম—n the name of the wife of Shiva (উন্নম)
উন্নমন—(1) v to heat, to agitate (2) n measure, weight, quantity
উন্নমন, উন্নমন—n Shiva (উন্নম) the husband of Uma (উন্নম)
উন্নমন—n hope, desire, expectation. উন্নমন—(1) a aspiring, desiring, expectant (2) n a candidate (for a job etc.)
উন্নমন—n act of soliciting a job, act of offering oneself as a candidate, candidature
উন্নমন—n same as উন্নমন
উন্নমন, (pop.উন্নমন—n the bosom, the breast, the chest.
উন্নমন—n a sternum, a breastbone.
উন্নমন, উন্নমন—n a reptile, a serpent, a snake. উন্নমন—n either of the two mammary glands in a woman, the female breast.

For words in উদ-, not given separately, see উদ্ধ, উদ, উদ্ধ।
उद्र—var of उद्र
उद्राल—n a handkerchief, a thigh plate (esp of a horse)
उद्राय—n a piece of armour for the chest a breastplate
उद्र—n the breast the bosom, the chest
उद्र—same as उद्र
उद्राल—same as उद्राल
उद्र—alt spell of उद्र
उद्र—n thigh
उद्राल—var of उद्राल
उद्रालली—n a crawling
उद्राल—(1) a born of or produced from the breast (2) n either of the two mammary glands in women the female breast
उद्रेय—alt spell of उद्रेय
उद्र—alt spell of उद्र
उद्र—n a distinctive garb or members of a body a uniform
उद्र—n the i du language 111du उद्र—
उद्र—n one who is proficient in or professes to know Urdu
उद्र—n a fertile productive prolific fem
उद्र—n a to make fertile to fertilize उद्राल—n a thirty productivity उद्राल—n a fertilization उद्रालली—n a fertile-brained ingenious
उद्राल—n a fertile brain resourcefulness ingenuity
उद्र—n the name of the chief dancer of horses celebrated for her gallant youth and undying beauty
उद्र—n the earth (esp when personified as the mother of all created beings) Mother Earth उद्राल—n a mountain उद्राल—n a tree a plant
उद्र—n wool
उद्र—n tattoo a tatoo उद्र—n a tattooed उद्र—n naked nude bar uncovered
उद्र—n sheathed उद्र—n sheathed image frank (स्पा गरान) fem उद्रा उद्राली
उद्रालमल—n a medicinal herb abroma angustifolia
उद्रा (coll) उद्रा (coll) उद्रा—a turned upside down, lying or bent with face on the ground, prostrate opposite, reverse, contrary, contradictory (उद्रा) उद्रा—n to misunderstand, to misinterpret, to get hold of the wrong end of the stick, to be in the wrong, to take amiss, to take (it) ill उद्रा बोल—n to explain or represent in a wrong way, to try to give a false notion by diorting facts उद्रा—n a topsyturvey, confused, disorderly contradictory (उद्रा) उद्रा—n completely chaotic सूद्रा उद्रा—n complete chaos hell broke loose उद्रा—n (1) to reverse or be reversed to turn over or cause to turn over to turn turtle or cause to turn turtle to overturn to capsize to turn or cause to turn upside down to tumble or cause to tumble to make null and void to annul to revoke उद्रा—n poet corrupt of उद्रा उद्रा—n (inf) turning round and round doing over and over again getting topsy turvy or confused to roll about to wallow उद्रा उद्रा—n (hit) and misinterprets prayers one asks for a mare but gets the scare on who misunderstands completely by उद्रा उद्रा—n see उद्रा
उद्रा—n (poet) delight joy gladness hilarity, merriment
उद्रा—n to be delighted or gladdened उद्रा—n (poet) delighted gladdened उद्रा—n a sound made by Hindi women by moving their tongues within their mouths on any festive occasion (also उद्रा उद्रा उद्रा उद्रा) उद्रा उद्रा उद्रा उद्रा—(of wedding etc) in a simple dress without pomp and grandeur, without ostentation
उद्रा—n a kind of reedy grass (usu उद्रा उद्रा उद्रा उद्रा) उद्रा—n a variety of reed (fg) an insignificant or indigent person (fg) a novice or common person or citizen उद्रा उद्रा उद्रा उद्रा—(fg) to cast pearls before swine उद्रा उद्रा उद्रा उद्रा—(fg) kings with one another vie and the innocent people die.
उद्रा—n the owl fem उद्रा
उद्रा—n a Muslim scholar or learned man, an ulema
उद्रा—n an aerolite or aerolith a shooting-star, a meteor, a spark, a scintilla, a torch उद्रा—n the fall of a meteor to
the earth—n meteoline, a meteor
उद्धरण—n the fox, ignis-fatuus, will-o'-the-wisp, a woman whose face is ever ruddy with anger, a fire-vomiting female ghoul

उद्धरण—n act of crossing by leaping or vaulting over, act of leaping or vaulting over transgression violation, infringement disobedience उद्धरण करा—1 to cross by leaping or vaulting over to leap or vault over to transgress to violate to infringe, to disobey उद्धरणीय—same as उद्धरण

उद्धरण—n act of leaping or vaulting over, transgressed, violated, infringed disobeyed उद्धरणी—n that which can be or is to be leapt over or transgressed or violated or infringed or disobeyed

उद्धरण, उद्धरण—n act of jumping or leaping or springing or bounding or skipping a jump, a leap a spring, a spell of skipping or frisking उद्धरण दौड़ा—v to jump, to leap to spring, to bound, to take a jump

उद्धरण—n a vertical portion उद्धरण, उद्धरण—n (geom) a vertical section उद्धरण—n (geom) a vertical plane उद्धरणाभाव—adv vertically

उद्धरण—n a delighted, gladness exulted, exultant jovial, jubilant hilarious उद्धरण संस्का—

उद्धरण—n delight gladness exultation joy, joviality jubilation (of books) a chapter उद्धरण करा—1 to express joy to exult to jubilate उद्धरणी—same as उद्धरणी उद्धरणी

उद्धरण—n written above above-mentioned, alluded to उद्धरण—n the gibbon a term of abuse उद्धरण—n mention reference (that) allusion उद्धरण करा—v to mention to refer to, to allude to उद्धरण—n act or mentioning act of referring to or alluding to उद्धरणीय, उद्धरण—n mentionable worth mention that which is to be mentioned उद्धरणीय—n mentionable, worth mention

उद्धरण—n a billow, a breaker, (2) a dangling

उद्धरण—n a spell of उद्धरण

उद्धरण—n aromatic root of a variety of grass, cuscus

उद्धरण—n a mason's wooden tool for planing or smoothing

उद्धरण—n close of the day evening उद्धरण—n the vedic spell of उद्धरण उद्धरण—n a spell of उद्धरण

उद्धरण—n a dry and lean or swelled wizened (उद्धरण) (रोशना) (of hair) ungreased and unkempt dishevelled उद्धरण—n the camel fem उद्धरण उद्धरण—n a camel-driver a cameleer उद्धरण—n heat warmth the sun or the summer उद्धरण—n anger passion उद्धरण—n hot warm heated, passionate, angry उद्धरण—n summer hot or warm weather उद्धरण—n heat warmth bad temper उद्धरण—n as उद्धरण उद्धरण—n a hot spring उद्धरण—n a geyser उद्धरण उद्धरण—n invigorating, stimulating excitant excitatory उद्धरण—n as उद्धरण उद्धरण—n hot bath उद्धरण—n (geog) the torrid zone उद्धरण—n a turban a headgear a coronet a diadem उद्धरण—n the lotus on the scalp according to the Buddhist scriptures उद्धरण—n a turbaned coroneted diadem

उद्धरण—n hot or warm water उद्धरण, उद्धरण—n heat warmth anger rage passion huff excitement summer, temperature उद्धरण—n to become heated or warm to get angry or huff उद्धरण करा—1 to vent one's anger or huff उद्धरण—n any of the apparatus उद्धरण—n a thermometer उद्धरण—n vapour-bath उद्धरण—n the hot season summer उद्धरण—n angered angry उद्धरण—n to raise or draw up (the wick of a lamp), (usu dero) to excite, to instigate, to open a boil etc) by piercing उद्धरण—n excitation, instigation

उद्धरण—n expressing restlessness, fidgetiness उद्धरण—n to become restless with eagerness or inquisitiveness to fidget उद्धरण—n fidgetiness, fidgets उद्धरण—n realization (of a bill, claim, dues etc), requisal, (fig) avengement उद्धरण करा
to realize (a bill, claim etc), to avenge (a wrong) 

उत - a very strong powerful, vigorous, spirited merrymaking.

उर्ध - a thread of wool

उधार - woolen, full of wool, woolly

उधु - alt spell of उधु

उधु - (1) n the upward direction or space, height altitude, (2) a high, tall

उधार (पक्ष) - raised lofty noble upturned (उधार).

उधार (करा) - (1) a having a tall body tall (2) n the upper part of the body

उधार क्यन - n ascending order, a going or moving upwards ascending soaring.

उधार क्यन - (1) n ascending order, a going or moving upwards ascending soaring.

उधार - a moving in the sky or air, a-piring ambitious, highly imaginative, full of sublime imagination.

उधार - n the upper part of the body, n ascending order, a going or moving upwards ascending soaring.

उधार - a moving in the sky or air, a-piring ambitious, highly imaginative, full of sublime imagination.

उधार - a moving in the sky or air, a-piring ambitious, highly imaginative, full of sublime imagination.

उधार - a moving in the sky or air, a-piring ambitious, highly imaginative, full of sublime imagination.

उधार - a moving in the sky or air, a-piring ambitious, highly imaginative, full of sublime imagination.

उधार - a moving in the sky or air, a-piring ambitious, highly imaginative, full of sublime imagination.

उधार - a moving in the sky or air, a-piring ambitious, highly imaginative, full of sublime imagination.

उधार - a moving in the sky or air, a-piring ambitious, highly imaginative, full of sublime imagination.

उधार - a moving in the sky or air, a-piring ambitious, highly imaginative, full of sublime imagination.

उधार - a moving in the sky or air, a-piring ambitious, highly imaginative, full of sublime imagination.

उधार - a moving in the sky or air, a-piring ambitious, highly imaginative, full of sublime imagination.

उधार - a moving in the sky or air, a-piring ambitious, highly imaginative, full of sublime imagination.

उधार - a moving in the sky or air, a-piring ambitious, highly imaginative, full of sublime imagination.

उधार - a moving in the sky or air, a-piring ambitious, highly imaginative, full of sublime imagination.

उधार - a moving in the sky or air, a-piring ambitious, highly imaginative, full of sublime imagination.

उधार - a moving in the sky or air, a-piring ambitious, highly imaginative, full of sublime imagination.

उधार - a moving in the sky or air, a-piring ambitious, highly imaginative, full of sublime imagination.

उधार - a moving in the sky or air, a-piring ambitious, highly imaginative, full of sublime imagination.

उधार - a moving in the sky or air, a-piring ambitious, highly imaginative, full of sublime imagination.

उधार - a moving in the sky or air, a-piring ambitious, highly imaginative, full of sublime imagination.

उधार - a moving in the sky or air, a-piring ambitious, highly imaginative, full of sublime imagination.

उधार - a moving in the sky or air, a-piring ambitious, highly imaginative, full of sublime imagination.

उधार - a moving in the sky or air, a-piring ambitious, highly imaginative, full of sublime imagination.

उधार - a moving in the sky or air, a-piring ambitious, highly imaginative, full of sublime imagination.

उधार - a moving in the sky or air, a-piring ambitious, highly imaginative, full of sublime imagination.

उधार - a moving in the sky or air, a-piring ambitious, highly imaginative, full of sublime imagination.

उधार - a moving in the sky or air, a-piring ambitious, highly imaginative, full of sublime imagination.

उधार - a moving in the sky or air, a-piring ambitious, highly imaginative, full of sublime imagination.

उधार - a moving in the sky or air, a-piring ambitious, highly imaginative, full of sublime imagination.

उधार - a moving in the sky or air, a-piring ambitious, highly imaginative, full of sublime imagination.

उधार - a moving in the sky or air, a-piking ambitious, highly imaginative, full of sublime imagination.

उधार - a moving in the sky or air, a-piring ambitious, highly imaginative, full of sublime imagination.

उधार - a moving in the sky or air, a-piring ambitious, highly imaginative, full of sublime imagination.

उधार - a moving in the sky or air, a-piring ambitious, highly imaginative, full of sublime imagination.

उधार - a moving in the sky or air, a-piring ambitious, highly imaginative, full of sublime imagination.

उधार - a moving in the sky or air, a-piring ambitious, highly imaginative, full of sublime imagination.

उधार - a moving in the sky or air, a-piring ambitious, highly imaginative, full of sublime imagination.

उधार - a moving in the sky or air, a-piring ambitious, highly imaginative, full of sublime imagination.
pantingly  উপর্যুক্ত—n highest or maximum number  উপর্যুক্ত—n highest or farthest limit  উপর্যুক্ত—n a lying or placed above or on high upper higher senior superior heavenly  উপর্যুক্ত—(pop) n a vertical  উপর্যুক্ত—n (geom) a vertical section  উপর্যুক্ত—adv on high or on the upper portion a lot above or on heaven at (certain) height  উপর্যুক্ত—v ascended moved or risen upwards upturned used  উপর্যুক্ত—n a spit tip of  উপর্যুক্ত—n the thigh bone the femur  উপর্যুক্ত—n a wave a surge a billow of  উপর্যুক্ত—n a wave brok'en on rocks or short a breaker  উপর্যুক্ত—n a billowy full of waves  উপর্যুক্ত—n a row of waves  উপর্যুক্ত—n a row of a seashore  উপর্যুক্ত—v 1st soil salty full of salty soil barren desert  উপর্যুক্ত—n a dawn a break early morning  উপর্যুক্ত—n the time of the dawn  উপর্যুক্ত—n Pertaining to the dawn  উপর্যুক্ত—n a prayer in the morning  উপর্যুক্ত—n it dawn  উপর্যুক্ত—n the practice of drinking a chalice of water just after getting up from bed in the morning (this practice is considered a good remedy for stomach ailments)  উপর্যুক্ত—n the setting in of the daybreak  উপর্যুক্ত—n at break of day at dawn  উপর্যুক্ত—n (gt) any of the aspirates  উপর্যুক্ত—n reasoning based on a supposition or hypothesis one of the eight exercises of the intellect  উপর্যুক্ত—n a collection  উপর্যুক্ত—n a not expressed or used but understood implied elliptical  

擅自,  অন্তর্যাত্মা,  অন্যটি,  অন্যদিক,  

অই  the seventh vowel of the Bengali alphabet অকাল—n the symbol affixed to a consonant whilst adding the ত-sound to ।
অকাল—n (of words) beginning with ত or ত-sound অকাল—n (of words) ending in ত or ত-sound
অকাল—n the Rigveda, a Vedic hymn in verse, the esoteric prayer that one says to oneself whilst telling beads
অকাল—n wealth inherited wealth and property, heritage, property left by a person at death, assets of a deceased person
অকাল—n a share in wealth or property
অকাল—n a poor, impecunious
অকাল—n the bear a star, a constellation
অকাল—n (astr) the Great Bear
অকাল—n the moon (when personified)
অকাল—n the collection of hymns and prayers of the Rigveda
অকাল—n the Rigveda  

অকাল—n a verse versed in or obedient to the Rigveda
অকাল—n a straight erect upright, uncurved unbent unyielding candid frank sincere easy easy to understand or learn or read
অকাল—n a erect-bodied, upright
অকাল—n straightness erectness uprightness honesty sincerity simplicity
অকাল—n same as অকাল, অকাল—n (geom) a rectilinear, figure  
অকাল—n a straight line
অকাল—n a frank or sincere by nature
অকাল—n a debt a loan liability (math) the minus sign অকাল—n to borrow অকাল—n to lend
অকাল—n a run into debt, indebted
অকাল—n to be indebted (to) to owe
অকাল—n to run into debt to incur debt
�কাল—n a act of borrowing (esp money) 
অকাল—n a a borrower a debtor
�কাল—n (math) the minus sign
�কাল—n the measures of debt  
�কাল—n to encroach or be encroached in debt to involve or be involved in debt
�কাল—n a lender money-lender, creditor
�কাল—n a act of lending (esp money) 
�কাল—n a a debtor
�কাল—n a out of debt, freedom from debt
�কাল—n a act of paying off a debt, repayment
�কাল—n to pay off a debt to repay
অকাল—n a (alg) negative
অকাল—n indebtedness
অন্ত — a species of deer white-footed or dappled antelope

- a species of deer white-footed or dappled antelope

অৰ্থ — n the eighth vowel of the Bengali alphabet (this vowel is no longer used in Bengali)

অপৰ্য্যায় — the ninth and the tenth vowels of the Bengali alphabet (these are not used in Bengali)

অদ্যাতম — 1 the eleventh vowel of the Bengali alphabet

অধিবিধিক — n a family priest an assistant priest a priest

অধিকার — a prosperous, flourishing affluent well to-do fortunate অধিকার — n all-round prosperity flourishing status fortune, property, wealth অধিকার — same as অধিকার অধিকার

অধিকার অধিকার — a feast bathed on the fourth day of one’s menstrual period অথবা — n an act of bathing on the fourth day of one’s menstrual period

অধিক্ষেপ — n a family priest in assistant priest a priest

অধিক্ষেপ — a prosperous, flourishing affluent well to-do fortunate অধিক্ষেপ — n all-round prosperity flourishing state fortune, property, wealth অধিক্ষেপ — same as অধিকার অধিকার অধিকার — a attainment of prosperity

অধিক্ষেপ — n a god, one of a species of deified man a superman

অধিক্ষেপ — the ox, a mythological mountain (mus) the second note in the natural scale, as a six (the best one) (ধুনরহম)

অধিক্ষেপ — n a very wise ascetic, a sage, a saint, a composer of Vedic hymns অধিক্ষেপ, অধিক্ষেপ — a equal to or comparable with a saint saint-like, saintly অধিক্ষেপ — a told by a saint (gr — of words etc) used by a saint but not in accordance with grammatical rules (cp archaic) অধিক্ষেপ — n the abode of the spirits of sages

অধিক্ষেপ — (astrol) under the evil influence of a star, inauspicious অধিক্ষেপ — (astrol) evil influence of a star, an inauspicious thing, an evil
same one and the same — a
some one by one (एक-एक के)
certain (एक-एक निम)
एक — (1) alone unaccompanied (2) the
first figure from the right of an arithmetical
number, (math.) a unit
एकाई — see क़पूर
एक पराध — in a word एक कलम — a columnist
who writes only one column of a
newspaper एकादश, एकादश — pop var s of
एका एकाकीय — a done or to be done
only once given or to be given only once
at a time — simultaneous
एकालीन अनुदान — a lump-grant, non-recurring
grant एकाल — adv at one time once
upon a time at one and the same
time, simultaneously एकाडि — a lot of a heap
of एकर, एकक — a concentric एक
पूरा — a filled or full to the brim full rep.
एक-पूरा (क) एकाकार — a monocarpellary एक-गला — a
up to the throat or chin एक-गला — a
covering the whole of the body (एक-गला गर्म, एक-गला गर्म)
एक-गला — a
a heap of a great number or collection of
एक-गला (लो) एक-गला — (1) a
mouthful of (2) a mouthful एकहेड — a
obstinate obdurate stubborn wilful, wayward,
disobedient indiscreet indomitable एक
हेडमिन — obstinacy, willfulness, waywardness,
disobedience, indiscretion stubbornness,
indomitableness एकधार — a
outcast, cast out of society एकधार बाज़ी — an
outcast एकधार — a linear एकधार
समीकरण — a linear equation एकधार — a
monotonous hackneyed एकधार मिन —
monotony hackneyedness एकधार, (coll)
एकधार — a one-eyed single-eyed looking
in one direction only partial, prejudiced
based preferential एकधार मिन — partiality,
prejudice bias, preferential treatment एकधारीनप — a forty-first एकधारीनप — a
forty-one एकधारीनप — a forty-one एकधारीनप
एकधारीनप — a moving alone (c p segregatus), shunning company एकधारीनप — a
discreetly attentive, intent, concentrated एकधारीनप
— (1) a having only one slanting roof (2) a
such a hut of shed एकधारीनप — a absorbedly
all spell of एकधारीनप एकधारीनप —
adv enough or too much at a stroke or at
one time एकधारीनप — adv without break or
respite (एकधारीनप बला कर), with one stroke
(2) a bellyful of (3) adj. to one's fill — a leaping or stooping to one side aslant on a solid partial ādātātā — (1) ādātātā of a sort, in a way, somewhat (2) a of a type of some sort of the ādātātā —
āvāgūtāmīhātu ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātātā ādātāt...
the eleventh day of the lunar fortnight, the last observed by Hindus on this day


day, the eleventh...cumulatively in an uninterrupted sequence successively

one and the same receptacle or vessel...of the same person or thing, in one...

a mixture up together or confusedly in a state of confusion and disorder in a muddle

a...alone...solitary...alone...alone...single-handed

one part or portion aliquot part

(lit.) same or similar in shape or appearance mixed up or conglomerated into a confused mass, mixed up confusedly

adv...alone unaccompanied by oneself single-handed

intent, single-mindedly concentrated single-acting, absorbedly attentive

intensity, single-mindedness, concentration...concentration...same as...intent, single-mindedly concentratedly with raptness attention

a...a missile which was sure to kill the only one person aimed at

assembled, collected combined united concerted

seventy-one

(state of having but one and the same soul inseparable unity close intimacy and agreement)

philosophy there is nothing but God this Vedantic doctrine, pantheism, monism

monistic...monist.

(a) having one and the same meaning, synonymous (also etymology, etymology)

having one and the same purpose
one for help, deprived of any alternative

akaśā—the quality subsisting in one person

akaśa—(1) n one and the same seat, (2) a sitting on one and the same seat, having

no seat but one

akaśā—n a period of one day

akaśā—n only one meal daily akaśā—

a taking but one meal daily

akaśik—a to be accomplished within a
day, happening or appearing daily quoti-
dian (akaśik day) born daily living for a
day only

akaśa—n expressing surprise what

this what

akaśik a—n the act of levelling or equalizing, equalization unification amalgama-
tion, act of mixing up together, mixture, fusion

akaśik—n a levelled equalized unified, amalgamated mixed up together, fused

akaśik—n an act of being levelled or equalized or unified or amalgamated or

mixed up together, equalization unification, amalgamation, mixture, fusion

akaśik—n unity unification state of

being levelled or equalized, fusion

akaśik—n a levelled equalized, unified amalgamated mixed up together, fused

akaśā—n sum total akaśā—adv in total

in all altogether

akaśik—n both the house of the husband and the house of the other (of a

married woman), (both) the mortal world or life and world or life after death this

world and the next both the courses both the alternatives

akaśā—n twenty-one akaśā—(1) n

the twenty-first day of a month (2) a (of
days of a month) twenty-first

akaśā—coll. trup of akaśā (see akaśā)

akaśā—(1) pro one person, akaśā, akaśā

one thing (akaśā akaśā) one (2) adv on the one hand in the first place

akaśā—adv one by one another, gradually (akaśā akaśā)

akaśā—(1) adv thoroughly out and

out (2) a downright thorough

akaśā—var of akan

akaśā—n, only one God, the sole master akaśā—n (theol) monotheism

akaśā—n monotheist (2) n a

akaśā—n the annual obsequial rites

in respect of only one deceased person

akaśā—n less by one akaśā—thirty-nine

akaśā—n thirty-nine akaśā—n thirty-nine

akaśā—n eighty-nine akaśā—eighty-nine

akaśā—n eighty-nine akaśā—eighty-nine

akaśā—n forty-nine akaśā—forty-nine

akaśā—n sixty-nine akaśā—sixty-nine

akaśā—n seventy-nine akaśā—seventy-nine

akaśā—n eight wheeled vehicle
drawn by one horse (resembling a dog-
cart)

akaśā—n variants of akaśā

akaśā—n this moment akaśā—adv at

this moment, at the present time now

just now, immediately at once

akaśā—n jurisdiction, purview

range, authority, right, control

akaśā—(1) adv at this time at this

instant now at present in modern times

now—a days recently currently at last,
after so long (akaśā atakaśā akaśā)

akaśā (used in introducing a sentence) and now

akaśā (akaśā akaśā) (2) n this time present

times akaśā, akaśā—adv at once akaśā,

akaśā—adv till now, even in this state

even after this, notwithstanding this

still akaśā—a of this time, of present

times current recent akaśā—akaśā

on the point of death (akaśā—akaśā)

akaśā—akaśā—akaśā—akaśā—akaśā—akaśā

akaśā—n this place, this world this mortal

world akaśā—a of this place or

world akaśā—akaśā in or at this place,

here

akaśā—var of akaśā

akaśā—var of akaśā

akaśā—n to advance, to go forward, to

proceed, to go on, to progress, to ap-

proach akaśā—akaśā—akaśā—akaśā—akaśā

akaśā—akaśā—akaśā—akaśā—akaśā

akaśā—n the eleventh day of a month (2) a

(akaśā akaśā) eleventh

akaśā, akaśā—variants of akaśā